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THURSDAY, MARCH 2,

U.S.
SWCOMMITTEE
ON COMPUTER
SERVICES,
COMMITTEE
ON RULESAND ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m. in room 301, Old Senate
Office Building, the Honorable B. Everett Jordan, chairman of the
full committee and of the subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Jordan and Griffin.
Subcommittee staff present: Charles E. Graham, associate director
of computer services ; and Linda Primm, staff assistant.
Full committee staff present: Gordon F. Harrison, staff director;
Hugh Q. Alexander, chief counsel ; Rurkett Van Kirk, minority counsel; John P. Coder, professional staff member; Thomas P. McGnrn,
director, information and computer services; Hildreth T. Sharp, assistant chief clerk; Peggy Parrish, staff assistant; Kay Ballard Chain,
secretarial assistant ; and Jack Sapp, editorial assistant.
'OPENING STATEMENT OF HOB. B. EVERETT JORDAN, CHAIRMAN
OF THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION AND OF
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPUTER SERVICES
The CHAIRMAN.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I am glad to
welcome each one of you to this hearing this morning. This is the Committee on Rules and Administration Room of the Senate.
This morning this Subcommittee on Computer Services of the Committee on Rules and Administration, of which I am the chairman, will
hold hearings on the establishment of an Onice of Technology Assessment. I consider this to be a most important hearing.
We are delighted to have so many distinguished visitors who are
interested in this piece of legislation appear before us this morning.
I am going to read an opening statement which will qive some of the
reasons why we are holding the hearing.
The purpose of the hearing today is to receive testimony on S. 2302
and H.R. 10243 which propose the establishment of an Office of Technology Assessment to assist Congress in evaluating the scientific, technical and social impacts of legislation.
I n brief, the Office would consist of a Technology Assessment Board
to formulate policy and an operational unit headed by a director to
administer its activities.
(1)

The operational unit would be composed of a small, but highly
qualified group of experts in the areas of the physical, biological and
social sciences.
The basic responsibility of the Office would be to provide an appraisal and "early warning system" of the probable positive and negative impacts of the applications of technology, and to develop coordinative and analytical information which would assist the Congress in determining the relative priorities of programs before it.
Assessments could be initiated by the chairman of any committee
of the Congress, for himself or on request of the ranking minority
member or a majority of committee members; or by the Technology
Assessment Board.
All results of assessments would be freely available to the public
except in cases involving national security, or where public information statutes would prohibit it from being published.
I t should be noted that the Office itself would be prohibited from
operating any laboratories, plants, or test facilities.
I n other words, we will not go into the automobile manufacturing
business, or operate laboratories to test them.
The Congress has not provided itself with an adequate capability
for the independent collection, correlation and analysis of information
on the many complex issues which confront all of us every day. The
establishment of an Office of Technology Assessment would provide
this critically needed service to the Congress.
The need for such an Office is underscored by the rapid pace of
scientific and technological developments and the increasingly critical
environmental, social, and economic problems confronting our Nation.
I n this regard, one of the most pressing needs for Congress under
today's conditions is to be better informed concerning the vital issues
for which we must create legislation and upon which we must make
decisions.
The time is long past when we can afford to forego the benefits of
modern techniques in the areas of information and policy analysis. If
we are to be the handful of men to make vital decisions, we must have
the advantage of the best data available. And I consider the establishment of the Officeof Technology Assessment to be a significant step
toward providing Congress with the best information that is available.
I t is worth noting that the Office of Technology Assessment would
be the first office the Congress has established for itself since the establishment of the GAO in 1921, and the first entirely new informational organization since the establishment of the Legislative Reference Service of the Library of Congress in 1914.
Without objection, I ask that copies of S. 2302 and H.R. 10243 be
inserted into the record at this point.
(The bills referred to follow :)
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S. 2302

I N THE SENATE OP THE UNITED STATES
JULY19,1971
of North C~rolina(for himself, Mr. ALL^, Mr. KENNEDY,
Mr.
Mr. JORDAN
PASTORE,
and Mr. PROGTY)
introdnced the following bill; which was read
twice and referred to the Commibtee on Rules and Administration

A BILL
'Po establish an Office of Technology Assessment for the &ngress as an aid in the identification and consideration of
existing and probable impacts of technologiml application;
to amend the National Science Foundation Act of 1950;
and for other purposes.
1

B e it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cihed as the "Technology Assessment
4 Act of 1971".

5

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

6

SEC. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that:

7

(a) Emergent ndtional problems? physical, biological,
I1

2

1 and social, are of such a nature and are developing at such
2 an unprecedented rate as to constitute a major threat to the

3 security and general welfare of the United States.
4

(b) Such problems are largely the result of and are

5 allied to-

6

(1) the increasing pressures of population ;

7

(2) the rapid consumption of natural resources;

8

9
II

10

and
(3) the deterioration of the human environment,
natural and social,

11 though not neoessarily limited to or by these factors.
12

(c) The growth in scale and extent of technological

13 application is a crucial element in such problems and either
14 is or can be a pivotal influence with respect both to their
15 cause and to their solution.

16

(d) The present mechanisms of the Congress do not

17 provide the legislative branch with adequate independent
18 and timely information concerning the potential applica-

19 tion or impact of such technology, particularly in those in20 stances where the Federal Government may .be called upon
21 to consider support, management, or regulation of tech-

22 nological applications.

23

(e) I t is therefore, imperative that the Congress equip

24 itself with new and effective means for securing competent,
25 unbiased information a o n m i n g the effects, physical, eco-

3
1 nomic, sooial, and politioail, of the ~qplimtionsof M h d o g y ,

2 and that such information be utilized whenever appropriate
3 as one element in the legislative assessment of matters pend4

ing before the Congress.

5

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY

6

ASSESSMENT

'?

SEC.3. (a) I n accordance with the rationale enunciated

8 in section 2, there is hereby mareated the Office of Teohnology
9 Assessment (hereinafter referred to as the "Office")
a.

which

10 shall be within and responsible to the legislative branch of
11 the Government.

12

(b) The Offioe shrtll consist 'of a Taahnology A~sessment

13 Board (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") which shall
14 formulate and promulgate the policies of the Office, and a
15 Director who shall carry out such policies and admister
16 the operations of the Office.

17

(c) The basic responsibilities and duties of the Office
shall be to provide an early warning of the probable im-

19 pacts, positive and negative, of the applimtions of technology
20 and to develop other coordinate information which may
21

assist the Congress in determining the relative priorities of

22 programs before it. I n carrying oat such function, the Office
I

23 shall-

24
25

( 1 ) identify existing or probable impacts of tech-

nology or technological programs;

4

(2) where possible establish cause-and-effect relationships;
(3) determine alternative technological methods of
implementing specific programs;
(4) determine alternative programs for achieving
requisite goals ;
(5) make estimates and comperisons of the impacts
of alternative methods and programs ;

(6) present findings of completed analyses to the
appropriate legislative authorities ;
( 7 ) identify areas where additional research or data

collection is required to provide adequate support for the
assessments and estimates described in paragraphs (1)
through (5) ;and
(8) undertake such additional associated tasks as

the appropriate authorities specified under subsection
(d) may direct.
(d) Activities undertaken by the Office may be initiated by(1) the chairman of any standing, special, select,

or joint committee of the Congress;
(2) the Board; or

(3) the Director.
(e) Information, surveys, studies, reports, and findings
~roducedbv the Office shall be made freely available to the

I

5

1 public except where ( I ) to do so would violate security
2 statutes, or (2) the information or obher mabter involved

3 could be with'hleld from the public, notn3hsbanding subsec4 tion (a) of section 552 of title 5, United States Code, under
5 one or more of the numbered paragraphs in subsection (b)

6 of such section.

7

(f) I n undertaking the duties set out in subsection (c) ,

8 full use shall be made of cornyetent personnel and organim9 tions oubside the Office, public or private; and special ad hoc

10 task forces or other arrangements may be formed by the
11 Director when appropriate.
12
13

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT BOARD

SEC.4. (a) The Bmd hall consist of eleven m m -

14 bers as follows :
15

(1) two Members of the Senate who $hall not be

16

m e m b olf the same politid p r t y , to be appointed

17

by the President, pro tempore of the Senate;

18

(2) two Members of the House of Representatives

l9

who shall not be members of the same political pafiy,

20

to be appoinaed by the Bpeaker of the Home of Repre-

21

sentatives;

22

(3) the Comptroller General of the United States;

23

(4) $he Director of the Congressional Research

24
25

Service of the Libmry of Congress;

(5) four members from the public, qpointed by

6
the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, who shall be persons eminent in one or
more fields of science or engineering or experienced in
the administration of technological activities, or who may
be judged qualified on the basis of contributions made
to educational or public aotivities; and
( 6 ) the Director (except that he shall not be considered a voting member for purposes of appointment or
removal under the first sentence of section 5 ( a ) ) .
(b) The Board, by majority vote, shall elect from
among its members appointed under subsection (a) (5) a
Chairman and a Vice Chairman, who shall serve for such
time and under such conditions as the Board may prescribe,
but for a period of not to exceed four years. In the absence
of the Chairman, or in the event of his incapacity, the Vice
16 Chairmm shall fulfill the duties and functions of the

17 Chairman.
18

(c) The Board shall meet upon the call of the Chair-

19 man or upon the petition of five or more of its members,
20 but it shall meet not less than twice each year.
21

(d) Six members of the B a r d shall constitute a

22 quorum.
23

(e) Any vacancy in the Board shall not affect its

24 powers, but shall be filled in the manner in which the vacant

25 position was originally filled.

7
(f) The term of office of each member of the Board
appointed under subsection (a) (5) shall be four years, except that (1) any such member appointed to fill a vacancy
occurring prior to the expiration of the term for which his
predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the r&
mainder of such term; and ( 2 ) the terms of office of such
members first taking office after the enactment of this Act
shall expire, as designated by the President at rt'se time of
appointment, two at the end of two years and two at the
end of four years, after the date of the enactment of this
Act. No person shall be appointed a member of the Board
under subsection (a) (5) more than twice.

(g) (1) The members of the Board other than those
appointed under subsection (a) (5) shall receive no compensation for their services as members of the Board, but h a l l be
allowed necessary travel expenses (or, in the alternative,
mileage for use of privately owned vehicles and a per diem
in lieu of subsistence not to exceed the rates prescribed in

sections 5702 and 5704 of title 5, United States Code), and
other necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of duties vested in the Board, without regard to the
provisions of subchapter I of chapter 57 of title 5, United
'States Code, the Stmdardized Government Travel Regulations, or section 5731 of title 5, United States Code.
(2) The members of the Board appointed under sub-

9

section ( a ) (5) shall each receive compensation at the rate
of $100 for each day engaged in the actual performance of
duties vested in thc Board, and in addition shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and othcr necessary expenses
in thc mnnnar providcd in paragnrph (1) of this subsection.
I)lREC'J!OlI AND DEL'UTY DIltBCTOlt

SEC. 5. (a) The Dirertor of the Ofice of Tecllnology
Assess~nentsliall bc appointed Ly the Board and shall serve
for a term of six years unless sooner removed by the Board.
IIe shall receive basic pay a t the ratc provided for level 11of
the Executive Schedule uncler section 5313 of title 5, United
States Code.
(b) I n addition to the powers and duties vested in him
by this Act, the Director shall exercise such powers and
dutics as may be dclegatcd to him by the Board.
(c) The Director may appoint, with the approval of thc
Board, a Deputy Director who shall perform such functions
as the Director may prescribc and who shall be Acting Director during the absence or incapacity of the D i r e m r or in the
event of a vacancy in the office of Director. The Deputy
Director shall reccive basic pay at the rate provided for
levcl I11 of tho Executivc Schedulc under section 5314 of
title 5, United States Code.

(d) Neither the Dircctor nor the Deputy Director shall
engage in any other business, voration, or employment than

9
1 that of serving FLS such Direotcr or Deputy Director, as the
2 case may be; nor shall the Director or Deputy Director, ex-

3 cept with the approval of the Board, hold any office in, or
4 act in any capacity for, any organization, agency, or institu-

5 tion with which the Office makes any contract or other
6 arrnngement under this Act.
AUTHORITY OF THE OFFICE

SEO.6. (a) The Office shall have the authority, within
the limitts of available appropriations, to do all things necessary to carry out the provisions of this1 Act, including, but
without being limited to, the authority to(1) prescribe such rules and regulations as it deems

necessary governing the manner of its operation and its
organization and personnel ;
(2) make such expenditures as m y be necessary

for administering the provisions of this Act;
( 3 ) enter into contracts or other arrangements as

may be necessary for the conduct of its work with any
agency or instrumentality of the United BBW, with any
foreign colunlbry or international agmcy, with any State,
territory, or possession or any political subdivision
thereof, or with any person, firm, association, oorpom
tion, or educational institution, with or without reimbursement, without performance or other bonds, and

12
10

without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41 U.S.C. 5) ;
(4) make advance, progress, and other payments

which relbte to technology assessment without regard
to the provisions of section 3648 (of the Revised Statutes
(31 U.S.C. 529) ;

(5) acquire by purchase, lease, lmn, or gift, and
holds and dispose of by sale, lease, or loan, real and personal property of all kinds necessary for, or resulting

h m , the exexcise of authority gmnted by this Act; and
(6) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and

uncompensa,ied personnel and provide transportation and
subsistence as authorized by seotion 5703 of title 5,
United States Code, for persons serving without
compensation.
(b) The Director shall, in accordance with such policies
17 as the Board shall prescribe, appoint and fix the compensa-

l8 tions of such personnel as may be necessary to cany out the
l9 provisions of this Act. Such appointments shall be made and
20 sabh mmpens?rttioa shd1 be fixed in amdmoe d t h thle pro-

21 visions of title 5, United Stittes Code, governing appoint22 mefits in the competitive service, and the provisions of chap-

23 ter 51 and mbchqter 111 of chapter 53 of such title relating
24 to class5cakim and Oeneral Bchedule pay rates; except that

25 the Director my, in accordance with such policies as the

13'
11
Bmrd shall prescribe, employ such technical and professional
personnel land fix their compensation without regard to such
provisions as he may deem necessaiy for the discharge of the
responsibilities of the Office under this Act.
(c) The Office shall not, itself, operate any laboratories,
pilot plants, or test facilities in the pursuit of its mission.
(d) (1) The Offilae or (on the aubho~<zaticmof the Office) any of its duly constituted officers may, for the purpose
of carrying out the provisions of this Act, hold such hearings,
take such testimony, and sit and aot at such times and places
as the Office deems :~dvisable.For this purpose the Office is
authorized to require the attendance of such persons and the
produotion of such books, records, documents, or data, by
subpena or otherwise, and to take such testimony and records, as it deems necessary. Subpenas may be issued by the
Director or by any lierson designated by him. If compliance
with such a subpena by the person to whom it is issued or
upon whom it is serqed would (in such person's judgment)
require the disclosure of trade secrets or other commercial,

financial, or proprietary information which is privileged or
confidential, or consiitute a clearly nnwarranted invasion of
privacy, such person may petition the United States district
COIL"^ for the district in which he resides or has his principal

place of business, or in which the books, records, documents,
or data involved are situated, and such court (after inspect-

12
ing such books, records, documents, or data in camera) nmy
excise and release froin the subpella any portion thereof
which it determines would require such disclosure or constitute such invasion. Where the subpena or such portion
thereof would require such disclosure or constitute such invasion but the books, records, docnments, or data involved are
shown to be germane to the matters under consideration and
necessary for the effective conduct by the Office of its proceedings or deliberations with respect thereto, the court may
require that such books, records, documents, or data be
produced or made available to the Office in accordance with
the subpenn but subject to such conditions and limitations
of access as will prevent their public disclosure and protect
their confidentiality.
(2) I n case of contumacy or disobedience to a subpena

issued under paragraph (1) the Attorney General, at the
request of the Office, shall invoke the aid of the United States
district court for the district in which the person to whom
the subpena was issued or upon whoin it was served resides

d business, or in which the books,
or has hils principl phloe I
records, documents, or data involved are situated, or the aid
of any other United States district coi~rtwithin the jurisdiction of which the Office's proceedings are being carried on,
in requiring the production of such books, records, documents,
or data or the attendance and testimonv of such loerson in

38

accordance with the subpena (subject to any conditions or
limitations of access which may have been imposed by such
court or any other court under the last sentence of paragraph (1) ) . Such court may issue an order requiring the
person to whom the subpena was issued or upon whom it was
served to produce the books, records, documents, or data
involved, or to 'appear and testify, or 'both, in m o ~ d a m e
with t.he subpena (snbjeot bo any such conditions or ~limitations of access) ; and any failure to obey such order of the
court may be punishcad by the court as a contempt thereof.
(e) Each department, agency, or instrumentality of
the executive branch of the Government, including independent agencies, is nuthorized and directed to furnish to the
Office, upon request by the Director, such information as
the Office deems necessary to carry out its functions under
this Act.
(f) Contractors and other parties entering into contracts
and other arrangements under this section which involve
cost to the Governn~ent shall maintain such books and
related records as will facilitate an effective audit in such
detail and in such manner as shall be prescribed by the
Director, and such books and records (and related documents
and papers) shall be available to the Director and the
Comptroller General or any of their duly authorized representatives for the purpose of audit and examination.

14

1
2

UTILIZATION OF THE LIBRBRY OF CONGRESS

SBC.7. (a) Pursuant to the objectives of this Act, the

3 Librarian of Congress is authorized to make available to the

4 Office such services and assistance by the Congressional Re5 search Service as may be appropriate and feasible.

6

(b) The foregoing services and assistance to the Wee

I'! shall include all ld the sewioes md amishnoe whkh the
8 Congressional Research Service is presently authorized to
9 provide to the Congress, and shall particularly include, with-

-

10 out being limited to, the following:
11

(1) maintaining a monitoring indicator system

*

with respect to the natural and social environments

13

which might reveal early impacts of technoloyical

l4

change, but any such system shall be coordinated with

l5

other assessment activities which may exist in the de-

l6

partments and agencies of the executive branch of the

l7
18

Government ;
(2) making surveys of ongoing and proposed pro-

'
'

grams of government with a high or novel technology

20

content, together with timetables of applied science

21

showing promising developments ;

22
23

(3) publishing, from time to time, anticipatory

reports and forecasts;

15
(4) recording the activities and responsibilities of

Federal agencies in a£E&ing or being affected by technologid change ;
(5) when warranted, recommending full-scale assessments;
(6) preparing background reports to aid in receiv-

ing and using the assessments ;
(7) providing staff ptssistance in preparing for or

holding committee hearings to consider the findings of
the assessments;
(8) reviewing the findings of any assessment made

by or for the Office; and

(9) misting the Office in the maintenance of liaison with executive agencies involved in technologg
assessments.
(c) Nothing in this section shall alter or modify any
services or responsibilities other than those performed for
the Office, which the Congressional Research Service under
law performs for or on behalf of the Congress. The Librarian
is, however, authorized to establish within the Congressional
Research Service such additional divisions, groups, or other
organhtiond entities as m y be necessary t!o mmy out
the objectives of this Act, including the functions enumerated in this section.

16

(d) Services and assistance made available to the Office
l ~ ythe Con,mi~ond Research Smviue in m d ~ m with
e
this section may be provided with or withouh reimbursement
from funds of thie Office, as a g r d upon by the Chairman of
the Board and the Lilbiurian of Congress.
COORDINATION WITH TIIE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

SEC. 8. (la) The Office &all maintain a continuing hison
with the National Science Foundation with respeot to(1) grants and contracts formulated or activated

by the Foumdntion which are for purposes of technology
assessment, and
( 2 ) the promotion of modinntion in a m s of tech-

nology assessmen~t,and the a~roidance of unnecessary
duplication or overlapping of research activities in the
development of technology assessment techniques and
programs.

(b) Section 3 (b) of the National Science Foundation
Act of 1950, as amended, is hereby amended to read as
follows :
"

(b) The Foundation is authorized <to initiate and sup-

port specific scientific activities in connection with matters
relating to international cooperation, national security, and
the effeots of scientific applications upon society by making
contracts or other arrangements (including grants, loans, m d
other forms of assistance) for the conduct of such activities.

17

When initiated or supported pursuant to requests made by
any &her Federal depantment or agency, including the Office
of Technology Assessment, such advit.ies shall be financed
whenever feasible from funds transferred to the Foundation
by the requesting official as provided in section 14 (g) , and
any such activities shall be unclassified and $hall be identi-

fied by the Foundation as being undertaken art the request
of bhe approprituto offioid."
A N N U a L REPORT

SEC.9. The Office shall submit to the Congress and to
the President an annual report whioh shall, among other
things, evaluate the existing state of the art with regard to
teuhnology aslsesement techniques m d forecast, insofar as
may be feasible, technological areas requiring future attention. The report shall be submitted not later thlan March 15
each yeax.
FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

BEC. 10. Financial and administrattive services (including those related to budgeting, accounting, financid rqorting, personnel, and promement) shall be provided the
Office by the Genwal Accounting Office, with or without
reimbursement from funds of hhe Office, m may be agreed
upon by the Chairman of the Board and the Comptroller
General of the United Slates. The regulations of the General
Accounting Office for the collection of indebtedness of person-

18
nel resulting from erroneous payments (under section 5514
(b) of title 5, United States M e ) shdl apply to the collection of erroneous paymenbs made to or on behalf of an
Office employee, and the regulatiom of the Comrptroller
General for the administrative control of funds (under section 3679 (g) of the Revised Statutes (31 U.8.C. 665 (g) )
s h d apply to appropriations of the Office; and the Office
shall not be required to prescribe such regulations.
APPROPR~TIONS

8m. 11. (a) To enable the Officd to carry out its
powers and duties, there is hereby authorized 'tobe appropriated bo the Office, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $5,000,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and thereafter such sums
as may be necessary.
(b) Appropriations made pursuant ,to the authority provided in subsection (a) shall remain available for obligation,
for expenditure, or for obligation and expenditure $or such
period or periods as may be.specified in the Act making such
appropriations.
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AN ACT
To establish an Office of Technology Assessment for the Congress
as an aid in the identification and consideration of existing
and probable impacts of technological application; to amend
the National Science Fonndntion Act of 1950; and for other
purposes.
1

B e it enacted by the Senat? and H o u s e of Representn-

2

tiups of the U n i f c d Statcs of Americtr i n Congwss assembled,

3

Tliaf, this Act may be cited as the "Technology Assessment

4 Act of 1972".
5

DECLARATION OF PTJRPOSE

6

SEC.2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that:

7

( a ) Emergent national problems, physical, biological,

8 and social, are of such a nature and are developing at such
I1

2
1 an unprecedented rate as to constitute a major threat to the
2
3

security and general welfare of the United States.
(b) Such problems are largely the result of and are

4 allied to5

(1) the increasing pressures of population;

6

( 2 ) the rapid consumption of natural resources;

7
8

and

(3) the deterioration of the human environment,
natural and social,
though not necessarily limited to or by these factors.
(c) The growth in scale and extent of technological
application is a crucial element in such problems and either
is or can be a pivotal influence with respect both to their
cause and to their solution.
(d) The present mechanisms of the Congress do not

provide the legislntive branch with adequate independent
and timely information concerning the potential application
or impact of such technology, particularly in those instances
19 where the Federal Government may be called upon to
20

consider support, management, or regulation of technological

21 applications.
22

(e) I t is therefore imperative that the Congress equip

23 itself wit,h new and effective means for securing competent,,
24 unbiased information concerning the effects, physical, eco25 nomic, social, and political, of the applications of technology,

3
and that such information be utilized whenever appropriate
as one element in the legislative assessment of matters
pending before the Congress.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF TECHNOLOOP
ASSDSSMENT

SEC.3. ( a ) I n accordance with the rationale enunciated
in section 2, there is hereby created the Office 04 Technology
Assessment (hereinafter referred to as the "Office") which
shall be within and responsible to the legislative branch of the
Government.

(b) The Office shall consist of a Technology Assessment
Board (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") which shall
formulate and promulgate the policies of the Office, and n
Director who shall carry out such policies and administer
the operations of the Office.
(c) The basic responsibilities and duties of the Office
shall be to provide an early warning of the probable impacts, positive and negative, of the applications of technology
and to develop other coordinate information which may
assist the Congress in determining the relative priorities of
programs before it. I n carrying out such function, the Office
shall(1) identify existing or probable impacts of tech24

nology or technologhl programs;

1

( 2 ) where possible estnl)lish cause-and-effect rela-

tionships ;
( 3 ) determine alternative technological methods of

iinplementing specific programs;
( 4 ) detcr~ninenltemntive programs for achieving

requisite goals ;

(5) mnlie estimates and comparisons of the impacts
of alternative methods and programs;
( 6 ) present findings of completed analyses to the

appropriate legislative authorities;
( 7 ) identify areas where additional research or data
collection is required to provide adeqnate snpport for thc
assessments and estimates described in paragraphs (1)
throng11 (5) ; and
(8) ~indertaltcsucd additional associated tnslrs as

thc appropriate authorities specified under su1)section

( d ) may direct.
((1) Actiritics tuldertakcn 1)y the Office may I x initiated by(1) the chairman of any standing, special, select,

or joii~t coinmittre of the Congress, acting for himself
or at the request of thc milking minority inemher or a
majority of the conlmittee mcrnlvxs; or
( 2 ) the Board.

( e ) Information, snrreys, studies, reports, and finclings

5
1 produced by the Oflice shall be made freely avaihble to the
2 public except where (1) to do so would violate security
3

statutes, or ( 2 ) the information or other matter involved

4

could be withheld from the puhlic, notwithstanding subsec-

5

tion ( a ) of section 632 of title 5, United States Code, under

6

one or more of the numl)ered paragmphs in subsection (1,)

7 of such section.
8

( f ) I n undertnking the duties set out in subsection (c) ,

9 full use shall be made of competent personnel and organiza10 tions outside the Ofice, public or private; and special ad hoc
11 task forces or other arrangements may be formed by the
12 Director when appropriate.
13
14

TECHNOLOGY ASSI'SSMENT BOARD

SEC. 4. ( a ) The Board shall consist of ten members as

15 follows:
16

(1) fire Memhcrs of the Senate, appointed by the

17

President pro tempore of the Senate, three from the

18

majority party and two from the minority party; and

19

( 2 ) five Menibers of the House of Representatives

20

appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-

21

tives, three from the majority party and two frorn the

22

minority party.

.33

(c) Vacancies in the membership of the Board shall not

24 affect the power of the remaining members to execute the

6
3

functions of the Board and shall be filled in the same manner

2 as in the case of the original appointment.
3

(d) The Board shall select s chairman and a vice chair-

4 man from among its members at the beginning of each Con-

5 gress. The vice chairman shall act in the place and stead of
6 the chairman in the absence of the chairman. The chairman-

7 ship and the vice chairmanship shall alternate between the
8

Senate and the House of Represen'tatives with each Congress.

9 The chairman during each even-numbered Congress shall be

10 selected by the Members of the House of Representatives on
11 the Board from among their number. The vice chairman
12 during each Congress shall be chosen in the s8me manner
13 from that House of Congress other than the House of Con14 gress of which the chairman is a Member.

15
16

DIRECTOR AND DEWUTY DIRECTOR

SEC. 5. (a) The Director of the Office of Technology

17 Assessment shall be appointed by the Board and shall serve
18 for n term of six years unless sooner removed by the Board.
19 H e shall receive basic pay at the rate provided for level

I1

20 of the Executive Schedule under section 5313 of title 5,
21 United States Code.
22

(b) I n addition to the powers and duties vested in him

23 by this Act, the Director shall exercise such powers and
24

25

duties as may be delegated to him by the Board.
(c) The Director may appoint, with the approval of the

1

Board, a Deputy Director who shall perform such h c t i o n s
21s the Director may prescribe and who shall be Acting Director during the absence or incapacity of the Director or in
the event of ti vacamy in the office of Director. The Deputy
Director shall receive basic pay at the rate provided for
level I11 of the Executive Schedule under section 5314 of
title 5, United States Code.

( d ) Neither the Director nor the Deputy Director shall
engage in any other business, vocation, or employment than
that of serving as such Director or Deputy Direotor, as the
case may be; nor shall the Director or Deputy Directoq
except with the approval of the Board, hold any office in,
or act in any capacity for, any organization, agency, or
institution with which the Office makes any contract or
other arrangement under this Act.
AUTHORITY OF THE OFFICE

SEC. 6. ( a ) The Office shall have the authority, within
the limits of availa,ble appropriations, to do all t.hiigs necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, including, but
without being limited to, the authority to(1) prescribe such rules and regulations as it deems

necessary governing the manner of its aperation and its
organization and personnel;
( 2 ) make such expenditures as may be necessaly

for administering the provisions of this Act;

8

( 3 ) enter into contracts or other arrangements as

may be necessary for the conduct of its work with any
agency or instrumentality of the United States, with any
foreign countiy or interi~ationalagency, with any State,
territory, or possession or any political subdivision thereof, or with any person, fimi, association, corporation, or
educational institution, with or without reimbnrsement,
without performance or other bonds, and without regard
to section 3709 of the Reviscil Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5 ) ;
(4) niake advance, progress, nnd other payments

which relate to technology assessment without regard
to the provisions of section 3648 of the Revised Statutes
(31 U.S.C. 529) ;

( 5 ) acquire by purchase, lcare, loan, or gift, a i d
hold and dispose of by sale, lease, or loan, renl and
personal property of all kinds ncccssary for or resulting
from, the exercise of ~nthoritygrilnted I)y this Act; and
(6) accept and utilize the services of voluntary and

unconipensated perqounel and provide transportation and
subsistence as authorized by section 570:? of title 5,
United States Code, for perqons serving without compensation.

(b) The Director shall, in accordance with such policies
as the Board shall prescribe, appoint and fix the compensa-

9
tion of such personnel as niay be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act. Such appointmelits sliall be made and
such compensation shall be fixed in accordance with the provisions of title 5, Uiiited States Code, goverlling appointnierits in the competitive service, and the provisions of chapter 51 arid subchapter I11 of chapter 5 3 of such title relating
to classification and General Schedule pay rates.
(c) The Office shall not, itself, operate any laboratories,
pilot plants, or test facilities in the pursuit of its mission.
( e ) Each department, agency, or instrumentality of
the executive branch of the Government, including independent agencies, is authorized and directed to furnish to
the Office, upon request by the Director, such information
as the Office deems necessary to carry out its funotions under
this Act.
(f) Contractors and other parties entering into contracts
and other arrangements nnder this section which involve
costs to the Government shall niaintaiii snch books and related records as mill facilitate an effective audit in such detail
and in such manner shall be prescribed by the Director, and
such books and records (and related documents and papers)
shall be available to the Director and the Comptroller General
or any of their duly authorized representatives for the purpose of audit and examination.

10
UTILIZATION OF THE LIBRARY 03' CONGRBSS

Sm. 7. ( a ) Pursuant to the objectives of this Act, the
Librarian of Congress is authorized to make available to the

Office such services and assistance by the Congressional Research Service as may be appropriate and feasible.
(b) The foregoing services and assistance to the Office
shall include all of the services and assistance which the
Congressional Research Service is presently authorized to
provide to the Congress, and shall particulwly include, without being limited to, the following:
(1) maintaining a monitoring indicator system with
respect to the natural and social environments which
might reveal early impacts of technological change, but
any such system shall be coordinated with other assessment activities which may exist in the departments and
agencies of the executive branch of the Clovernment;
(2) making surveys of ongoing and proposed programs of government with a high or novel technology
content, together with timetables of applied science
showing promising developments;
(3) publishing, from time to time, anticipatory

reports and forecasts;
(4) recording the activities and responsibilities of

Federal agencies in affecting or being affected hy technological change ;

11

(5) when warranted, recommending full-scale assessments;

( 6 ) preparing background reports to aid in receiving a d using the assessments;
(7) providing staff assistance in preparing for or
holding committee hearings to consider the findings of
the assessments;

(8) reviewing the findings of any assessment madc
by or for the Office; and

(9) assisting the Office in the maintenance of liaison
with executive agencies involved in technology assessments.
(c) Nothing in this section shall alter or modify any
services or responsibilities, other than those performed for
the Office, which the Congressional Research Service under
law performs for or on behalf of the Congress. The Librarian
is, however, authorized to establish within the Congressional
Research Service such additional divisions, groups, or other
organization entities as may be necessary to carry out the
objectives of this Ilct, including the functions enumeriited in
this section.
(d) Services and assistance made available to the Office
by the Congressional Research Service in accordance with
this section may be provided with or without reimbursement

1 from funds of the Office, as agreed upon by the Chairman

2
3

COORDINATION WITH THE XATIONAL SCIEKCE

4

FOUNDATION

5
6

L

of the Board and the Librarian of Congress.

SEC. 8.

( a ) The Office shall maintain a continuing liaison

with the National Science Foundation with respect to-

7

( 1 ) grants and contracts formnlated or activated

8

by the Foundation which are for purposes of technology

9

assessment, and

10

( 2 ) the promotion of coordination in areas of tech-

11

nology assessment, and the avoidance of unnecessary

12

duplication or overlapping of research activities in the

1:i

development of technology assessment techniques and

14

programs.

15

( b ) Section 3 (11) of the National Science Foundation

16

Act of 1950, as amended, is hereby amended to read as

17 follows:

18
19

"

( b ) The Foundation is authorized to initiate and sup-,

port specific scientific aotivities in connection with matters

20 relating to international cooperation, national security, and
21

the effects of scientific applications upon society by making

22 contracts or other arrangements (including grants, loans, and
23 other forms of assistance) for the conduct of such activities.

24 When initiated or supported pursuant to requests made by
25

any other Federal depa,rtment or agency, including the

13

Office of Technology Assessment, such activities shall be
financed whenever feasible from funds transferred to the
Foundation by the requesting official as provided in section
14 ( g ) , and any such activities shall be unclassified and shall

be identified by the Foundation as being unclertaken at the
request of the appropriate official."
ANNUAL REPORT
SEC.

9. The Office shall submit to the Congress and to

the President an annual report which shall, among other
things, evaluate the existing state of the art with regard to
technology assessment techniques and forecast, insofar as
may be feasible, technological areas requiring future attention. The report shall be snhmitted not later than March 15
each year.
UTILIZATIOX OF THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
SEC.

10. Financial and administrative services (includ-

ing those related to budgeting, accounting, financial reporting, personnel, and procurement) and such other services
as may be appropriate shall be prorided the Office by the
General Accot~ntingOffice, with or without reimbursement
from funds of the Ofice, as may be agreed upon by the
Chairman of the Board and the Comptroller General of the
United States. The regulations of the General Accounting
Office for the collection of indebtedness of personnel resulting
from erroneous payments (under section 5514 ( b ) of title 5,

14

United States Code) shall apply to the collection of erroneous payments made to or on behalf of an Office employee,
and the regulations of the Comptroller General for the administrative control of funds (under section 3679 (g) ) of
the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 665 (g) ) shall apply to
appropriations of the Office; and the Office shall not be
required to prescribe such regulations.
APPROPRXATIONS

Sm. 11. (a) To enable the Office to carry out its
powers and duties, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Office, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $5,000,000 in the
aggregate for the two fiscal years ending June 30, 1973,
and June 30, 1974.

(b) Appropriations made pursuant to the authority provided in subsection (a) shall remain available for obligation,
for expenditure, or for obligation and expenditure for such
period or periods as may be specified in the Act making such
appropriations.

Passed the House of Representatives February 8, 1972.
Attest :

W. PAT JENNINGS, .
Clmk.

The CHAIRMAN.
We have tried to take the witnesses in the order in
which they applied. I believe Senator Allott applied first.
I s he here ?
(No response.)
Senator Allott is not here.
Senator Kennedy is here.
Senator Kennedy is one of the cosponsors of this legislation. Senator Kennedy, we are delighted to have you.
STATEMENT OF RON. EDWARD M. KENNEDY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator KENNEDY.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I f I may, I would like to have my complete statement appear in the
record.
The CHAIRMAN.Without objection, it will be included in its
entirety.
Senator KENNEDY.
Thank you very much.
I am pleased to appear before the Rules Committee this morning
to offer testimony supporting the establishment .of a Congressional
Office of Technology Assessment. I would like to commend the distinguished chairman for his leadership in introducing S. 2302, which
I cosponsored, and for promptly calling this hearing after passage
of the companion bill in the House.
As chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on the National Science
Foundation, I have had a long-standin.g interest in technology assessment and its implications for public policy.
Ever since former Congressman Daddario originated the technology
assessment concept in the mid-1960's, the National Science Poundation has been the principal agency engaged in advancing the state-ofthe-art in this important area.
NSP's key role in this field is recognized by the bills before this
committee, which would amend NSF's basic statute to enable the
Foundation to work closely with the proposed Congressional Office
of Technology Assessment,. Thus, my support for this office is based
on my experience with NSF's technology assessment programs and
my continuing responsibility in the development of national science
policy.
The term "technology assessment" might sound esoteric and far
removed from the concerns of Congress, but this would be a misleading impression. Technology assessment refers to matters of the utmost
importance and urgency to those of us in the Congress and to each of
our citizens. Like it or not, science and technology have become central
to our civilization, to our economic strength, to the preservation of our
environment, and to the quality of our lives.
What citizen does not have vital data on himself stored in some
computer memory cell ? Who is not at the mercy of far-reaching power
blackouts and brownouts? How many citizens are impervious to the
transportation snarls that strangle our cities? What family will not
some day be dependent on the outmoded medical technology which
prevails in far too many of our hospitals ?
Which one of us doesn't daily take some chemical additives with
his food? O r hasn't used some medication which FDA hasn't yet certi-

m
.

fied as effective? Who doesn't breathe the pollution in our air? Or
regret the filth in our rivers and streams 8
We live in a world increasingly shaped by man, and technology 1s
the principal tool he uses to shape it.
But technology is a two-edged sword : with every capability it provides, come new problems ; and with every problem it poses, come new
opportunities.
Technology assessment is the early anticipation and evaluation of
those problems and opportunities.
Next week, as chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Health, I
will hold hearings on an amendment to the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act. About 400,000 children suffer from lead poisoning, and each year about 200 children die from it. Much of the problem
comes from homes that were painted over 30 years ago with lead-based
paints.
I f Congress had had an Office of Technology Assessment 30 years
ago, it is conceivable we could have anticipated this problem and
enacted legislation which would have spared thousands of children
from the grievous effects on this poison.
The office's role is merely to estimate the social, economic and technical consequences of various alternatives. It is up to Congress to
evaluate these consequences and make policy choices involving the
various alternatives.
Thus, the OTA would not have presumed to advise Congress on the
desirability of the SST. But the OTA would have assisted Congress
in assessing the impact of supersonic noise, the effect of SST's on the
ozone layer in the upper atmosphere, the probable utilization of
SST's, and thei? economic consequences, both on the domestic economy and on America's international economic position. Armed with
this knowledge, the relevant committees and individual Members of
Congress could make much better informed choices on major programs
like the SST.
The ABM debate is another one which would have profited considerably from an Office of Technology Assessment. At the start of the debate, there was a paucity of information available to the Congress
and the public, which expressed other than the administration view
on the issue. Accordingly, I requested a group of scientists and scholars
to come together and produce a book on the ARM which would inform the public on the Issue and provide Con ess with another source
of expertise, with which to evaluate the a i!?ministration's proposals.
This effort, in effect, constituted a major technology assessment, and
it convinced me of the tremendous importance and difficulty of carrying out such analysis effectively. We cannot continue to depend on ad
hoc assessments of this sort in the future. Congress needs a strong
capability for performing these assessments on a continuing, timely
basis.
This is particularly true when one considers the vast resources of
technical expertise available to the executive branch. For example,
when NASA and the Department of Transportation recently conducted a comprehensive technology assessment of Civil Aviation Research and Development-the CARD study-they had a million dollar budget, over 50 professional staff members, and the use of outside
contractors. If Congress is called upon to pass legislation arising from

L1

that study's recommendations, how much staff support will Congress
have available to evaluate those recommendations?
I n recent years, we have witnessed a steady erosion in the congressional role in foreign policy. A similar erosion has been taking
place with respect to national technology programs. Congress cannot
reach sound judgments on such programs without a solid basis of facts.
The Congressional Research Service and the General Accounting Office
do not have the staff resources or special skills to perform this function for technology programs. The extensive hearings in the House
demonstrated the need for a new Office of Technology Assessment to
do the job.
Unless Congress creates such an office, its national science policy
role will become more and more perfunctory and more and more dependent on administration facts and figures, with little opportunity
for independent congressional evaluation.
I agree with the intent of the House amendment which limits the
Board to congressional Members and assures congressional control of
the Office. But once the Board is made entirely congressional, I think
it then becomes important to have a statutory advisory panel to the
Board. I would envision such a panel as having about 12 public members drawn from a variety of fields, with the Comptroller General,
the Director of the Congressional Research Service, and the Director
of the Office of Technology Assessment as ex officio members.
Finally, I think it is desirable that the bill be further amended to
permit appropriate public participation in the assessment process.
Environment and conservation groups, public service law firms, nonprofit research organizations and other citizens7 groups should be
allowed and encouraged to submit information and ideas to the Office
before it completes its assessments. Thus, major assessments could be
publicly announced, perhaps in the Federal Register, so that such
groups and individual citizens would have an opportunity to submit
their views for the record.
Mr. Chairman, I just have a few final comments to make.
The February issue of Scientific American has a timely article
which highlights the need for this Office. Entitled "Technology Assessment and Microwave Diodes," it summarizes a preliminary technology
assessment of an important new developmentthe advent of cheap
solid-state devices for the generation of microwaves. The article
predicts :

* * * that microwave devices will soon be on the market at prices that individuals can afford, with the likely result that microwave systems for use in
homes, automobiles, and boats will proliferate.
This will lead to car telephones becoming as common as car radios
are today, to automotive radar systems which avert collisions or automatically inflate air bags when they are about to occur, and to a host
of other applications.
The net result of these developments over the coming decade will be
to vastly increase the amount of microwave radiation to which people
are exposed. The article states :
There is no doubt that microwave radiation can be harmful to living organisms,
but there is considerable controversy over the levels of irradiation required to
produce significant effects.

The time to find answers to these questions is now, not after individual microwave devices pervade our economy. The purpose is not to prevent new developments of this sort from occurring, but to assure that
they are channeled so as to achieve the maximum benefit for society.
This is the kind of question on which the OTA could provide considerable assistance.
T o do so, Congress needs the proposed Technology Assessment Office,
and I urge the committee to give favorable consideration to this
proposal.
Thank you very much, Senator Kennedy. We mill
The CHAIRMAN.
certainly insert your entire statement in the hearing record, and take
into consideration your recommendations on what yon think ought to
be in this bill.
Senator KENNEDY.
Thank you, and I commend you, Mr. Chairman,
for providing leadership in this area.
(The formal statement of Senator Kennedy, enclosing articles ent,itled "Technology Assessment and Microwave Diodes" ; "Science and
Space-Technology's Sneers" ; and "Office of Technology Assessment :
Congress Smiles, Scientists Wince", follows:)
STATEMENT
OF HON.EDWARD
M. KENNEDY,
A U.S. SENATOR
FROM
THE
STATEOF MASSACHUSETTS
*

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before the Rules Committee this morning
to offer testimony supporting the establishment of a Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. I would like to commend the distinguished chairman for his
leadership i n introducing S. 2302, which I cosponsored, and for promptly calling
this hearing after passage of the companion bill in the House.
As Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on the National Science Foundation,
I have had a longstanding interest in technology assessment and its implications
for public policy. Ever since former Congressman Daddario originated the technology assessment concept i n the mid-1960's, the National Science Foundation has
been the principal agency engaged in advancing the state-of-the-art in this important area. NSF's key role in this field is recognized by the bills before this committee, which would amend NSF's basic statute to enable the Foundation to work
closely with the proposed Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. Thus
my Support for this Office is based on my experience with NSF's technology assessment programs and my continuing responsibility in the development of national
science policy.
The term "technology assessment" might sound esoteric and f a r removed from
the concerns of Congress, but this would be a misleading impression. Technology
assessment refers to matter of the utmost importance and urgency to those of us
in the Congress and to each of our citizens. Like i t or not, science and technology
have become central to our civilization, to our economic strength, to the preservation of our environment, and to the quality of our lives.
What citizen does not have vital data on himself stored in some computer
memory cell? Who is not a t the mercy of far-reaching power blackouts and brownouts? How many citizens a r e impervious to the transportation snarls that
strangle our cities? What family will not some day be dependent on the outmoded medical technology which prevails in f a r too many of our hospitals?
Which one of us doesn't daily take some chemical additives with his food?
Or hasn't used some medication which FDA hasn't yet certified a s effective?
Who doesn't breathe the pollution in our a i r ? Or regret the filth in our rivers and
streams?
W e live in a world increasingly shaped by man, and technology is the principal tool he uses to shape it.
But technology is a two-edged sword: with every capability i t provides, come
new problems; and with every problem i t poses, come new opportunities.
Technology assessment is the early anticipation and evaluation of those problems and opportunities.
Next week, a s Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Health, I will hold
hearings on a n amendment to the Lead Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act.

About 400,000 children suffer from lead poisoning, and each year about 200 children die from it. Much of the problem comes from homes that were painted
over thirty years ago with lead based paints.
I f Congress had had a n Office of Technology Assessment thirty yeam ago,
it's conceivable we could have anticipated this problem and enacted legislation
which would have spared thousands of children from the grievous effects of
this poison.
The March 6th issue of Newsweek points out that the automobile was once
viewed a s a n answer to urban ~ o l l u t i o ndue to horses. "but no one. foresaw
. ..-.
that the auto would someday create pollution problems much more severe than
did the horse it re~laced."
It's doubtful that a n Office of Technology Assessment a t the turn of the century could have foreseen the extent of automobile pollution in the 1970's. B u t
such a n Office hopefully would have alerted the Congress to the problem much
earlier than was the case. If the problem had been clearly presented to Congress
in the late 1940's, for example, it's possible that national transportation policy
may have been significantly different over the intervening decades. The public
roads program may have been handled differently, and much more intensive
research would have been directed toward alternative transportation systems,
such a s urban mass transit or electric cars.
This illustration makes a n important point. The Office of Technology Assessment is not intended to make or to recommend policy to the Congress. The
Office's role is merely to estimate the social, economic and technical consequences of various alternatives. It's up to Congress to evaluate these consequences and make policy choices involving the various alternatives.
Thus, the OTA would not have presumed to advise Congress on the desirability of the SST. But the OTA would have assisted Congress in assessing
the impact of supersonic noise, the effect of SST's on the ozone layer in the upper
atmosphere, the probable utilization of SST's, and their economic consequences,
both on the domestic economy and on America's international economic position.
Armed with this knowledge, the relevant committees and individual Members of
Congress could make much better informed choices on major programs like the
-

a

-

-
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The ABM debate is another one which would have profited considerably from
an Office of Technology Assessment. At the s t a r t of the debate, there was a paucity of information available to the Congress and the public, other than the
Administration view on the issue. Accordingly, I stimulated a group of scientists
and scholars to come together and produce a book on the ABM which would
inform the public on the issue and provide Congress with another source of
expertise, with which to evaluate the Administration's proposals.
This effort, in effect, constituted a major technology assessment, and it convinced me of the tremendous importance and difficulty of carrying out such analysis effectively. We cannot continue to depend on a d hoc assessments of this
sort in the future. Congress needs a strong capability for performing these assessments on a continuing, timely basis.
This is particularly true when one considers the vast resources of technical
expertise available to the Executive Branch. F o r example, when NASA and the
Department 6f Transportation recently conducted a comprehensive technology
assessment of Civil Aviation Research a n d Development (the CARD study), they
had a million dollar budget, over fifty professional staff members, and the use
of outside contractors. If Congress is called upon to pass legislation arising from
that study's recommendations, how much staff support will Congress have available to evaluate those recommendations?
The total Technology Assessment Office envisioned under the bill is not much
larger than the team t h e Administration assembled to assess this one area. And
this covers only civil aviation. It doesn't encompass railroads, automobiles, or
urban mass transit. And i t certainly doesn't purport to treat other areas of
technology outside of transportation.
I n recent years we have witnessed a steady erosion in the Congressional role
in foreign policy. A similar erosion has been taking place with respect t o national technology programs. Congress cannot reach sound judgements on such
programs without a solid basis of facts. The Congressional Research Service and
the General Accounting OBce do not have the staff resources o r special skills
to perform this function for technology programs. The extensive hearings in
the House demonstrated the need for a new Office of Technology Assessment to
do the job.
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Unless Congress creates such a n Office, its national science policy role will
become more and more perfunctory, and more and more dependent on Administration facts and figures, with little opportunity for independent Congressional evaluation.
According.l.v, I strongly s u m o r t the establishment of a Congressional Office
of ~ e c h n o 6 g y~ssess&nt. In light of the House debate on the bill and the
amendments which were voted, I would like to address some comments to the
specific provisions of the bill.
The principal purpose of the House amendments to the bill was to assure
Congressional control of the Office. The original bill has the Office under the
policy control of a Board which consists of Congressional and public members,
with the public members appointed by the President, and with t h e Chairman of
the Board drawn from the public members.
I agree with the intent of the House amendment which limits the Board to
Congressional members and assures Congressional control over the Office. I think,
however, that the Board should include more than five Senators and five Congressmen-perhaps about ten from each H o u s e i n order to allow for greater
diversity of committee representation among the members.
But once the Board is made entirely Congressional, I think it then becomes important to have a statutory Advisory Panel to the Board. I would envision such
a panel a s having about twelve public members drawn from a variety of fields,
with the Comptroller General, the Director of the Congressional Research
Service, and the Director of the Office of Technology Assessment a s ex officio
members.
I am opposed to the amendment which downgrades the status of the Director
of the Office. This function will require the highest level of professional background and leadership. I n order to attract and retain the kind of talent which
is needed, the Director should have the option to initiate some assessments a t
his own discretion, i n addition t o doing so a t the request of Congressional
committees.
Finally, I think it is desirable that the bill be further amended to permit appropriate public participation in the assessment process. Environment and conservation groups, public service law firms, non-profit research organizations, and
other citizens' groups should be allowed and encouraged to submit information
and ideas to the Office before it completes its assessments. Thus major assessments could be publicly announced, perhaps in the Federal Register, so that
such groups and individual citizens would have a n opportunity to submit their
views for the record.
I consider this last provision extremely important to the success of the Technology Assessment Office. F o r a s an arm of Congress, i t must be responsive to
the Nation's social needs. To assure that technology is truly directed toward
those needs, individual citizens must have the right to participate in the assessment process.
Mr. Chairman, with respect to this o r any of the other amendments to the
bill, I would be happy to assist the committee and make the staff of the National Science Foundation Subcommittee available to provide any support which
the committee might find helpful.
Mr. Chairman, I just have a few final comments to make. The February issue
of Scientific American has a timely article which highlights the need for this
Office. Entitled "Technology Assessment and Microwave Diodes," it summarizes
a preliminary technology assessment of a n important new development-the
advent of cheap solid-state devices for the generation of microwaves. The article
predicts "that microwave devices will soon be on the market a t prices that individuals can afford, with the likely result that microwave systems for use in
homes, automobiles, and boats will proliferate." This will lead to car telephones
becoming a s common a s car radios a r e today, to automotive radar systems which
avert collisions or automatically inflate air bags when they a r e about to occur,
and to a host of other applications. The net result of these developments over
the coming decade will be to vastly increase t h e amount of microwave radiation
to which people a r e exposed. The article states "there is no doubt that microwave radiation can be harmful to living organisms, but there is considerable
controversy over the levels of irradiation required to produce significant effects."
The time to find answers to these questions is now, not after individual microwave devices pervade our economy. The purpose is not to prevent new developments of this sort from occurring, but to assure that they a r e channeled so a s

to achieve the maximum benefit for society. This is the kind of question on
which the OTA could provide considerable assistance.
As a final point, I would like to call the committee's attention t o a n article on
OTA in this week's issue of Science. The article makes several caveats with respect to technology assessment. First, that no assessment can be entirely objective or impartial ; there a r e always bound to be some hidden assumptions which
bias the result somewhat. Second, t h a t it is extremely difficult to delimit the
scope of an assessment without omitting some important considerations. And
finally, that technology assessment is an imperfect tool, which cannot provide
panaceas.
B u t despite these caveats, we have to go ahead and make t h e best assessments
possible. To do so, Congress needs the proposed Technology Assessment Office.
I urge the Committee to give favorable consideration to this proposal.
[From the Scientific American, February 19721

The advent of cheap solid-state devices f o r the generating of microwaves provides a rare opportunity for attempting to predict the impact of a technological development on society
(By Raymond Bowers and Jeffrey Frey)
The notion of technology assessment-the
attempt to anticipate the effects,
good or bad or both, of the introduction of new technology-has been widely discussed in recent years [See "The Assessment of Technology," by Harvey Brooks
and Raymond Bowers; SCIENTIFICAMERICAN,February, 19701. Not much has
been done, however, in the way of actually assessing a technology. I n this
article we attempt such a n assessment, taking a s a case in point the rapidly
evolving technology of solid-state microwave devices. Our attempt cannot be
comprehensive ; it is beyond our competence, for example, to estimate the social
consequences of microwave technology, just a s it would have been difficult for
anyone in 1950 to foresee the full social impact of television. We shall focus
mainly on the problem of regulating microwave devices in order to ensure the
efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum. I n addition we shall touch briefly
on the potential hazards to health from the devices and on whether or not
microwave technology might result in invasion of privacy. We hope these first
steps will lead to a n analysis of broader social implications.
The term microwave refers to wavelength. Although the microwave region
of the electromagnetic spectrum is not precisely defined, we use the term to describe radiation of wavelengths ranging from 30 centimeters to three millimeters.
I n terms of frequency the range is from one gigahertz (billion cycles per second)
to 100 gigahertz.
Devices that generate and receive microwaves have been developed for more
than 30 years. They are now used widely for communications and navigation and
in industrial electronics. Typical applications include television and telephone
transmission, radar and machine control. I n general, however, the microwave
sources now in service a r e expensive. Such electron4ube sources a s the klystron
and the magnetron cost many hundreds or even thousands of dollars. As a
result most microwave systems a r e operated by military and industrial
organizations.
This situation is likely to change radically within the next decade. Reliable
and cheap microwave sources, which in mass production can be expected to cost
only a few dollars, a r e now being developed. They are solid-state devices that
have resulted from the pioneering work of such investigators a s W. Thornton
Read, Jr., of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and J. B. Gunn of the International
Business Machines Corporation, who showed that crystals such a s gallium
arsenide, silicon and germanium can, under certain conditions, generate or
amplify electrical signals a t microwave frequencies [see "A Solid-state Source
of Microwaves," by Raymond Bowers ; SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,August, 19661.
Four devices i n particular have been reasonably well developed and will be
of major importance in the future. They a r e the Gunn oscillator ; the L.S.A. (for
limited space-charge accumulation) diode, which was invented by John Cope-
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land of Bell Laboratories, the Read and IMPATT (for impact ionization avalanche
transit time) diodes, which a r e has~callysimilar to each other, and the TRAPATT
(for trapped plasma avalanche triggered transit) diode. When these devices are
used i n the proper circuits, they act a s negative conductances: a microwave
voltage applied to their terminals causes a current to flow that is 180 degrees out
of phase with the voltage. Unhke positive conductances, in which voltage and
current flow a r e in phase so that the rond?ictanc~esabsorb energy, negative
conductances can transform direct-current energy supplied by a battery or some
other source of power into microwave energy.
From the trend of development one can foresee that microwave devices will
soon be on the market a t prices that individuals can afford, with the likely result that microwave systems for use in homes, automobiles and boats will proliferate. (Microwave cooking orens a r e already on the market, but o w concern
in this article is with microwave sources of considerably lower power.) One can
also expect commercial organizations to use microwave sources on a large scale
for transmitting information and controlling industrial proresses. Indeed, microwave devices may proliferate a s much a s telcvision sets have proliferated.
The microwave part of the radio spectrum, particularly the range from one to
10 gigahertz, h a s been exploited for some time. One of the principal nonmilitary
uses is for communication. Present long-distance communication links mostly nccupy the bands from 3.7 to 4.2 gigahertz and 5.926 to 6.426 gigahertz. As these
bands become saturated new links will be author~zedin the band from 11.7 to
12.2 gigahertz.
Microwaves do not bend with the curvature of the earth, so that for long links
i t is necessary to use repeaters that receive, amplify and retransmit the signal.
The spacing between repeaters in the lower two microwave bands is determined by the curvature of the earth, f@atiiresof the terrain and acceptal~le.antenna heights. A spacing of about 30 miles l ~ e t r e c nrepeaters is normal. The
cost of the electronics (exclusire of antennas) in a typical repeater can be less
than 10 percent of the total cost. I n addition, expensive equipment must he installed a t each terminal to switch incoming and outgoing calls to the proper circuits. When the cost of this equipment is included for a link operating below 10
gigahertz, the fraction of the total cost of the system that is attributable to microwave components is small. Therefore no major cost benefit is obtained by nsing
solid-state devices below 10 gigahertz.
Above 10 gigahertz attenuation of the signal by the ntmospliere hecomes a major
factor. Repeaters have t o be more closely spaced; a t 12 gigahertz the maximum p r x t i r a l spacing is about four miles. a t 1% gigahertz it is 2.3 miles and a t
30 gigahertz it is 1.3 miles. Micrnwa~e-equipment coqts can berome a significant part of total costs. Tho relatirely inexpensive solid-state mirroware dev i c ~ stherefore open the spectrum above 10 gigahertz to long-distance communication links and could hare a considerable effect on activity arross the spectrum.
Another field of appIication for solid-state microwave devices will certsinly be
indirect satellite-to-earth communication. l?le microware device? will be important components in the home television sets that a r e equipped t o receive
directly from satellites. I n reflecting on the potential social impact one might
consider a satellite that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
plans to launch in 19'73. The satellite could ultimately carry direct transmipsion to 600,000 village receivers in India. A recent World Administrative Radio
Conference i n Geneva set asjde three new microwave bands (22.5 to 23, 41 to
43 and 84 to 86 gigahertz) for satellite-to-earth communication. It may well be
that microwave systems will also be used for telwision broadcasting i n local
areas, providing another large area of application for solid-state microwave devices a s oscillators in television receivers.
The new developments in solid-state microwave sources a170 have the potential for a major improvement of land-based, mobile communication sy~tems.
Automobile telephones, for example, cLcnld become common. Such telephones
cannot be widely installed now bernnse only a narrow band of the s17ertrum is
assigned to this purpose, but if microwave or millimeter-wave banlls- were made
arfrilable, the service could expand. Short-wave ~ y s t e m sof this klnd a r e directional and of short range, so that i t would be nereseary to have a large number
of h r a 1 terminals to receive and retransmit the signal from a n automobile a s the
automobile iuoved along. A system for finding the automobile for incoming
lg
invoive microwaves.
messages u70illtlalso be required ; i t too p r ~ t ~ a b would
I n the field of midance and control. which inrludes radar, radio location and
other operarions, the availability of solid-state microwave dericw is similarly ex-
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pected to result more in the expansion of existing applications than i n new applications. I t will soon be possible for light aircraft to carry both altimeter radar
and collision-avoidance radar a t costs comparable to the cost of other electronic
equipment for general aviation. Weather radar is also a possibility, but it will
reqmre higher peaK power than is likely to oe available within the next decade.
Radar for small boats may well become practical.
A new and large radar market could arise with the installation of radar in
automobiles for such purposes a s indicating clear lanes, warning of obstacles
in backing up, providing automatic headway control and triggering passive-restraint devices such a s the air bag. (The accelerometer devices that currently
trigger a i r bags a t the instant of impact must inflate the bag i n such a short time
that the accompanying noise is almost explosive. A simple radar trigger could
yield the extra fraction of a second required to reduce this problem.)
Rlicrowave systems a r e already in service a s burglar alarms and have the potential for development a s fire alarms. An electric company i n Illinois is about
to test a n automatic meter-reading system i n which a truck with a microwave
transceiver will interrogate a small transponder on each house and obtain the
meter reading, which will then be recorded on magnetic tape. Microwave systems
could also be used to keep track of buses, service trucks, police cars and other
vehicles whose location needs to be known. One can also foresee applications of
microwaves in process control (counting, monitoring thickness and so on) and
in medicine and biology for such purposes a s detecting changes i n the circulatory
and respiratory systems.
The benefits that could result from expanding microwave applications and
developing new ones a r e considerable. The entire communication system could
be improved by opening the frequency range above 10 gigahertz, thereby relieving the congestion a t lower frequencies. The new sources also provide a potentially economical means of communication for places where wired systems a r e
unavailable or impractical. As me have already implied, microwave systems have
the potential to improve transportation, reduce damage by fire, aid crime detection and advance health care.
These benefits mill be accompanied by a number of problems, which need attention soon if the benefits of microware technology a r e to be maximized. Most
of the problems a r e related to the fact that a large proliferation of microwave
devices would make heavy demands on part of the electromagnetic spectrum and
could result in a good deal of mutual interference not only among these devices
but R ~ S O with other electronic systems. Moreover, the possibility of a health
hazard from widespread exposure to microwave radiation needs to be examined
closely.
A fund of experience and a system of institutional arrangements a r e now in
hand for controlling microwave systems (mostly military and industrial) that
consist of no more than a few tens of thousands of w i t s and that range in cost
from $100,000 to $10 million per system. If unit prices fall to about $2,000 and
l n i c r o ~ ~ asystemz:
rr
a r e installed extensively in light aircraft, large private boats
and large trucks, the number of systems might rise to perhaps a million. Even
with such numbers the problems wonld be manageable compared --it11 what
n ill happen if the unit price of micro&ave systems falls below $100 and the systems a r e widely installed in automobiles and trucks. Society is simply unprepared to deal with the number of systems (perhaps 100 million) that could result.
Let US examine the problems more closey, beginning with the problem of managing the electromagnetic spectrum. As recently a s 1%5 i t was possible for the
Joint Technical Advisory Committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Electronic Industries Association to note that the
spectrum space above 10 gigahertz "is unique a t this point in history, in that
there are relatively few services implanted in the band." Today, however, new
comnlon-carrier land transmitters are being assigned to the band from 10.7 to
11.7 gigahertz, cable-television relays are a t 12.7 to 12.0.5 gigahertz and most
satellite-to-earth links may well be above 12 gigahertz. These activities, which
have a potential for subrtantial growth, a r e being forced above 10 gigahertz
hecausr of pressure on the spectrum from below rather than because of any
technological advantage in having them there.
I n the U.S. the spectrum is allotted in blocks for specific uses up to 90 gigahertz. Recent proposals would extend block allocations to 300 gigahertz. Nonetheless, most of the :,pectruni above 10 gigahertz is currently unexploited. One
of the difliculties in considering how the spectrum might be utilized is inadequate information on the uumber of present users. From the data t h a t a r e avail-
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able, however, one can conclude that the spectrum below 10 gigahertz is filling
rapidly to the point where growth of microwave systems might be affected. Virtually all these systems employ the older, electron-tube sources of microwaves.
Congestion of the spectrum varies from place to place. I n places a s different a s
New York City and Venice, La., certain bands a r e saturated. The nature of the
locality determines the type of congestion. New York, a center of commerce,
communication and entertainment, is afflicted with saturation in the commoncarrier band from 3.7 to 4.2 gigahertz and with severe congestion in the other
two common-carrier bands below 12 gigahertz, and the petroleum area around
Venice has safety and special-service bands t h a t a r e nearly full. The block-allocation system followed by the Federal Communications Commission does not
allow the transfer of the common-carrier spectrum to safety and special services
or vice versa. As a result of thk policy and the growth of corrmercial microwave systems the problem of the saturation of specific microwave bands in
certain locations is growing.
One must therefore assume that there will be extensive exploitation of the
spectrum above 10 gigahertz once economic and reliable systems a r e available.
Indeed, if the large numbers of systems that a r e implicit in the potential application of microwave techniques a r e to be accommodated, the only place for them
is above 10 gigahertz. Since solid-state microwave devices already span a range
of frequencies up to 100 gigahertz, it is tempting to assume that a prospective
increase by a factor of 10 in the microwave frequency range available should
accommodate all expected applications. We think such a n assumption may prove
to be optimistic.
A number of steps could be taken that might facilitate preparation for the
proliferation of microwave systems. First, calculations should be made of the
likely uses of the microwave spectrum. The calculations would take into account
communities of varying population denssity having all the foreseeable microwave
systems ; fixed and mobile communication systems, automobile radar and so on.
The aim would be to predict what degree of congestion might arise.
Second, a n adequate base of data for making the calculations and for correlating them with the real situation should be established. One of the requirements for minimizing the congestion of the spectrum is complete information on
how the spectrum is being used: a computerized data base containing information on the location, frequency, radiated power and power contour for every operating and proposed transmitter. Until recently the only organization that compiled much of this information, a t least for the common-carrier bands, was the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company. We think a more comprehensive
system should be developed and maintained by a n appropriate Government agency. Without a n adequate data base it will be necessary to have excessively large
margins on each side of every allocation of the spectrum in order to prevent
overlap.
A third suggestion is that the principle of block allocation of frequencies in the
microwave spectrum needs to be reconsidered. Simple block allocation is excessively rigid, a s the cases of New Pork City and Venice show. Flexibility should.
be expressly built into the system. If account is taken of the directionality and
polarization of each beam, multiple uses of the same frequency are possible,
even in the same area. I n addition, performance requirements should be established, differing for different services in different parts of the spectrum and applicable to both transmitters and receivers.
We should like to take note of a further problem that may arise if cheap
sources of microwave power become available. The fact that the microwave
sources in service up to the present time have been expensive has led naturally
to the development of expensive and high-quality components of microwave systems i n order to obtain maximum benefit from the sources. The new sources,
however, make "cheap and dirty" systems possible. I t is conceivable that some
manufacturers will sacrifice narrowness of beam and precision of frequency
control in order to achieve lower costs. This development i s particularly likely
for devices with power below the level where licensing and strict regulation a r e
normally required.
I n this area a large responsibility rests on the engineering profession to insure that these low-power devices a r e non-polluting from the electromagnetic
point of view. The question is whether the profession can establish standards
that keep bandwidth, beam width and power a t the minimum level to accomplish
the objective of a given system. Standards of this kind involve a principle of
conservation of a natural resource--the electromagnetic spectrum-that should
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be applied whether or not a problem of congestion is foreseen. If this much responsibility is not exercised by the profession, Government regulation and control
will surely be necessary.
One area where engineering and manufacturing attention is needed in order
to facilitate conservation of the spectrum is the area of antenna design. Techniques for the design of inexpensive, narrow-beam antennas (perhaps fiber-glass
paraboloids or dielectric molded structures) do not seem to have kept pace with
the improvements in microwave sources. One possibility is the development of
active antennas, which provide a degree of amplication a t the receiving end ; they
would allow the use of transmitters of lower power than would otherwise be required. I n addition, frequencies for specific applications should be chosen (whenever i t is possible) to take advantage of the natural attenuation of the signal in
the atmosphere, so that a signal would not penetrate beyond the area that needs
to receive it. If the engineering is done properly, many of the low-power microwave devices need be no more troublesome than a flashlight.
I t seems to us that concern should be given to the prospect that microwave
devices might be incorporated in toys (for both children and a d u l a ) and in
systems where wired transmission could do the job equally well. Some people
contend that since the broadcast spectrum is a n exhaustible resource i t should
not be used for trivial purposes or in situations where the task can be accomplished by other means. We think i t would be impracticable to prevent the development of such applications; indeed, to do so would involve a restraint on use
of the spectrum that impinged on the rights of some developers. I t seems much
more realistic to assume that such systems will be developed and to assign them
to frequency ranges that are well separated from systems serving more vital
functions. The time may come when the spectrum is s o congested that a n embargo will have to be placed on all new broadcast microwave systems performing
a function that could just a s well be done with cables.
Another type of interference, not connected with spectral overlap, has recently
attracted attention. Microwave radiation can interfer with the operation of some
nonmicrowave electronic systems even a t low radiation levels, sometimes with
unfortunate effects. For example, stray radiation from microwave ovens has been
responsible for the malfunction of some heart pacemakers. The level of radiation
needed to produce interference, according to the U.S. Public Health Service, is of
the order of five microwatts per square centimeter. This level of power might well
be present a t reasonable distances from the kinds of system we have been
discussing.
We turn now to microwaves a s a possible health hazard. Since it is reasonable
to expect that large numbers of microwave systems will be in the hands of private individuals and therefore will be relatively unsupervised, the need for exploring the biological effects of microwave radiation is urgent. Standards that
were established a t a time when microwave systems were fairly uncommon and
when the average person was unlikely to be irradiated by a microwave beam may
be inadequate when microwave beams a r e emitted from many automobiles,
traffic signals and utility poles.
A measure of the magnitude of the problem can be obtained by considering
automobiles with radar. A collision-avoidance radar on an automobile might have
an average power output of 0' milliwatts ; if the power were transmitted within
a beam angle of two degrees, the power density a t a distance of five meters from
the vehicle would be more than 100 microwatts per square centimeter. I t is
unlikely that anyone would be irradiated by a single beam for any length of
time, but he would be exposed to the beams from many vehicles. The prospective levels of power from automobile radar units are inconsequential under safety
standards current in the U.S., but they could be of consequence according to
standards adopted in eastern Europe. We shall return to this point.
There is no doubt that microwave radiation can be harmful to living organisms, but there is considerable controversy over the levels of irradiation required to produce significant effects, over the permanence of the effects and
over the physiological events that cause them. Cases are on record of cataracts
and testicular damage in man and of death in animals exposed to microwave
radiation experimentally. These effects were probably caused by heating due to
absorption of microwave energy a t power levels much higher than the ones
we have been discussing. Subtler effects have been reported a t low levels of power,
however. They a r e called "athermal" effects because they do not seem to be
directly attributable to heating. They include mutations in garlic root tips grown
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in a high-frequency field and a tendency for certain animals'to respond to such
fields in various ways.
The amount of microwave energy absorbed by a n object depends on the electric
properties of the object and the frequency (and hence the wavelength) of the
radiation with respect to the size of the object. The human body begins t o absorb
radiation significantly when the frequency exceeds about 15 megahertz. The
absorptivity of microwaves varies over parts of the body and also varies with
time. iUicrowaves penetrate f a t about 10 times more deeply than muscle, and
the difference is presumably reflected in the absorption. Certain organs, notably
the eye and the testes, a r e particularly sensitive to heating effects.
Athermal effects were not included when the current recommended U.S. radiation safety limit was set by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare a t
a n average of 10 milliwatts per square centimeter for long exposures. Athermal
effects apparently were considered, however, when the U.S.S.R. established a
maximum standard of 10 microwatts per square centimeter per working day-a
factor 1,000 times smaller than the U.S. figure. A number of informed American
workers a r e skeptical about many of the Russian results and consequently regard
the Russian standards a s being unnecessarily stringent, but skepticism is not a
sufficient basis for setting standards.
The C.S. standard was set a s a result of a program on the biomedical aspects
of microwave radiation t h a t was administered by the three military services
from 1957 to 1961. Some workers see this research a s being largely irrelevant to
the subject of low-power microwave radiation because of the neglect of athermal
effects and a n apparent tendency of the investigators to reject data from eastern
Europe on athermal effects. These data have included evidence of hypertension,
disturbed heart rhythm and decreases in the sensitivity of various sense organs.
The average power levels a t which the effects were noted ranged upward from 30
microwatts per square centimeter, and frequencies were usually in the range from
ultrahigh to low-microwave-a range where absorption by the skin and bone of
the skull is small. Recent experiments in the U.S. a r e said to h a r e demonstrated
that the metabolic activity of the embryonic chick heart is disturbed by 24-gigahertz radiation and that the development of insect pupae can be adversely affected by irradiation with 10 gigahertz. Both of these experiments involved power
levels too low to cause significant heating.
Another factor not included when the current U.S. standard was set is t h e duty
cycle of the applied radiation, that is, the percentage of time during which the
radiation is being emitted. I n a n experiment involving two groups of rabbits no
members of a group that received 80 milliwatts per square rentimeter of continuous-wave radiation for one hour developed cataracts, whereas cataracts did develop in all members of the second group, which received pulsed radiation of 400
rnilliwattv per square centimeter with a duty cycle of 20 percent (and hence the
sanlr arerage power a s the first group ~ e c ~ i v e dTbiw
) . a radiation standard based
solely on average power may not be adequate.
What emerges from this discussion is that the effects of microware radiation
on biological systems a r e poorly understood. Plainly i t is necessary to do much
more research in this area, emphasizing low-power effects. and to reexamine
safety standards before microwave devices proliferate. The mork should be roncerned not only with human beings but also with other biolodcal syytems. If this
research is not done, public controversy will s n r ~ l ydevelop once t h e devices proliferate, just a s controversy has arisen over low-level radiation emitted from nu~
clear reactors. I n the case of microwaves i t i s still possible to investigate t h lowlevel effects before massive deployment of microwave devices. The Xlectmmagnetic Radiation .4dvisory Council of t h e U.S. Office of Teleconrrniinications Policy
is said to be developing a national research program nionp theso lines.
Oiir final point has to do with the concern that a number of people have expressed over the possibility that new developments in electronicc: may be used
ns a means of invading privacy. A related issue is that a s more information is
transmitted by way of microwave beams, banks, industrial organizations and other
users of these links may become concerned over the ~ossibilitythat transmissions
will be interrepted.
We have examined the privacy qnestion i n a preliminary may and have conw
to the tentative conclusion that the new sources do not represent a special prow
lem in the sense of adding a Dew dimension to the nrivacg issup. Indeed, in certain respects t h e new rnirrowsve systems seem to have certain advantages over
telephone lines in mnintaining privacy. To tap a mi-romnve beam one must find
it, and its position may not be physically apparent. Moreover, i t appears likely

that double-frequency transmission will be easier in the microwsve range than i t
is over telephone lines. I n such a system one frequency carries a coded message
and the ~ e c o n done transmits the code. Anyone trying to intercept the information will have to find both frequencies; he will also be up against the fact that
the signal transmitting the rode can occupy a n exceedingly narrow band.
If someoqe i? really (1-terminrd to intercept information, i t is almost imposisible to thwart hi111 indefinitely. Our concern has been with making interception
difficult enough to discomagc it on a frequent or casual basis. I t would seem prudent, when large amounts 9f information a r e to be transmieted by microwave systems, to encode it iu a t least a simple way.
T e should like to emphasize that none of our conclusions about microwave
technology is firm and that we have not dealt with certain important questions
in our assessment of the technoloa. Our purpose has been mainly to initiate debate on these issues and to inrlicate areas where more detailed analysis is necessary. We hope particularly that the technical community, a t its meetings and i n
its publirations, will devote attention to these problems, inviting unntrihutions
from social scientists (who can add valuable perceptions to thp assessment of
broad social implications of microwave devices) a s well a s fro= physical scientists and experts in technology. To give attention to these problems is part of the
public responsibility of the research and development community.
rFrom Newsweek, Mar. 6 , 19721
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Bizarre a s the idea might seem these days, there once was a time when the
automobile was seen a s the perfect answer to urban pollution. That was hack nt
the turn of the century, when horses provided virtually all of the motive power
for society-and daily deposited some 2% million pounds of manure and 60,000
gallons of urine on the streets of New York City alone. Small wonder that turnof-the-century scientists hailed the development of the auto a s a cleen, quiet
and efficient means of transportation. Some even thought that travel b r motor
car would be much safer than it was by horse o r horse-drawn vehicles-and on
this count, surprisingly enough, they were absolutely right.* But no one f o r e
saw that the auto would someday create pollution problems much more severe
than did the horse i t replaced.
Now, however, the U.8. Congress is trying to create a kind of early-warning
system to evaluate every =pert of the various new technologies it is regularly
askcd to fund, with special emphasis on their social, economic and enviro.jmental
impact. This is to be done by a n Office of Technology Assessment, a uew organiaation that the U.S. House of Representatives reccutly v o t ~ dto create. If the Senate concurs--and i t is expected to--the
Congress will have acquired its first new
permaneut organization set up specifically to assist it? deliberations since the
General Accounting Office was ordained in 1921.
The need for such an organization springs actually from Congressional a p
prehensions about skyrocketing Federal expenditures for research and development (from $3 billion in 1354 to about $18 billion this year) and Congressional
doubts about how well and how wisely those funds a r e being spent. One case in
point n a s lnht year's battie over ihe bupersonic transport (SST), during which
the protagonists and the critics generated such a n impenetrable fog of claim and
~ountercL~im
that many congrwLmen feit they were flying blind most of the
time. Another -as the d a n to build a jet airport in the Florida Everglades-a
project that cost $10 million before it was canceled because of the damage it
would have done to the enrironment.
"Congress has always reacted to the technical initiatives of the executive
branch," say? former Rep. Elnilio &. Daddario, the Connecticut Democrat who i s
generally conceded to be the father of the technology asyessment bill. "And me
just haven't had the capability to evaluate them. A lot of times, we had no
choice hut to swallow a new project whole o r spit i t u p whole."
*According to estimate.: by the National Safetv Council, the fatality rate in travel by
horres or horse-drawn vehicles was more thnn 10 times greater than it is hv motor car
torla\. The NSC est~nlatesthat travel by horse produced 26 5 fatalities per 100 milllon
miles tmveled, but that travel by auto produces only 2.1 fatalities per 100 million mi:es.
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The OTA will be a fact-finding organization that reports only to the Con,,: ess.
It will be directed by a ten-man board of representatives and senators r3nd
managed by a permanent staff of no more than 50 t o 100. Individual technological
assessments will be contracted out to a d hoc groups drawn from universities
or nonprofit organizations and these would be specifically enjoined from makin:,
policy or suggesting legislation.
Not even the most enthusiastic advocates claim that technology assessment
will accurately predict the future course of events. But Dr. Harvey Brooks, Harvard University's dean of engineering and applied physics, insists that predictions about the future ramifications of technology should be hazarded, even if
some prove ultimately to be wrong. "It's much easier t o correct a guess about the
future," he says, "than to wait for the future to arrive."
As a n example of how a specific new technology might be assessed, Professors
Raymond Bowers and Jeffrey Frey of Cornell University have examined the
impact cheap microwave diodes might have on society. Diodes a r e small, solidstate devices that generate and receive frequencies ; microwaves a r e those frequencies between 1 billion cycles per second ( a gigahertz) and 100 billion.
COST

The expense of these devices has limited their application to military and
industrial organizations for communications and navigation purposes, but now
several firms a r e developing low-cost ones. If these a r e successfully mass-produced, the effect would be to throw open a n Oklahoma Territory of f r e q u e n c i e s
and people a n d systems t h a t have been operating in heavily crowded lower frequencies are certain to rush into the microwave bands.
Among the many new uses that the two Cornell scientists see for the inexpensive, mass-produced microwave systems a r e : television sets that could receive
programs directly from orbiting communications satellites ; telephones a s commonplace in automobiles a s radios are today; vastly improved burglar and fire
alarms, and a host of automobile equipment including collision-avoidance radar,
clear-lane indicators, backup indicators and triggers for safety airbags.
But Bowers and Frey, writing in the current Scientific American, foresee almost
a s many problems a s advantages : the allocation of specific microwave channels
for these purposes ; the possible interference among various microwave transmitters, especially in such congested areas a s New York City, and, perhaps most
important of all, the health hazards posed by this type of potentially dangerous
electromagnetic radiation.
If a microwave anti-collision radar should someday become standard equipment on every automobile (basically, such a unit would set off a n alarm whenever
it sensed that the car was closing rapidly on a n object ahead), then consideration
must be given now to people who will be crossing in front of those vehicles and
who might thus be irradiated. The power levels of a n automobile radar should be
low, the Cornell scientists say, but its possible health hazards cannot be lightly
dismissed.
If the advocates of technology assessment a r e correct and if the proposed new
Congressional organization fulfills the expectations set for it, the OTA could
become a major force in American society in the future. "It's very important,"
said Brooks, "that people get a sense that technology is really subject to the will
of the people, that it's not a n autonomous force that goes its own way."
[From Science, Mar. 3. 19721

(By Deborah Shapley)
I n what can only be regarded a s a minor miracle of legislative revival from the
dead, the House of Representatives on 8 February approved former Congressman
Emilio Q. Daddario's 1967 plan for a n Office of Technology Assessment (OTA)
for Congress.
The sudden introduction of the measure, the swift, hour-long debate, and the
substantial (256 to 118) vote in favor of the bill was a revelation that technology

assessment has been in recent years not dead but only sleeping. The legislative
Lazarus is scheduled for immediate (2 March) hearings in the Senate, and floor
debate and vote is likely to occur soon thereafter. But many high priests of science, with a bow to their old pal Daddario, are highly skeptical of the measure.
I n the current bill the OTA would produce "technology assessment" studies of
such live-wire issues a s the SST and the antiballistic missile, petroleum reserves,
or electric cars. The OTA would consist of a small core staff who some estimate
will number 20 and others say could be 100. There would be a Director (allegedly
some people a r e already politicking for the post), and a Board of Directors who
now would be Congressmen, but who were originally to include four Presidential
appointees. Budget for the first 2 years would be $5 million ; other Congressmen
say it would rise soon thereafter to $10 million per year. Studies would be made
only a t Congressmen's requests and would be performed outside-but it is unclear which groups would get the contracts to make the objective and impartial
studies t h a t the Congressmen a r e dewily anticipating.
But the primary doubt about the measure comes from scientists and some
congressional staffers who a r e veterans of technical and political scuffle and
know, firsthand, the scope of the problems involved. Some simply don't believe
that "technology assessment," a s such, is a meaningful term. If the term is interpreted too narrowly, a n Office of Technology Assessment could warp the free,
creative development of American science and technology. "I hope you give
technology assessment a black eye," reacted one scientist i n industry when asked
for his opinion of the concept.
The technology assessment idea is largely the brainchild of Daddario (who
stages a comeback this week a s a s t a r witness before the Senate subcommittee).
Daddario, during his tenure a s chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science,
Research, and Development of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, began
discussion of technology assessment in 1965. A bill was introduced i n 1967, hut
according to staffers, i t was intended only for "discussion purposes." The committee asked subsequently for four separate studies on technology assessment to
back it up (see Science, 14 November 1969). A seminar was held in 1967, for "a lot
of blue sky types."
However, blue sky types a r e not the sort of people who get legislation through
Congress. I n fact, the legislative progress of technology assessment under Daddario proceeded a t a speed only comparable to that of the advance of the Ice Age.
Not until 4 years after the idea was introduced, in 1969, did the Daddario effort
produce a serious bill proposing technology assessment machinery for government. The following year, 1970, Daddario resigned his congressional seat to run
for governor of Connecticut (he did not win the election).
Daddario's successor to the subcommittee chair is John W. Davis (D-Ga.), a
veteran Southern Democrat. Daddario is the intellectual father of the Office
of Technology Assessment, but Davis appears to be the man who will probably
get credit for OTA's actual creation. Finally, late last year, the measure was
presented to the House Rules Committee (which was tied up with other pressing
congressional proposals), but i t declined to clear the bill for floor debate and a
vote. However, in late January, the Rules Committee took u p the bill and quickly
approved it. The floor debate and passage of the bill followed a little more than
a week later.
Why the sudden breakthrough, 7 years after the idea first came up? None of
those connected with the bill claim to know the answer, but two possible causes
a r e often cited. The first is that the new subcommittee chairman, Davis, is politically close to his fellow Southern Democrat William M. Colmer (D-Miss.),
who is one of the kingpins of the House and chairman of the key House Rules
Committee.
A second explanation is t h a t congressional frustrations in obtaining technical
information have mounted rapidly since the Nixon Administration took office and
became embroiled in bitter dogfights wtih Congress over the ABM and the SST.
Historically, Congress has had virtually no technical expertise among its members
or staff. I t h a s had only the General Accounting Office (GAO) and the Library
of Congress's Congressional Research Service (CRS) for conducting its own
studies. I n the past, Capitol Hill has had to rely on the executive agencies for
technical information. Furthermore, under the Niron Administration, the executive agencies a r e less cooperative in handing out data in answer to congressional
requests. This trend is creating pressure within the Congress to set u p a technical
information service of its own. Hence the sudden popularity of technology
assessment.
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Whatever their motives, the Members of the House who debated the technology assessment bill were generally rapturous. Richard 11. Hanna (D-Calif.)
said that the current congressional work load is "so great i t would give the Jolly
Green Giant a double hernia" and inquired, "Who is i n charge?" As politicians will, he answered his own question, saying that the "avalanche" of "socalled progress" created by technology is, "whether we like it or not, who is
in charge." John P. Seiberling (D-Ohio) said that without a n OTA to aid it.
Congress would be threatened by a n erosion of its Constitutional authority.
Alphonzo Bell (R-Calif.) said that the OTA would have had "an invaluable
role" in the ABM and SST debates, and called OTA's assignment a "comprehensive intelligence gathering and early warning system for the Congress." But,
reassured Jack Brooks (D-Tex.), Congress is not setting up a batch of scientists to run its business for it. "I am convinced . . . t i e experts should be
on tap, not on top," he said. Finally, mixing his sciences and his metaphors,
John B. Anderson (R-Ill.) declared that the future OTA will "crystalize a
concept that h a s long been percolating in this body."
Enthusiasm notwithstanding, the technology assessment bill seems to present
problems. First, the well-meaning lawmakers hold widely varying views of
what OTA will do. The language of the bill suggests a sort of scientific DEW
line, but many Representatives simply see i t a s another research office.
One camp views OTA's functions a s being very grand. OTA will be a "technology-predictive tool," said Thomas M. Pelly (R-Wash.). I t will examine, he
said, "the effects of the choice of a particular technology a t a time when the
application of that technology lies in the future, or is still hypothetical." LIn fact,
the merits of the technology assessment ofice and its governing board began
sounding so fantastic that H. R. Gross (R-Iowa) got fed up and snapped, "Perhaps this Board could give us some advice before we get into another war. . . ."I
At the opposite end of the spectrum John J. Rhodes (R-Ariz.) termed OTA
simply "a clearinghouse" and "a purveyor of knowledge which has been
gathered by other governmental o r non-governmental bodies." Nany of the Representatives compared OTA with GAO, but Representative Gross declared.
"there is no similarity whatever with the General Accounting Office. . . . "
Technology assessment, Like motherhood, is hard to oppose. But there
seems to be a plethora of views on what, exactly, i t is. Many of the ingenuous lawmakers said that they were looking forward to the "objective" and
"impartial" studies that OTA would produce on such complex matters a s
the SST. But the Davis committee's most recent report, which even attempts
some sample technology assessment studies, says impartiality is impossible.
Conductec? by the CRS, which has a reputation for milk-toast responses to
the issues of the day, the report concludes: "A technology assessment institution . . . cannot exclude all bias. . . . Bias lurks i n the basic assumptions,
explicit or implicit, in every study. I t is found in the omissions and neglected
challenges. Selection of factual evidence to present, since no study can accept all
evidence, is subject to bias. Sometimes even the order in which the elements
of the analysis a r e presented reveals bias. The author of a technology assessment must not claim, therefore, that his is the last word on the subject. . . ."
There a r e vast differences, too, on what a technology assessment study
should include. The language of the bill calls on OTA to list the "physical, economic, social, and political" effects of a technology. Yet in this February's
Bcimtific American, two Cornell scientists, Raymond Bowers and Jeffrey Frey,
have published a technology assessment of future microwave devices, in which
they specifically disclaim any ability to predict the social impact of widespread
use of them.
Many scientists simply believe that these impacts cannot be foreseen, hence
to predict such effects is a t best a relativistic exercise. Harvey Brooks, Dean of
Engineering Sciences and Applied Physics a t Harvard, says. "The assessments
will be probabilistic. Assessments will identify the issues to be resolved, the
pros and cons and alternatives. But if the Congress expects the office to come
up with R go or no-go answer, i t is totally naive. If they tried t o do that, they'd
get clobbered. . . . But I think such a n office could do a great deal to illuminate the issues." Brooks says he believes a n OTA could have helped Congress on
the SST dispute.
B u t a prominent government scientist, who asked not to be identified, takes
a more negative view. H e does not think that a n OTA would have altered the
ABM debate very much. "In private industry, the president of a company can
make his own evaluation of which product the company should build. . . . But
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in government, issues become focused only after millions of dollars have been
spent.
"The Congress doesn't have the option of buying various products off the
shelf. On issues like the SST-we literally made a decision to go or not to go.
There is no room for comparison and alternatives.
"An Office of Technology Assessment will come up with a long list of things we
don't know. For politicians opposed to a given project, it will supply grounds for
not going ahead. One effect of such a n office will be to take more time on big
projects."
An even more drastic fear in the scientific community is t h a t technology assessment-in the most rigid sense, that of predicting and then directing technologycould warp the creativity of American R. $ D. William 0. Baker, who is vice
president, research and patents, of Bell Laboratories said in a n interview that
he feared crude arbitration of technical development by Congress. "Technology
assessment can subvert the principles a t the very heart of free choice in democracy," he said. "There is no basis o r natural concordance between the capability
t o do science and technology and the public purpose. The efforts of making technology assessments may well destroy the long-range values of the technology
itself. When you attempt to prejudge certain alternatives, you thereby bias possible later and realistic choices of action.
"Technological development fluorishes only with a more delicate balance."
The sudden emergence of a real, live technology assessment bill h a s sparked
many emotions-from the fatigue of legislators tired of wheedling facts from
executive agencies to the fears of some scientists that Congress may now embark
on a clumsy, destructive attempt to manage national R. & D.
The fact is that no o n e n e i t h e r scientists nor lawmakers-has a clear idea
of what sort of creature the OTA will be or what i t will and will not do. But Congress seems prepared to rush ahead anyway.
Many scientists have doubts as to what, exactly, technology assessment is.
But Congress, in recent weeks, has become suddenly enamoured of the idea of
setting up a n Office for Technology Assessment, to research all kinds of technology-related problems. The preamble to the bill, (H.R. 10243) passed by the
House of Representatives on 8 February and now before the Senate, explains
why.
"Emergent national problems, physical, biological, and social, a r e of such a
nature and a r e developing a t such a n unprecedented rate a s to constitute a
major threat to the security and general welfare of the United States . . .
"The growth in scale and extent of technological application is a crucial element in such problems and either is or can be a pivotal influence with respect
both to their cause and to their solution.
"The present mechanisms of the Congress do not provide the legislative branch
with adequate independent and timely information concerning the potential application or impact of such technology, particularly i n those instances where
the Federal Government may be called on to consider support, management, or
regulation of technological applications.
"It is ther6fore imperative t h a t the Congress equip itself with new and effective means for securing competent, unbiased information concerning the effects,
physical, economic, social and political, of the applications of technology, and
that such information be utilized whenever appropriate a s one element in the
legislative assessment of matters pending before the Congress."--D.S.

The CHAIRMAN.
Senator Allott, we are delighted to have you this
morning. You are cosponsor of this bill, and we are glad to hear you in
any way you wish to proceed.
STATEIvIENT OF HON. GORDON ALLOTT, A U.S. SENATOR FRIOMTHE
STATE OF COLORADO
Senator ALLOW.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think I will save time if I read my statement. It is not too long.
I t.hink we can thereby avoid repetition.
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I am very pleased to have this opportunity to submit to this subcommittee my statement regarding the creation of an Office of Technology Assessment. Since the early days of the 90th Congress, I have
been working to bring to the Congress a capacity for making intelligent decisions relating to priorities of scientific endeavor. I believe
this measure will help accomplish this goal.
1 might add that the creation of this Office within the Congress
will also help dispel the suspicion-within and without the Congressthat the Government is operating blindly in an area demanding specialized knowledge.
My original efforts to bring to the Congress this technology assessment capability were directed to the establishment of a Joint Committee on Science and Technology.
I should note a t this point that I personally would prefer the creation of such a joint congressional committee over the creation of a
separate office.
However, I realize the creation of an independent Office of Technology Assessment will not be subject to the objections prevalent when
an effort is made to form a joint congressional committee.
I n 1970, when I introduced this bill in the Senate, I had reached
the conclusion that the best way to bring this analysis capacity to the
Congress was by the creation of an Office of Technology Assessment.
I n short, this approach is the most feasible way to fill a void that
has for some time existed. You can imagine my gratification when the
Senator from North Carolina, in introducing this bill under hls
auspices, joined in my prior efforts in this area.
This bill will establish an Office of Technology Assessment which
is to be within and responsible to the Congress. I n this respect, it is
similar in structure to the General Accounting Office and the Library
of Congress.
The Office will be governed by a Technology Assessment Board ; I
will touch upon the issue of the makeup of the Board later in my
testimony.
The basic res~onsibilitiesand duties of this Office. as I envision
them, are to prdvide objective, independent research and analysis to
the Congress a t the request of congressional committees. A committee
request can be generated by the chairman, ranking member, or by majority vote of the committee members. This service will supplement
and provide information in the area of research and development so
that the Congress can be better informed in its decisionmaking process.
As our scientific capabilities expand, it is becoming increasingly
important for us to refine our methods of reviewing our national science
effort, and the processes whereby this effort is translated into technoI ogical advances.
Technology assessment, the expressed mission of this Office, is an
important part of our current science effort, because increasingly, me
are experiencing that there is a long leadtime for the conversion of
knowledge into technology.
Accordingly, it is increasingly important for the Congress to equip
itself for a new and continuing capability for evaluating technology
and its uses.
I wish to highlight two areas of authority granted to the Office
which I believe are of high import.
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First, to avoid the creation of a new and sprawling bureaucracy, I
think it is important to stay with the intent of the House-passed bill
in requiring that the research projects be contracted out to independent
groups.
Second, I believe that the authority to hold hearings and subpena
requisite information is of utmost importance to the successful implementation of the mission of the Office.
Now, I would like to touch upon the makeup of the Board of the
Office.
After reviewing the floor debate in the House of Representatives
which occurred when the other body considered H.R. 10243, the companion bill to S. 2302, I am persuaded that the amendment of Congressman Jack Brooks is a sound one. I would urge that this committee adopt that approach.
As you know, the provision for makeup of the Board, as reported by
the House committee provided for 11members, as follows :
Two members of the Senate who shall not be members of the
same political party, to be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate ;
Two Members of the House of Representatives who shall not
be members of the same political party, to be appointed by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives;
The Comptroller General of the United States ;
The Director of the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress ;
Four members from the public appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, who shall be persons eminent in one or more fields of science or engineering or
experienced in the administration of technological activities, or
who may be judged qualified on the basis of contributions made to
educational or public activities ; and
The Director of the Office.
Congressman Brooks' amendment provides for the Board to be
made up of five Members of the Senate, appointed by the President
pro tempore of the Senate, three from the majority party and two
from the minority party and five Members of the House of Representatives a pointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, three
from t e majority party and two from the minority party.
Mr. Brooks' amendment which was adopted by the House also
weakens the powers of the Director of the Office. I n quoting from Mr.
Brooks' remarks which appear in the February 8,1972, Congressional
Record on page H 855, he states as follows :
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The amendment will do two other things. It will take away from the director
of the office the power to initiate assessments and run the whole business the
way he pleases. This director now has subpoena power and the right to call
people and set hearings and initiate hearings and report findings.
Instead my amendment provides that the initiation of work will be by the
Congressional Committees and the OTA Board.
My theory is simply that experts are to be employed by a committee to give
their advice and to listen to it and appreciate it and make the deci'sion yourself.

I think it is justified to assure that an autocratic director cannot
thwart the intent of the Congress or become too much of a power in
himself.
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Because it is essential that this Office be responsive to the needs
of the Congress and because a major purpose behind the creation
of this Office is to help Congress counterbalance the obvious advantage
that the executive branch possesses insofar as expertise available in
this area, I believe that Mr. Broolrs7 amendment in its entirety is a
good one.
A t this point, I would add, however, that the committee might want
to consider establishing some sort of a science advisory board to the
Technology Assessment Board. Such an advisory board could be
appointed by the President of the United States and provide the
congressional Board members with ongoing scientific input. These
individuals could possess the same qualities as those stated for the
public members of the Board in S. 2302.
The House-passed bill creates this ofice as one whose primary
responsibility is informational. I believe this is a wise charge to the
office. However, as the office carries out its evaluation and analysis
responsibilities in responding to the requests of the mrious congressional committees as set forth in the bill, I can envision that information developed by the office could dictate a certain course of action.
So the Board would not be prohibited from making a given recommendation to the Congress, I would hope that this committee would
consider a provision which would allow the Office of Technology
Assessment to rriake a specific recommendation to the Congress. I
would hope that this committee ~vouldconsider a provision which
would allow the Office of Technology Assessment to make a specific
recommendation to the Congress upon a two-thirds vote of the Board.
I n other words, if such an overwhelming majority of the Technology Assessment Board were convinced that a certain course of
action would be wise and in the best interests of the Nation, the Board
should be allowed to make such a recommendation.
Mr. Chairman, I could sit here for hours and relate experiences
which I have encountered during my tenure in the Senate which
would point to the overwhelming need for the creation of an Office
of Technology Assessment-the creation of a capability within the
Congress to help us better manage and better use techno log;^.
Rather, let me use a current example : President Nixon has requested
an increase of over $1billion in research spending for fiscal year 1973.
If an Office of Technology Assessment had been in existence during the
last few years, the Congress would have available to it right now, the
kind of analysis with which to adequately review such a request.
I n my judgment, the Officeof Technology Assessment will not only
enable us to spend wisely on behalf of science but convince the public,
whose money me art- spending, that our spending is done intelligently
and conscientiously. The money it will cost to establish and operate an
Office of Technology Assessment should be recouped many times over
in expenditure savings.
Technology is simply the ability to apply knowledge. I t s worth depends on horn men handle it. Tl7hen we learn to understand technology
and how to implement it, me mill be better equipped to deal with the
complex problems of modern society.
I sincerely hope that this committee will act favorably on this bill to
assist us-the Congress-in exercising our constitutionaI responsibility-to rationally set this Nation's priorities in science.
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The CHAIRMAN.Thank you very much.
Would you care to make further comments concerning your feelings
of the makeup of the Board?
Senator ALLOTT.I have given much thought to this, Mr. Chairman.
I suppose the representation I have made in following the Brooks
amendment arises out of this thought, that I would like to see the
Director of this body not have the power the Comptroller General has.
and in the scientific field this board should exist as a body which is
responsible in total to Congress and not to the executive.
I am afraid that with the other makeup, it might tend to proliferate
itself, expand, become the victim of Parkinson's law.
With the makeup I have proposed here, it seems to me that what we
would end up with is a board of ten, which would definitely. represent
the Congress,
It is true the Dowers of the Director would be somewhat curtailed,
but I am fearfurunless Congress exercises this control constantly by its
own membership that we will lose the Technology Assessment Board
as an instrument of Congress and that it may just become another
public entity, going out in all directions on different horses.
This way we initially have complete control of the Director, have a
better chance to keep control of the Director, and we have a better
chance to keep control of the work of the Board by siphoning it
through comnlittees.
The CHAIRMAN.
I know you are fully aware that the executive
branch now has a great deal of information in many areas which we
do not have. We have little or no access to it, and most often we get
from them only what they want to give us.
I concur that this should be an agency controlled by the Congress,
because it is for our own use. We would set it up. We should control it.
If it is not controlled here, we are liable to find the control somewhere else, and that we do not need. We need to have an organization
that works for us on a full-time basis, and supplies the information
we need to handle legislation, which is constantly coming before the
legislative branch.
Senator ALLOTT.
The Senator is entirely correct. I have reviewed
the membership of the Senate in my own mind, and I do not believe
that there is one of us who could qualify in a scientific field or could
claim to be an expert in a single scientific field, at least none come to
my mind.
During the course of these years, when I have served now going on
14 years on what used to be the Independent Offices Subcommittee
of Appropriations, as the ranking member of that committee, and for
9 years on the Defense committee, in all of these areas, under these
two committees, we have had hundreds of scientific witnesses. To nse
the vernacular, t,here have been many times when I have not at all
been sure whether we were being given a snow job or not.
I think i t is important that we have this kind of a board, tied up
with responsibility directly to Congress, keeping tight control of it
within Congress, and responsible only to Congress, so that when we
get in these situations of where expertise, scientific expertise, is needed
111 one or more of the disclipines, that we have a way of finding out
what the facts are so that we are not confused by n lot of high-sounding scientific terms.

The CHAIRMAN.Thank you very much. We appreciate your h e
testimony. You have done a lot of work on this, and we are grateful
for it.
Next, we have Chairman George Miller, chairman of the House
Committee on Science and Astronautics. We would be glad to have a
statement from you, sir.
STATEMENT OF RON. CIEORCIE P. MILLER, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
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Mr. MILLER.Thank you very much, Senator.
I do not have a prepared statement, because the chairman of the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development, who is sitting
right behind me, Judge Davis, will testify.
I merely wanted to come over to indicate our deep concern with this
bill and with the matter of setting up the board. We have no place in
government in particular available to us in Congress, no one central
place, where we can go get the necessary information that will guide
us in future technology.
There is meeting today here in Washington an international roup
that is concerned with many of the vaxatious problems that wil confront the country within the next decade or two, population growth,
food, energy, et cetera.
We have a Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development
right now looking into the energy problem. I do not know of any other
place in the government where this is being done.
Yet, we are confronted with a problem which is of utmost importance to this country. Do we know that by the end of the century
there will be sufficient fossil fuels and sufficient sources of electricity
to keep the lights burning in this room? That affects us directly.
So I want to thank you, Senator, for holding these hearings. I am
very happy to see here former Congressman Daddario, who originally
spearheaded this work. H e is the former chairman of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, and we owe him a great
debt of gratitude.
I may say, following what Senator Allott had said, this Board will
have available to it great sources of information that, for the most
part, the Government does not use now.
Seated right behind me is the former president of the Academy of
Sciences. Have we used the Academy of Sciences to the best advantage in things that have been developed ?
Now, you have a very fine Academy of Engineering, and an Academy of Management; and these are the agencies that can give us information. We use them in our committee by contracting with them.
That is one of the reasons that we have had some success in the work
that we undertake.
Again, I want to thank you, sir, for the privilege of being here.
I have got to run over to the other side because I have a hearing
going on right now.
I commend you and recommend this bill to you.
The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you very much. I appreciate your taking
time to come over.
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Conpressman John W. Davis of Georgia.
M r . ~ a v i s ,we are glad to have you. sit down and proceed as you
wish, sir.
STATEMENT OF RON. JOHN W. DAVIS, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA
Mr. DAMS.I want to thank you for having us over, and I want to
urge your favorable consideration of H.R. 10243.
I think that by this time the concept of technology assessment has
been sufficiently explored and developed. It is, I believe, a potential
activit which most of us agree is highly necessary. I n view of these
facts, will not endeavor to discuss further all of the basic tenets, the
background and the work which have gone into the making of this bill.
With your permission, however, Mr. Chairman, I should like to incorporate into the record at this time-by reference-the official activities on the House side relative to the proposed Office of Technology
Assessment. I have a file of the documents here, which I would like
to leave with you for whatever use you care to make of it.
The CHAIRMAN.
They will be included. Thank you very much for
brin ing them.
($he documents referred to are as follows, and may be found in the
files of the subcommittee :)
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Inquiries, Legislation, Policy Studies r e Science and Technology ; 2nd Progress Report of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development,
1966.

Technology Assessment, A Statement of Emilio Q. Daddario, Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, July 1967.
Technology Assessment Seminar, Proceedings before the Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development, September 1967.
Technical Information for Congress, report to the Subcommittee on Science,
Research, and Development from the Science Policy Research Division,
Congressional Research Service, April 1969, revised April 1971.
Technology: Processes of Assessment and Choice, report of the National
Academy of Sciences to the Committee on Science and Astronautics, July
1969.

A Study of Technology Assessment, report of the Committee on Public Engineering Policy, National Academy of Enginering, to the Committee on
Science and Astronautics, July 1969.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development on
Technology Assessment, November, December 1969.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development r e
H.R. 1 m 6 . March and Mav 1970. (Field hearings)
Hearings before the ~ u b c o ~ m i t t e e ' oScience,
n
Besearch, and Development
r e H.R. 17046, May and J u n e 1970.
A Technology Assessment System for the Executive Branch, report of the
National Academy of Public Administration to the Committee on Science
and ~ s t r o n a u t i c s , - ~ u1970.
ly
Technology Assessment, Annotated Bibliography, report prepared for the
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, July 1970.
House Report 91-1437 to accompany H.R. 18469, Establishing the Office of
Technology Assessment, September 9, 1970.
House Report 921169 to accompany H.R. 10243, Establishing the Office of
Technology Assessment, August 16,1971.

Mr. DAVIS.Mr. Chairman, I would like to now spend a moment
commenting on the bill as it passed the House and is now before you.
As I have indicated, and as you are well aware, our committee spent
more than 5 years in developing the technology assessment concept
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for Congress and in drafting, considering, reporting and passing this
bill through the House.
As you are also aware, the House made several amendments on the
floor. I n brief, the amendments made the following changes:
(1) The form of the Technology Assessment Board, which was
designated to develop and promulgate the policies of the proposed
office, was completely altered. Our committee version had included on
the Board four Members of the Congress, two each from the House
and Senate, four members from the public who are especially qualified
to serve, the Comptroller General of the United States, the Director of
the Congressional Research Service, and the Director of the Office of
Technology Assessment itself.
The amendment offered on the floor of the House did away with
this form of the Board and substituted 10 Members of Congress, five
from each body, in what is in effect a joint committee, since the majority party would always control and would have the chairmanship and
vice chairmanship of the Board.
(2) The authority of the director of the office to initiate assessments was eliminated so that assessments could be undertaken only at
the instigation of the committees of Congress or of the Board itself.
(3) The subpena power of the office, which was designed to make
sure that all necessary information would be available to the office on
those rare occasions when it was not freely offered, was eliminated.
(4) The authority of the office to hire personnel in "excepted positions" which had been placed in the act to assure that the office would
have the ability to get the kind of people it needs, also was eliminated.
Turning first to the makeup of the Board, please note that the Board
has no powers of any kind which would affect congressional processes.
It does not even have powers of recommendation. I t s purpose is to provide the Congress with a kind of comprehensive, evaluated information which it presently does not have.
Since this is the case, those arguments which are made for majority
rule in the makeup of the Board, based on an assumption of majority
responsibility, are not convincing to us. I n the view of the Committee
on Science and Astronautics, i t is more desirable that there be panty of
congressional membership.
Obviously, we believe that the composition of the Board as it was
designed and reported by the committee is desirable and workable.
If, however, this committee concludes that the Board should consist
solely of Members of Congress, then we urge that there be an equal
number of Members from both Houses and from both parties.
I n the latter event, we would suggest eight members-four from
the Senate to be appointed by the President pro tempore, and four
from the House to be appointed by the Speaker.
I f it is concluded that the Board should be composed exclusively of
Members of Congress, then I would also strongly recommend that the
Director of the Office be returned to the Board, at least as a nonvoting member.
My thinking on that, Mr. Chairman, is that it is highly important
in the nffairs of protocol affecting other agencies and branches of government that the Director of the Board be given as much prestige as
possible ; that he have as much standing as possible; and I think if he
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were made a nonvoting member of the Board, it would add greatly to
the weight to be given to the work of such a Board.
This would appear clearly necessary ; otherwise, the liaison between
the policymaking Board and its operational arm under the director,
could be severely weakened.
Insofar as choosing a chairman and vice chairman may be concerned, we believe that there would be little more difficulty under the
arrangement I have suggested than there would be under the usual
joint committee system. 1feel certain that adequate agreement among
the Board members could be reached on these selections with some
reasonable mode of rotation included if the Board so desires.
With regard to input from the public, our studies convince us that
there must be close participation by appropriate segments of the public
in the operations of the Board. Not only is this essential from the
standpoint of creating an attitude of public trust where the Office is
concerned, but it is also important in view of the fact that few Members
of Congress have the variety of background and expertise which will
be needed for the formulation of effective policies.
We would therefore recommend, in the event that no public members are included on the Board itself, that an advisory council containing public members be set up to assist the Board.
There are many ways in which such a group might be organized
and function. I believe that a workable arrangement would go something like this-that the advisory council consist of 10 members, eight
of whom could be drawn from the public, the other two being the
Comptroller General and the Director of the Congressional Research
Service, ex officio.
Four of the public members might be appointed by the President
pro tempore of the Senate and four by the Speaker of the House,
possibly on the basis of recommendations submitted to them by the
Board.
We would suggest that the Board establish some form of rotation in
office for the public members and that the Board also have the authority and latitude to fix the duties of the council as i t sees fit.
We would suggest that no ex officio member of the council become
its chairman, since the chief reason for the council is to secure adequate liaison with nongovernmental sources of talent. On the other
hand, we believe the ex officio members are necessary inasmuch as the
bill provides that both the GAO and the Library supply supporting
services to the Office of Technology Assessment.
Finally, let me conclude with an observation on what we believe to
be a most important matter. This is, in fact, a plea that the authority
and powers of the Director of the Office not be watered down.
The Director is the chief executive official of the Office, and whether
or not the proposed OTA operates usefully depends on him to a very
great extent. And, at this point, let me add parenthetically that regardless of the Director's statutory authority, it is exceedingly important that the Board take great care in making his selection.
There are two immediate reasons why the Director must retain the
authority he now has in the bill and why he should, we think, be returned as an ex officio member of the Board as well as have his powers
of inaugurating assessments restored.
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The first reason is that if the Board is composed exclusively of
Members of Congress, the individuals comprising it will probably not
have the necessary time to give to act as an effective unit. We all know
how difficult i t is to assemble the membership of a joint committee. It
is almost impossible to get them all together, and rarely is it possible
to secure anything close to a majority.
Hence, if the basic powers now vested in the Director are removed
from him and placed in the Board, the consequences are readily discernible-the whole operation would probably devolve upon an already over-committed chairman or else demand an unrealistic number of Board meetings. I n my opinion, such a situation is highly
undesirable.
My personal feeling is that I would like to see a board created which
is a working board. The bill provides that the Board prepare an annual report on its activities. I think the effect of that annual report
is one of the most important things about this piece of legislation, inasmuch as the report could be widely disseminated, and its results become of benefit to a constituency far wider than this Congress.
The second reason is that if the Office of Technology Assessment is
to be truly a new arm for the Congress, then its chief executive
must have th? power to conduct his business-always, of course, within
the limitations of the policies and decisions imposed by the Board.
But such an executive official should not be merely in the role of staff
director to a joint committee.
H e should have the stature and freedom to administer his organization in the same way that the Comptroller General and the Librarian
of Congress are now authorized to operate.
I n view of the fact that the OTA would be a service adjunct to the
Congress and to the Congress only, we can visualize no acceptable alternative to this mode of operation.
I n any event, the Director is subject to the will of the Board, which
can remove him at any time that it considers he is not doing the job
it wants.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you very much.
As you well know, the Comptroller General and the Librarian of
Congress are included in this bill to assist the Office with its duties.
This is very, very wise. The Library of Congress, in particular, has
been about the only source we have had to go to for answers to a
great many questions that we have had in the past, and they have done
a magnificent job with it.
Mr. DAVIS.They certainly have.
The CHAIRMAN.SOwe are pleased to include them in the bill, as
well as the Comptroller General's Office. They, of course, do come
directly under the Congress, so we are not losing control by bringing
them in.
Mr. DAVIS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN.
We are glad to hear your recommendations, and
appreciate your being with us.
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you very much.
Senator Griffin was here, but he had to leave.
Congressman Brooks, we are glad to have you.

STATEMENT OF RON. JACK BROOKS, A U.S.REPRESENTATIVE FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON CONGRESSIONAL 10PERATIONS
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Mr. BROOKS.
Thank you. You are very gracious.
success we had in the House
May I say, Mr. Chairman,
in amending the legislation to provide for the Congress of the United
States to make up the Board and control and operate this potential
facility for Congress is due largely to your own fine comments in the
Senate, which I quoted from extensively in the House when you
pointed out that the Congress needs to have an independent assessment
of scientific effects.
We do not need to have some organization tell us what the industry
wants us to know or what the Defense Department wants us to know.
We need to have an independent agency that is responsible to Congress,
not to some other organization.
I thought your comments were very well stated in the Senate, and
lmt more graciously, perhaps, than that; I quoted them directly in the
House, and that is probably why they were more effective, Senator.
The HAIRM MAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BROOKS.
Basically, I would like, if I might, to revise and extend my remarks, and submit a statement. The first couple of pages are
backg?ound on information requirements for Congress, and then concisely go to the particular facility, which is the creation of an Office of
Technology Assessment.
I just want to say that technology assessment is a developing art,
not a science, and it relies on a number of scientific disciplines and
specialties which are themselves in varying stages of development.
I f this technique is going to prove its worth to the Congress, the
Office of Technology Assessment must be given close and continued
supervision.
I t s functions must be clearly and carefully defined. I t s limitations
must be widely understood.
Techrlology assessment can narrow the range of uncertainties in detcrminmg programs with high technological content. But even fully
developed ~twlll permit only statements of likely consequences, not
certainties.
Technology assessment, through rigorous and systematic analysis,
can aid us in evaluating alternative courses of action advocated by
competing interests. It cannot replace-or appear to replace-the legislative rocess in deciding between such interests.
~stabEshmentof an Office of Technology Assessment, its administration, its choice of policy problems or programs for assessment, its
method of organizing the necessary research and presenting findings--all must be under the direction of Members of Congress and subject to orderly congressional procedures. Specifically, I do not believe
that Members of Congress are incompetent to administer functions
and programs. I do not think we are all scientists and we should go
out and do the technical work ourselves. But I do think that Members
of Congress, House and Senate, are fully competent to employ people
and direct what they should and ought to do for the Congress of the
United States.
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I do not think we ought to employ people to tell us what we must
do and determine what our policies ought to be. They were not elected
for that purpose.
I think we make a serious error when weeturn over unlimited. authority to any director of an agency like this, a director who might
recommend programs and determine and begin programs and assessment, not just recommend them to the Board or to the members of the
committee, but authorize and begin them on his own. I do not h o w
who would employ the 50 to 100 people. I assume he would.
I think we can get into trouble, delegating this kind of authority.
I think Congress must have complete control, through an all-congressional board or committee, over the activities and reports from
the Ofice of Technology Assessment.
I was delighted to learn, as I came in, that Senators Allott and Rennedy had both seemed to indicate some support for congressional control of this type of an organization.
The CIIAIRMAN.
May I interrupt a t this point?
Mr. BROOKS.
Yes, sir.
I would like to say that we are in a better pos:tion to
The CISAIRMAN.
kdow what we need than any outside agency. JQe know what me have
to have on a day-to-day basis.
As you well know, there is legislation pending before us now 2arried
over from last year. You have the same thing.
We know there are many thinqs concerning which we need the
answers in order that we can develop the proper legislation to fit our
needs.
Mr. BROOKS.
Sonator, that is exnctlv what I agree with. I think that
Congress itself, the Senate and the House, best h o w what they need
to determine, and they can ask people. I am not ashamed to ask my staff
to do something and tell them what they ought to be doing. If you
have a real difference with your staff, you can eliminate the staff.
If you are not successful in those jud,ments, you will get beat and I
will get defeated.
But as long as we get elected, I think we must exercise th;: judgment and not have a staff member telling us what we need to do. I did
not seek election to work for them. I respect their judgment and their
expertise and their help and their loyalty. But they just did not get
elected to tell me what to do.
The CHAIRMAN.
I agree with you on that.
Mr. BROOKS.
I think Congress does know what they need to find out,
and we can direct that kind of a staff.
The CHAIRMAN.
Fine.
Mr. BROOKS.
If I could add one more paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN.
Certainly. I did not mean to interrupt you.
Mr. BROOKS.
The makeup of the Board or Committee must reflect
the majority and minority compositions. Those with the responsibility
need to have the authority to act.
I never object, as a Democrat, to being responsible for what goes
on if they will give me the the authority to act. When the Republicans control the Cong~ess,then they can have a majority of every committee, and I think it is fitting and proper that when you have a majority, you have the control. Then they can b l a m ~the majority if it is not
correct, if it is not done accurately and done in accordance wlth what
the public wants.
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The OTA director and all other staff members must be under the
control of the Board or Committee. Congress can not allow any staff
member to initiate activities or to be beyond congressional authority.
The Board or Committee could appolnt an advisory group which,
upon request, can provide technical assistance as necessary. This group,
which could include public members, should report to the Board or
Committee. Funds could be provided to allow for per diem payments
to advisory-group members within the limits of Federal consulting
fee regulations. It could be a high-level appointment. They could be
people with great talent, and if they are interested in helping the Government, in contributing in this fashion, they could make such a contribution.
But set up, apart from the congressional process, working in opposition to the committees of Congress, an Office of Technology Assessment could delay or jeopardize the improvement in information resources intended under the 1970 act.
Properly established and directed, an Office of Technology Assessment, both responsible and responsive to the Congress, can contribute
sub-' ntially to the strength and vitality of our National Legislature.
I want to thank you again, Senator, and your committee for your
gracious reception and my opportunity to testify before yon.
The CIIAIRMAN.
I appreciate very much your being here. Yon have
spent an awful lot of time on this piece of legislation, and your remarks
are most timely.
Thank you very much for being here.
T do not have any questions at this time.
We mill probably call on you for some more answers a little later
when we take the bill up in the committee.
I will be glad to cooperate in any way I can.
Mr. BROOKS.
(The formal statement of Congressman Brooks follows :)
STATEMENT
OF HON.JACK
BROOKS,
A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM
THE STATE
OF
TEXAS,AND CHAIRMANO F TIIE JOINT
COMMITTEE
ON CONGRESSIONAL
OPERATIONS

M a r e all acutely aware t h a t Congress does not command the information
reso~~ces-the analytical "power" independent of the Executive Branch-it
should have.
This is recognized throughout the 1970 Legislative Reorganization Act, which
envisions more intensive program review and more extensive fiscal control,
authorizes additional staff, and directs congressional agencies to provide research
support consistent with these aims.
But such measures can contribute significantly only if they are effectively
employed. We do not need m o r e information. As congressmen, we are surrounded
by words, by unrelated facts and figures, and-all too often-by diverse opinions
on what constitutes "scientific" evidence.
To carry out the intent of the 1970 Act, we must develop techniques and mechanism to sift and refine information so t h a t it fits patterns of congressional use.
This will r e q u i r e
First, identification of new sources of knowledge, research techniques, and
information processing methods applicable to congressional nee& for policy analysis and program evaluation.
Second, participation in the design of Executive Branch fiscal, budgetary,
and program-related information systems-along with ready access to the data
they contain-to
insure that such systems supplement but do not supplant
congressional policy-making.
Third, evaluation of esisting congressional practices and institutional arrangements which may not permit maximum possible use of organized intelligence in legislative and budgetary review.
I n ihis context. the objectives of proposals for an Office of Technology Assessment are certainly desirable: To help us identify in advance the probable im-
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~wcts-including side effects-of technology on the natural and social enviro~linents.
These objectives will not be achieved easily or quickly.
As presently conceived-in H.R. 10243 a s amended-the Office of Techno1og.v
Assessment represents a significant departure from past practice. It does not
simply create another congressional research agency, where the methods of
study a r e well defined. It is not another auditing service, following well-established account in^ methods.
Tr'hno1og.v assessrwnt is n new resenrch t e r h n i q n c n developing art, not R
scicnve. Tr rclirs on :1 nilmlwr of sricntitic t1ircil)lines and spccinlities which
a r e themselves i n varying stages of clevelopment.
If this technique is to prove i t s worth within the Legislative Branch, the
Offlce of Technology Assessment must be given close and continuing supervision.
I t s functions must be clearly and carefully defined.
I t s limitations must he widely understood.
Technology assessment can narrow the range of uncertainties in determining
programs with high technological content. But even fully developed i t will
permit only statements of likely consequences, not certainties.
Technoloey asswsment, through riaorous and systematic analysis, can , ~ j d
u s i n evaluating alternative courses of action advocated by competing interests.
I t cannot r e p l a c e - o r appear to r e p l a c e t h e legislative process i n deciding between snch interests.
Establishment of a n Office of Technology Assessment, its administrat:on, i t s
choice of policy problems or programs for assessment, i t s method of or$ $zing
the necessary research and presentine findings-all must be under the d ~ f r t i o n
of Memhers of Congress and subject t o orderly congressional procedures.
SpecificallyConpress must have comnlete control-throueh a n all-congressinnal Board
o r C o r n m i t t ~ v e the
r activities and reports from the Office of Technoloey
Assessment.
The malie-nn of the Roard or Committee m m t reflect the maioritv and
minoritv compositions. Those with the responsibility need to have the authority to act.
The OTA Director and all other staff members must be under the rontrol
of the Board or Committee. Congress cannot allow a n y staff member t o
initiate ~ c t i v i t i e sor to he beyond congressional authority.
The Roard or Committee could appoint a n Advisorv Groim whirh, upon
renuest, can provide technical assistance a s necessary. This gronp, which could
i n c h ~ dpilblir
~
m ~ m h e r s .should report to the Roard or Committee. Fnnds
coi~ldhe ~ r o v i d e dto allow for per diem naymentq to Arlviqory Group memhers within the limits of Federal consulting fee regulations.
Set iln a p a r t from the Coneressional nrocess-an& nossihly, worlrine : ~pnnsition to the committ~esof Conerws-an Ofice of Technoloev Aswssmmt ronld
delav or ieopardize the improvement in information resources intended under
tho 1970 4ct.
Properlv e ~ t s h l i s h e dand d i r ~ c t e d .a n Office of Technolop Assessment-both
resnowihle rind reqnonsive to the Coneresq-can contribute substantially to the
strength and vitality of our National Lepislature.

The

%AIRMAN.

Congressman Mosh~r.Yon may proceed in any wag

von wish.
STATEMENT OF RON. CHARLES A. MOSRER, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. R ~ O S I ~ RMr.
. Chairman, 1 am appearing here 2s the ranking
minority member of the House Science and Astronautics Committee.
First, I want to emphasize the very strong bi-partisan support that
this legislation has had in the House. It was my privilege back in 1970
to join with former Congressman Daddario in co-sponsoring the original bill in the House, which is essentially the same legislation that me
have before us today.
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Our bill has had unanimous support, both in the subcommittee and
in the full Committee on Science and Astronautics in the House. I
want to reinforce the appearance of Senator Allott here earlier to indicate the bi-partisan nature of this support in the ROUSC.
The C I I A ~ M A N
I .can assure you the same thing prevails here. For
example, when we established the Subcommittee on Computer Services under the Committee on Rnles and Administration, we appolilted
two Democrats and one Republican. We work together with no problem whatsoever.
Mr. MOSHER.Second, Mr. Chairman, I want to very strongly agree
with the gentleman from Georgia, Congressman Davis. I n his concept of a very competent advisory board, to aid and support the board
that will control the Office of Technology Assessment, I hope that the
Senate will incorporate in its legislation some sort of advisory board
as defined by Congressman Davis.
I fully agree with Congressman Brooks that Congress should nnd
must have complete control of this new arm of the Congress, the new
Office of Technology Assessment.
Yet, I am a little bit unhappy about the board as it came out of the
House by amendment on the floor. Without the advice of a group of
very competent people experienced in science and technology and partitularly the management of modern technology, I think the board is
inadequate. So I hope that we mill add that devlce in your legislation.
I feel that as the House approved the bill, the board would be hardly
more than a joint congressional committee, and I think we need more
than that.
Moreover, I would prefer a congressional board where both of the
parties were equally represented, as suggested by Mr. Davis. I think
both Mr. Davis and I speak for both slcles of the House Science and
Astronautics Committee in making that point.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, may I express the hope that the tone of the
Senate report and debate on this subject will accentuate the positive.
I am a little bit concerned about some of the debate in the House and
some of the public discussion of this office indicating an assumption
that its role will be largely negative, that it will be a bulwark against
the development of technology.
I do not conceive of this new office as being anything which wonld
enshrine negative thinking.
I n my prepared comments, and I will not read themThe CHAIRMAN.
It will be included in the record in its entirety.
Mr. MOSKER.I use the phrase in my prepared statement of "technology arrestment." I want it to be understood that this is a Technology Assessment Board and not a technology arrestment board.
We all know of course that any new ideas can be analyzed to death,
but I do not conceive of this new office as having that role.
I think more of i t as being an office that will alert us to new opportunities in technology that will point the way for Congress in making
advancement of technology rather than devoting all the time to being
a bulwark against progress.
Mr. Chairman, those are the three points that I want to make primarily and I will appreciate your ~ d l i n g n e s sto accept my brief prepared comments.

The CHAIRMAN.
We are delighted
to have your remarks. They will
be most helpful.
I know yon have spent a lot of time on this, too. We certainly will
be calling on you again, I am sure, before we get a bill that is satisfactory to both sides.
Thank you for being with us today.
(The formal statement of Congressman Mosher follows :)
STATEMENT
O F HON. CHARLES
~ ~ I O S H EA RU.S.
,
REPRESENTATIVE
FROM
THE STATE
OF OHIO
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Mr. Chairman: I join i n strong support of the bill before your Committee t o
establish a n Office of Technology Assessment. I t is my privilege to appear with
the other members of the House Science and Astronautics Committee here this
morning in emphasizing our support for the bill.
I point out t h a t this bill to create a n Office of Technology Assessment has received a s extensive and thorough a review a s virtually any other issue ever to
come before our Committee. The original work i n fact, dates back to over five
years ago when Congressman Emilio Daddario introduced the first bill. As one of
the most active members on the Subcommittee which had responsibility for this
legislation, I have a great personal interest i n the bill and would like to add my
wholehearted backing to the Senate companion bill.
I also emphasize, Mr. Chairman, t h a t H.R. 10243 has received strong bipartis a n support both in t h e Science Committee and i n the full House. The bill was
reported out of the full Science Committee by a unanimous vote OR July 22,1971.
Three weeks ago on February 8, 1972, t h e bill passed the House by a margin of
more than two to one.
I hasten t o add, however, t h a t our original bill was recast t o a certain extent
by amendments offered during debate on the House Floor. I would like t o discuss briefly two of those changes. One pertains to the makeup of the Technology
Assessment Board, t h e policymaking a r m of t h e Office. As Mr. Davis discussed,
the Board was altered by a floor amendment so a s to be composed exclusively of
Senate and House Members. I feel the concept behind this change was sound a s
it attempted to insure the responsiveness of the Office to the Congress. B u t I feel
t h a t if the Board is to be made up of Members only there should be parity i n the
Board membership i n order to avoid a Joint Committee type of operation. I also
second Mr. Davis' recommendation t h a t the Director of the Office be returned a s
a member of the Board.
The second change which I will touch on concerns t h e authority and powers
of t h e Director. Here again I concur with Mr. Davis' testimony a s he outlined
both the background on the issue and the reasons compelling strengthening the
role of the Director. I ask your consideration i n reviewing this matter and i n
returning adequate power and authority t o the Director's function.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to voice my concern with the rather
widespread misunderstanding concerning the role of t h e Ofice of Technology
Assessment. Apparently, many individuals and organizations prominent i n the
scientific commnnity a r e skeptical about t h e direction in which technology
assessment is headed. As a n example, the National Patent Council went so f a r
a s to state t h a t the mandate of the Office of Technology Assessment would be
to enshrine neqative thinking. The Council further added t h a t most businessmen
will automatically find technology assessment limiting to innovative actions.
I am distressed t o learn t h a t this erroneous impression appears to be quite
wideqpread. What this negativism means to me is t h a t there h a s not heen
satisfactory explanation given to the role and duties of the new Office. Needless
to say, I feel i t is incumhent upon the Congress to dispel this kind of misleading
and inappropriate commentary. I f you would permit me, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to recommend t h a t both the spirit and substance of the Senate report on
this bill, a s re11 a s the Senate debate on the Floor emphasize the positive nspects
of the Office of Technology Assessment.
Clearly, one of the more important functions of this new Office will be t o
identify problems amenable to a technological solution. I anticipate these will
be problems i n the fields of housing, environment, transportation, and agriculture-problems
of immediate concern to society a s a whole. This Office in effect
will be charged with insuring that this country obtains the full benefits of i t s

investment i n research and development and t h a t the complete inventory of our
technology be turned to the total use of the public sector. We a r e not talking
about technology arrestment ; indeed, we a r e talking about a n even fuller application of existing and emerging technologies so a s to provide the maximum
benefit to society.
Mr. Chairman, I feel t h a t I can speak for the other members of the Science
and Astronnutics Committee when I say that we a r e highly optimistic about
the role of this new a r m of the Congress. We therefore look forward to prompt
action on the part of your committee in order to permit final realization of
this goal.
I thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.

The CEIAIRMAN.
Congressman Symington, you may proceed as you
wish.
STATEKENT OF HON. JAXlES W. SYMIWGTON, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE PEON THE STATE OP MISSOURI

"

Mr. SY~XINGTOX.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very much for
this opportunity to appear before you and lend my support to the bill
you are considering.
I cannot refrain at the outset from expressing the honor I feel and
pleasure in the company of my old subcommittee chairman, Mr.
Daddario of Connecticut, who did so much to bring this worthwhile
legislation into focus and to your attention. H e was the one I think
who established the fact that the Congress still operates in the quill
pen and roll-top desk era, while the rest of the Government is moving
ahead with the kind of resources this bill would give us.
As you know, this bill is the result of considerable work on the part
of the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the House-and,
more particularly, the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development on which I serve.
I will not comment on the changes which were made on the floor of
the House, since you are well aware of these, and they have already
been discussed in some detail. I would, however, express the hope that
your committee will report the bill favorably with a minimum of
substantive change.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to direct the committee's attention to
two points.
The first of these concerns the qualifications of the Director of the
Office of Technology *4ssessment. It is clear that the proposed Office
will need a chief executive of unusual talent and managerial ability.
The necessary insights and the capability of handling complex situations-not only in their technological sense, but in their political, economic and administrative contests-will not be easy to find within the
experience of one man. Nevertheless, this is what the job dl require
and I suspect that the task of the Board in recruiting such a person
will be a difficult one.
I wonld suggest, therefore, that the status of the Director, as spelled
out in the bill, should be as high as the congressional process will allow.
To me, it would be a very serious mistake to weaken the Director's
authority as it now stands. It woulcl, in my opinion, be equally shortsighted to deprive him of the stature inherent in a fixed tenure and a
statutory salary level.
Does this make him a czar? I f so, he would be a czar on pretty short
tether, because he is the creature of the Board and the Congress, whose

Members now mould comprise the Board, and shoulcl he fail to meet
the test, they can remove him a t any time.
I think that asy diminution of the duties, powers, and administrative authority of the Director will serve to frustrate the effort to find
one with the ability to make the technology assessment concept work.
For the same reasons, I would also urge that the authority of the
Director to originate assessments, along with the Board and the committees of Congress, be restored.
I understand in this connection that Senator Rennedv did not complete his entire statement, but a paragraph in the middle of page 3
reads as follows :
I am opposed to the amendment mhich downgrades the status of the director
of the office. This function will require the highest level of professional background and leadership. In order to attract and retain the kind of talent which i s
needed, the director should have the option to initiate some assessments at his
own discretion, in addition to doing so a t the request of Congressional committees.
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I do not share myself the view that Congress is capable of running
an office of this kind. It is capable of creating one, just as it has
created a number of other independent agencies to serve ~ tbnt
, it loolm
for rood men in whom it can renose its trust.
Rfy second point is a corollary of the first. The other side of the
coin of competent directorship is the need to secure first class assistance, liaison, and cooperation with the outside institutions providing
the actual assessment work.
Contmry to the impressions of many people. it is not always easy
to vet the best crualified prople, company. or nniversitv, to undertalw
a Federal job. They must first have a high regard for the Gov~rnment
azency which wants to do business with them ~ n considerable
d
tr~ist
in the nersonnel and methods of that acrency. The need here is for Rn
administrator of consnmate skill in dealing ~ i t the
h whole commnnitv
of science and technoloq-one who. bemuse of these skills, is able to
seclw the services of those who really have the most to offer. The
relrvance of this observation will be anparent when it comes time to
nut together truly first-rate. efficirnt, ad hoc groups for the purnose of
doing assessments for the Office. The success of the new Office of Technology Asqessment, I submit. will be in direct proportion to the reputation the Ofice accluires and that, in turn, mill to a considerable extent
depend on the stature of the Director.
Again I would depart from mv prepared statement to express mv
view that it would be nnfortnnatc for the country. and the scientific
community in partici~lar,to think that we had a "democratic" t ~ c h nology assessment director or a "republican" one. Repardles.; of his
past nolitics, he becomes a nonnartisan director. as I ~ o n l c lhope
wo~ildbe the board which appoints him or at least bipartisan.
Finallv, Mr. Chairman. may I suggest that the points here raised
are particularly meanin,afnl for the early years of the e~istenceof the
Office. These are the formative years; thev comprise thr period ilnrinz
mhich the administration of the Office mill be most diecult and when
the limitations of money and facilities are likely to produce the ereatest hardships to effective operation. F o r the forepoinc reasons, I hope
that this committee will give special attention to its decisions with
repard to the directorship of the Office.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN.
Thank you so much. I appreciate all these fine suggestions, and they certainly will be given serious consideration.
We need something very badly that, will give us information on
problems that we have every day. They are technological in every
respect, and we need to know what impact these problems will have on
the future. We want to be very careful that we are not out chasing
rabbits when we should be bird hunting.
Mr. SYMINGTON.
I think the chairman's point is extremely well
taken. I believe that the Director of the Technology Assesqment Office
will find all too soon that he has precious little time to initiate experiments of his own or develop experiments on his own because of the
flood of inquiries which he will encounter undoubtedly-and that he
will have to deal with as effectively and quickly as possible-from the
Congress. I am sure he would realize that his tenure and the effectiveness of his operation will depend on the degree to which he can satisfy
the requirements of Congress.
Yet at the same time I think it would be a mistake not to at least
give him the option which I am sure he will use with great caution to
apply any part of the resources of his office to an effort to seek facts
with respect to which the Congress may not yet have expressed its curiosity, but which he as a man, gifted in the field of perspectives in
science and technology, m?y think fit to be explored-in anticipation of
likely congressional inquiry.
Again, I do not think he will do this to the jeopardy of his mandate
or his job.
The CHAIRMAN.
I agree with you on that. With the number of problems that face the Congress now, we must concentrate our efforts on
those with the highest priorities. That is the genesis of part of this
legislation. We must determine what we need. The committees of the
Senate, and I am sure the House, are asking for information from outside sources which could be brought in on contract, and some of that
has been done. We feel very great necessity for having this capability
available to us without trying to find an agency to do it.
I f you keep a tight control, and we would be able to do that, I would
have no objection whatsoever to the Director, whoever he might-be,
coming up with a program that is not directly related to something
that me have asked f o r ; however, I thinlr he should come to the committee and say we think this is something that could be used and YOU
should have, and we would like to start to work on it.
As you pointed out, we are going to get enough inquiries from Congressmen themselves to keep them busy for quite a while.
Mr. SYMINGTON.
That is true. I do not think the Director should or
will be in the business of recommending programs per se, but should be
trying to anticipate and report the likely effects of a program contemplated bv the Congress, a legislative program of one kind or another.
He hns the entire, we would trust, academic community of the United
States willing and ready to assist him in any inquiry he might put.
The CHAIRMAN.
I think you are exactly right. I appreciate very
mnch the fine testimony. Thank you, sir.
Wow if I may call my good friend Mr. Dxddario.
You did a great job in helping promote this particular piece of legislation. I am happy you are with us today. You may proceed in anyway you wish.

STATEMENT OF EMILIO Q. DADDARIO, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GULF AND WESTERN PRECISION ENGINEERING CO., MANCHESTER, CONN.
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Mr. DADDARIO.
I am of course pleased to be here and happy for the
opportunity to support legislation to establish an Office of Technology Assessment in the Congress.
You are to be highly commended for your leadership and everyone
else in the Congress who is supporting this legislation must be grateful to you for moving further ahead toward the development of information capabilities for the Congress which can give it an anticipatory rather than a reactive capability and by so doing fulfilling a
requirement which the people of this country desire within the structure of the Congress. The sensitivity to this need as shown by you and
others who have sponsored this legislation is of vital importance to the
improvement and to the maintenance of the whole democratic process
in our society.
The legislation itself can be measured in importance by the impetus
it has given, even before its passage, to programs on technology assessment throughout the world in many countries, their universities, and
their industries. Many of the universities, both here and abroad use
congressional publications, hearings, and reports as the basic textbooks on which those courses are based.
Last fall I gave a course at M I T and one day was called upon by
special committee on technology assessment from Japan. That countrv
felt it important enough to send such a group here to interview our
people because they recognize the importance of technology assessment in their own society and recognize that the leadership has come
from the United States.
The Office of Economic Cooperation and Development, NATO, and
many other world wide organizations are seeking to build a technology assessment capability. The important point here is that we
sho-ld be proud that it is the Congress which has stimulated this activity, and I do think that once the legislation is passed, we will by that
mere fact create additional activity which will again inure to the
benefit of the Congress and will pive it added status because it will
have promoted farsighted legislative and governmental activities of
such general importance.
Now there has been quite a bit of discussion here this morninr about
the form in which this legislation shonld take. When the legislation
was proposed in the first instance, it did have bipartisan supnort both
in the House and Senate and it mas indicated bv a11 concerned that the
legislation was of such a nature that it would be constantly improved
throughout the legislative process. The fact that the lepislatjon is still
being shaped is of utmost importance for it reflects the thinking of
many experienced legislators.
There are only certain elements which in the final analvsis must be
included. Foremost in importance is that the Congress develop such
an information capability to improve its decisionmaking ability.
When the Technologv Assessment Board is formed i t must have a
highly competent staff and it must take advantage of assessment capabilities which are being developed and which already exist in some
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measure in the Congressional Research Service and in the General
Accounting Office.
The executive director must be, as Congressman James Symington
pointed out, a man who, as the Technology Assessment Board comes
into existence and when there will be just a small amount of money
available to him, will be a man of influence in the scientific and technical community. H e must be of sufficient stature so that he can call
on information which presently exists and provide the Congress in
those early years with technological assessments of importance as a
base on which future programs may receive support.
I point this out, Mr. Chairman, for however the legislation is finally
formed these elements must in some way be included as the legislation
reaches its final form.
The last point that I would like to make then is that the Technology
Assessment Board is aimed at supplying for the Congress an information producing capability which then must have some public involvement. It must be proven, I believe, to the public a t large that it does
have an opportunity through this new technology assessment capability to participate early in the development of legislation and in the
pursuit of alternative goals of action. By so involving the public a t
large, we will give them confidence that we are not being controlled
by technology, but are the masters of it and of its application. We will
give faith to those who expect the Congress to use available technology
only after great study and after great attention has been paid to the
alternative courses of action. The public is now extremely sensitive to
the use of technology and has become somewhat antagonistic to i t
because it believes we apply our technology haphazardly. Much more
will be demanded of government in this area in the future and this
legislation will add to the public confidence that we are not only concerned but taking action.
I would hope that as you form the legislation here in the Senate, as
you come to grips with the conflicts which we always have with legislation, that it will be kept in the forefront that public particip at'Ion
in some important way, through an advisory mechanism perhaps, is
necessary.
I have spoken apart from the text and hope I might have an opportunity to submit i t for the record.
The CHAIRMAN.
Without objection, i t will be included in the record,
upon completion, thank you very much.
You spoke of the Japanese. One of the things that we need to do is
to try to catch up, in some areas, with the other parts of the world, for
rxample the rapid derelopment in a great many fields by Japanese.
Their economy today is largely a product of this technological advance. The same thing is true in Germany. Here we see tn7o defeated
nations only 25 years ago, left in shambles, that are now leading contenders for the world marketplace. They have done a great many
things with their technologies, and I have a first-hand knowledge of the
things that they have done because I have been to both of these countries and done considerable studying of their progress as well as you
have.
There is no question in my mind that we are going to h n ~ to
e move
our technologies in the same clirection more rapidly than we have in
the past.
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If me are ,going to keep ahead in the area of technolo,3i assessment,
and I think it is imperative that we do, the work that yo11 have clone
and are milling to do is very much appreciated. I t is nice to see you
again personally.
Mr. Dannnnro. I appreciate that, Senator .Jordan. I might add I have
no fear about our ability to compete technologically with any other
conntry throughout the world.
TTe still have the strongest technological and scientific base of any
nation on earth. The important point, the imperative question that we
should raise for our purposes here is that we develop a capability to
use our Itnowledge in bold and innovative ways and not have it restrictecl by the pressures of society which because of lack of involrement and understanding prevent us from using what we have available to us in the best possible way. The Technology Assessment Board
will help us to do that, and therefore has important impli~ations~in
advancing our ability to meet international challenges of trade, to ralse
the level of our economy, and to maintain our standarcl of living and
way of life.
The Technology Board capability moves 11s down the road to the
point where we can overcome some of the handicaps which stand in the
path of progress.
The CHAIRMAN.
I agree with you thoroughly. I thank you very much
for being with us.
Mr. DADDARIO.
I appreciate the opportunity, Senator Jordan.
(The formal statement of Mr. Daddario follows :)

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I a m indeed pleased and honored
to appear before you today i n support of S. 2302, "Technology Assessment Act
of 1972." You can judge my gratification from the fact t h a t I proposed in 1967
the orginal bill introducing the concept of Technolorn Assessment.
I t h a s been said t h a t technology assessment i s a n idea whose time has come.
I believe i t is more than t h a t ; i t is a mechanism for improving decisions t h a t
has become essentialto efficiency and safety in today's era of technology. I t is the
institutionalization of a methodology for previewing potential effects of technological developments so t h a t the information generated may increase our
ability to forestall t h e detrimental effects and encourage the beneficial effects
of our inventions.
On indication of the need for this ability t o assess new developments i s the
extent to which other nations a r e moving towards technology assessment.
A number of European countries a r e considering or instituting mechanisms for
evaluating technologies. The United Kingdom has established a program analysis
unit in its Ministry of Trade and h a s also used special commissions to investigate
such major developments a s a new airport in the London region. West Germany
h a s set up a n institute for systems planning and the Rnndestilq has established
a committee to consider impacts of public works developments. Sweden, the
Netherlands, Norway, and France also a r e studying methodologies of technolog
assessment.
I n the F a r East, .Tapan's Ministry of Trade and Information has begun a n
extensive study of future technological possibilities.
And our neighbor to the north, Canada, is also looking to the future of technological development.
I n addition, the multi-national groups NATO and the Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development have been holding meetings on the subject to
encourage innovation and exchange of ideas.
At the time I introduced it, the idea of technology assessment was hazy. It
was clear t h a t technology was having fundamental impacts on our society, t h a t
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technological development was accelerating, and t h a t specific technologies were
having unforeseen effects-some beneficial, some detrimental. I n many cases
these effects could have been anticipated, with great savings in money and grief.
Rhny examples come to mind today: thalidomide, persistent pesticides, cyclomates, the Cross Florida Barge Canal, the SST, to name but a few. I n every
case better forebnowleclge could have prevented unhappiness, wasted money,
and disrupted businesses.
The idea behind technology assessment was t h a t some way should be evolved
bn which new technologies could be evaluated in greater detail before they were
developed-some way of going beyond profitability and usefulness to assess longrange implications for public health, the environment, the economy, and other
secondary effects. That original bill was introduced to encourage discussion and
thinking about this idea and about possible institutional arrangement. The development of the original proposal to the bill before you is worth summarizing,
both t o indicate i t s foundations and also because i t illustrates the princple of
assessment i n action.
I n 1967 the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development-of which
I was chairman-of
t h e Committee on Science and Astronautics faced this new
idea. What did technology assessment mean? What would the effects be of institntionalizing i t ? These a r e the questions which initiate a n assessment.
The subcon~n~ittee
held a seminar, attended mainly by scholprs, to discuss the
idea. Then the subcommittee commissioned four expert studies : by the Congressional Research Service, t h e
Acaclemy of Sciences, the National
Academy of Engineering, and the National Academy of Public Administration.
These analyses were followed by extensive hearings, which resulted in the bills
now before you.
This process illustrates the mechanisms for technology assessment provided
for in S. 2302. The seminar compares t o the Technology Assessment Board, whose
job i s t o identify the problem and decide whether more study i s indicated. The
four contracted studies compare to the analyses the Office of Technology Assessment will contract. These two steps of identifying and analyzing a problem a r e
t h e heart of the Technology Assessment Act. They a r e the preliminaries to the
usual Congressional activities of hearings, deliberations, bill writing, debate, and
voting. Technology assessment is a process, needed t o improve t h e decision-making capabilities of Congress, by providing i t with the best available analyses of
t h e implications of technological-intensive decisions.
The process by which this bill evolved-a process i n which I shared for many
years, a s you know-reveals
certain necessary aspects of assessment. The subcommittee, in taking up the idea, found i t essential to go outside the governmental community to get ideas, criticisms, and data. This was t h e seminar. I
cannot stress too strongly the need for public representation on t h e Technology
Assessment Board i n some way. The public representatives provide new perspectives, and also they return to their everyday jobs aware of these ideas, and they
can stimulate more public thinking. When the participants i n our technology
assessment seminar returned to their jobs and universities, they continued t o
discuss the ideas they had shared, and they encouraged much work contributing
t o the development of the present legidation.
At the next step, the committee found the contracted studies invaluable. They
provided the best possible expert assessments of the problem and of possible institutional arrangements. I t sho~lldbe clear t h a t this job i s a n informational
one. They did not write the legislation, nor will those task forces contracted by
the Office of Technoloey Assessment. But the studies gave us the data and t h e
concrete proposals which could be used and shaped and discussed a s we legislators proceeded to the hearings and to bill writing.
The hill h a s alrearly been voted on in the Honse. I n the debate there the major
arguments were brought out, and t h e Office of Technology Assessment foolind
widespread favor. I do not want to repeat the many just words spoken in snpport. R n t I do want to emphasize three points which my long experience with
this issue has led me to believe most important.
First, the Office of Technology Assessment i s a tool to improve decisions. It
will not make policy; it will be a source of information t o the legislators. Foreknowledge i s never perfect and cannot prevent all errors, of course. And nltimately many decisions mnst be made with insufficient data meldecl with various
political considerations. B u t the cost of the envisased office-between $5 and
$10 million per year, depending on the demands of Congress-is not unreasonable.
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This much or more could have been saved if assessments had led Congress to
early decisions not to support or to support alternatives of the Cross-Florida
Barge Canal (terminated after $50 million was expended) ; the Everglades J e t
Port ($10 million expended) ; o r the SST (nearly $1billion expended). What
grief could have been saved if a n assessment had led to improved regulation of
drugs in 1960-before thalidomide. I don't want to belabor the point-it is always
tempting to indulge in hindsight ; but the need is genuine.
Second, I want to make i t clear that technology assessment is a positive process. I t is not designed to stop technological development. Technology assessment
is to preview secondary effects so a s to allow u s the time and knowledge to anticipate and prevent undesirable effects before they occur. I n a few cases this
may mean that a technology has to be stopped, but generally it will only mean
that certain precautions need be taken. And by preventing undesirable sideeffects, we lessen the chances that a backlash against the whole technology will
occur, when in fact the technology is beneficial and the undesirable side-effects
could be controlled. Furthermore, technology assessment may reveal beneficial
uses of technologies which would otherwise have gone unremarked and undeveloped; and in this way it can encourage and stimulate beneficial developments.
Thus industry, government, and the public will all benefit from assessment.
Mr. Chairman, I have confidence that this Committee and the Senate will produce a bill which can be made compatible with the House version (H.R. 10243).
You have made great progress i n bringing the Office of Technology Assessment
close to realization and I offer you my heartiest congratulations. There is one
major function i n t h e legislation t h a t I consider urgent and critical and which
does not appear in the bill a s passed by the House. I refer to public participation
in the management structure of the OTA.
The root of the need for Technology Assessment is in the public mind-the
attitude of skepticism toward applied s c i e n c e t h e decline of credibility of all
institutions. We a r e looking to the Congress--the branch of government closest
to the p e o p l e t o restore confidence that society controls technology and not
vice versa.
The goal of Technology Assessment is a n improved choice for society in the
allocation of resources and among alternative paths to national goals. I believe
that there must be direct two-way communication between the OTA and leading
representatives of the non-government sector in order to (1)make sure that the
Board and the OTA Director are cognizant of priorities and opinions in the public
mind; a n d (2) provide outlets for the results of Congressional Technology
Assessments into the information channels of the private sector.
I recognize that t h e Congress is "tuned in" already through its constituencies.
I n fact this is the strongest point for having a n OTA independent of the Executive Branch. You in the Senate and in the House a r e more responsive to the
wants and needs of society than is the Administration. B u t I insist that the
participation of public leaders in the operation of the OTA would do much to
strengthen that response, speed the consideration of needed assessments, and
improve the implementation of assesment results.
Public education has always been a role for the Congress. A panel of public
leaders, advisory in n a t u ~ et o the OTA Board, would assure that the Congresq
is altered to potential impacting technologies or application projects a s early in
t h e game a s possible. This is crucial if the assessment process is to match the
pace and momentum of decisions a s they proceed through the Congress. And of
course the public advisory group would carry back a first hand account of what
the Congress had done to assure itself that alternatives had been considered and
consquences examined.
I t i s this restoration of confidence in t h e decision making institutions, includin< the Congress, t h a t i s the most valuable product of Technology Assessment.
Therefore I strongly urge you to work out a means of public participation in the
OTA format. Recognizine: the underlying concept of the debate in the House I
believe a n advisory panel would fulfill the need I have outlined while still leaving operation control of the office in t h e hands of a n all-Congressional Board.

T1ie CTTAIRMAN.
Dr. Handler, it is alwavs nice to Iiave ran onportunity to visit with you, to discuss some of the things we are both interested in. I do not know anybody more capable and better prepared
to discuss this subject than you. We appreciate your being here to
present your thoughts on this subject.

STATEMENT OF DR. PHILIP HANDLER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Mr. HANDLER.
Thank you, Senator Jordan. I feel very privileged
to be here this morning to discuss a bill which, essentially, is concerned
with how the Congress shall do its own business.
As a member of the general public, I consider that a high privilege
indeed. I would associate myself with the general thrust of the remarks
of those who have preceded me this morning and particularly with the
elegant statement of Mr. Symington. I agree with his quotation of
someone else to the effect that the purpose of this bill is to bring the
Congress into the current era, out of the rolltop desk and quill pen days,
so that it shall become more fully capable of exercising its responsibilities to the American people.
A very large fraction of all the legislation that comes before the
Congress today already relates to management of technology in one
way or another. For example, we have a set of regulatory agencies
which are asked to safeguard the public against immediately foreseeable, demonstrable, but undesirable consequences of a new technology
but these agencies are rarely asked to encourage innovation. The Food
and Drug Administration, the E P A , FCC, and BTC are prototypes of
such agencies. On the other hand. DOD. AEC. NIH. and NASA are
specifiFally encouraged to foster new technoldgies as, we hope, will,
someday, DOT and HUD.
I would like to associate myself with the remarks of Congressman
Mosher, in that I hope that this new Office, when it is brought in to being,will not view itself solely as a policeman, that while it safeguards
the Interests of the public with respect to technology which might conceivably be harmful, balancing this against those benefits for which
it is introduced, the new Office will also indicate where we require new
technologies and encourage their development.
Technology assessment is already an ongoing enterprise, although
the term is certainly new and the impetus for thinking i n this vein
we very much owe to Congressman Daddario. Still, technological
assessment activities have been going on for quite a long time. I n general, these have been conducted either by an agency which was attempting to forward the technology with which it was particularly
interested or by some organization in the private sector which, again,
had some technology which it chose to forward. On the other hand,
other assessments have been made by consumer or environmental
groups which were bent on stopping the use of some technology. Unfortunately, rarely do we seem to have an opportunity to et a balanced view of the totality of what a given technology entai s for our
society.
That is not because of any bias on the part of these various individuals or agencies but rather because it is so very difficult. To think
that this new Office would be embarking on a simple enterprise would
be terribly misleading. The real problem arises from the fact that
technology pervades a11 of our society and that whereas the immediate consequences may be foreseeable, the second and t h u d order
consequences are terribly difficult to foresee when all other aspects of
our society are also changing. Who foresaw that the tin can, by liberating women from the thralldom of the kitchen, would so alter our
society, or that plant hormones and harvesting machinery while
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cheapening the price of cotton, would send large numbers of unprepared blacks into what thus became the ghettos of our large ~ i t i e ~ ?
Alternately, who understood that the simple laboratory experiments
of some university physicists and chemists would one day permit us to
view the President, live, at a dinner in Peking?
At the same time, the pace of human affairs qoes on ever more
rapidly, or at least it seems to. We have engs~gedin the process of
growth ever since becoming a nation. Rut we are now on the uprising
slope of the exponential curves which describe the use of our natnml
resources and the natural resources we import from abroad, the amount
of food we can proclnce, but not the amount we do produce. and the
extent to which we place into our surroundings pollutants of diverse
sorts and seriousness.
The result of that increased pace is that we have leqs and less time
in which to deal with newly recognized problems, before they get
ont of hand. Therefore, an office devoted to looking well ahend is
verv badly required bv this Nation. The Congress mnst, every day,
deal with the immediacies of life, be they crime, national securitv,
health, unemployment, or whatever. But it is also responsible for onr
national long-term future. To assure its role in that regard, there is
required a reliable source of information, understanclin,rr, and advice
concerning the impact of current legislative activity on the life of the
Nation in years to come.
The Academy-for which I do not speak at the moment, I speak
for myself only-has been engaged in doinp a limited sort of technological assessment since the time of World W a r I, when President
TVilson issued the Executive order which brought into being the National Research Council which we operate. This activity, however,
has largely been at the behest of the executive branch, agency bv
agency. And again, rarely have these efforts been attempts to see all
of the consequences of a given action; even less rarely have we been
asked to look at an entire situation and suggest what new technology
might be required.
Rut more recentlv. the Congress has been turning to us for rather
broader questions. 1qTewelcome these requests.
For example, the Clean Air Act of 1970 asked that the Secretary
of HEW' (but now the Environmental Protection Agency) reqnest the
Academy to examine whether or not it is technologically feasible for
the automobile industry to meet the standards for automobile emissions which that act specified. Dr. Kantrowitz, who is in the room, is
a member of that committee.
Conqress has inclided in the Defense Department authorization a
request that the Academy examine consequences of the use of defoliating herbicides in Vietnam and report back to the Congress. Even now,
in progress through the Congress is a bill which relates to the setting
of water quality standards in 1981, which contains a clause that asks
us to predict the total national economic, social, and ecological consequences of failure or success in meeting those standards, by the year
1981. Whether our crystal ball will prove up to it is rather another
matter. I am not sure anyone has the capability to truly undertake
that task.
There is a bill which Senator Kennedy has introduced which asks
that we examine all the social, ecological, and economic consequences

of drilling for offshore oil along the eastern seaboard of the United
States. And there is a bill which Congressman Brooks has introduced
wllich aslrs us to maintain continuing surveillance of what may happen to the United States as a result of the continuing introduction of
computers into various aspects of our national life.
These arc all perfectly legitimate questions, and they require
answers; if adcquate answers could be made available, the Congress
~vouldcertainly be in a much better position to perform its legislative
work for the Nation.
Accordingly, it is apparent that the Congress itself already senses
these requirements for long-term technological assessment without
having created an appropriate mechanism for its achievement. I n view
of these requirements for the Nation at all times, it seems to me not
merely a legitimate action, but a highly necessary one that the Office
of Technological Assessment be created if the Congress is to function
in a matter which is satisfactory to itself. Thus my principal t h o n @ ~ t
this morning is to endorse this bill and its concept, rather than I ~ S
detail.
I would not presume to speak to the compositioll of the Board to
judge whether that Board is to be a joint committee of the two Houses,
or whether it shonld take the form which was originally proposed. I[
leave that entirely up to the political wisdom of the Members of the
House and Senate.
But if the amendment which Mr. Broolrs introduced is accepted,
then I think it becomes particularly important that the bill also include, in statutory fashion, a requirement for an advisory council or
committee-whatever you may please to call it-advisory to the Board,
rather than to the Director, consisting of knowledgeable public figures.
Its membership should be based on demonstrated competence, serve
for fixed terms and in such fashion as to be relatively independent of
the political process.
I would like very strongly. to associate myself with the remarks
of Congressman Symington m t h respect t o the qualifications and the
role of the Director. His statement was so eloquent in that regard, I
would not attempt to embellish it further, but simply indicate my
own strong feeling that the role of the Director should not be climinished if he is to be able to do for the Office what the Congress would
intend in creating that Office. Unfortunately, to remove from that
Office all power of initiative would necessarily have such an undesirable effect.
I would think it might be useful to consider also that the Director
should serve as a nonvoting member of the Board itself. R e should be
included in its deliberations, other than when his own position is being
discussed, but would not have a vote.
Just a few other small remarks.
I would hope that the language of the bill would be not such as to
indicate or suggest that, indefinitely, there would be strong reliance
by the Congress on the transfer of funds from some executive agencythe National Science Foundation-as a mechanism for funding the
studies which are contemplated in the bill itself. I hope that the
Board would be sufficiently well funded that that would not become
the only mechanism which is open to it. I remind you of the action
which the House Science and Astronautics Committee undertoo!r,
75-223-72-0
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through its subcommittee which Mr. Daddario chaired, which led to
the two reports from our Academy and the NAE on the problems and
mechanisms of technological assessment. Those studies were directly
funded to the Academy by funds made available by the House
committee.
I think we should note, sir, that in the introduction to that report, it
is indicated that our committee undertook its tasks reluctantly. When
they came to the end of their exercise, they were pleasantly surprised
to have completely turned around. Originally highly skeptical of the
possibility of technological assessment, they now believe that not only
is it feasible, but essential.
I clo not think there is any point in my speaking to the matter of the
power of subpena, which was removed from the bill, when amended on
the floor. I do not know how essential that is to the operation, but feel
that that was small loss.
The CHAIRMAN.
May I ask you a question a t that point ? I think you
are thoroughly familiar with what would be necessary in this area
from your own experience in operating the National Academy of
Science. Do you find it necessary to subpena records?
Mr. HANDLER.
NO, sir.
The CHATRMAN.
Yon usually get good cooperation from people who
have the information 8
Mr. HANDLER.
We do indeed. Those from whom we require information have complete assurance that any proprietary information will be
protected. We have never had a violation of that confidence, so f a r as
I am aware. Our respondents provide the information on request. If
you will ask Dr. Rantromitz (currently on the Committee on Motor
Vehicle Emissions which is dealing with the Clean Air Act of 1970
provisions) the same questions, he mill, I think, assure you they get
most of the information they request from the automobile manufactwers. As far as I can make out, they have been completelp forthcoming without any requirement for subpena or use of subpena power.
One could imagine other circumstances perhaps, but by and large
1 think one can function without it.
I mas glad to have that information, because there
The CHAIRMAN.
has been a little bit of disagreeemnt as to whether we should or should
not utilize the subpena powers for the Office of Technology Assessment. We have certain subpena powers anyway, as you know. They
have always been adequate so far as I know.
You mentioned the Clean Air Act. I am on the Senate Public Works
Committee and helped write that act.
The intent of the bill is admirable. Whether its
Mr. ISANDLER.
:~chievementwas feasible was not known at the time it was drafted.
The CHAIRMAN.
The automobile manufacturers have asked for some
additional time. Whether it is justified or not, I would not be able to
say. The same thing is true with regard to the Clean Water Standards
-4ct of 1971, which I helped write and pass. Some of its provisions are
very questionable under specific circumstances and specific areas. That
is another good reason w l ~ yI think this office would be very helpful.
I t would help guide us before we pass legislation, and set certain constraints and requirements on something which we do sometime with
inadequate information.

I have no great fault to find with the legislation which I have participated in. Mr. HANDLER.
I was not taking exception to that legislation.
The CHAIRMAN.
I understand that. Additional information could
be very helpful to us. I think Congress could require it, and it would
remove some of the degree of uncertainty with which we must necessarily function under current circumstances.
When we pass legislation and turn it over to an agency to enforce,
we can upset the whole economy of this country. We need to improve
on the information we use in our legislative process. To this degree
I think the office would be very helpful.
I appreciate your being with us. Come back some time so we can
have a further discussion on some more of these things.
Thank you so much for being with us.
Mr. HANDLER.
Mr. Chairman, may I, before stepping down, reiterate
my appreciation for the opportunity to be here as well as my appreciation to you, Senator Allott, Chairman Miller, and Congressmen Davis,
Mosher and all the others who have brought this bill to the Congress.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN.Dr. Faiman and Mr. Doyle, I believe you are
appearing together.
L

,STATEMENT OF ROBERT DOYLE, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS ; ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. ROBERT FAIMAN, VICE PROVOST FOR RESEARCH AND
SPECIAL PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY OF NEW HARIPSHIRE

Mr. DOYLE.I am legislative counsel for the National Society of Professional Engineers, Mr. Chairman. It is a voluntary, nonprofit orgmizntion, consisting of nearly 7'0,000 professional engineers engaged in
virtually every aspect of engineering practice.
The spokesman on this legislation for our membership is Dr. Robert
Faiman. H e is vice provost lor research and special programs, University of New Hampshire, a past clzaiman of our profess~onalengineers
in education practice section, and served for a number of years with
great distinction on our board of directors. With your leave, he will
present our testimony.
The CHAIRMAN.
YOUmay proceed as you wish.
Mr. FAIMAN.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I might indicate that in
my former position, dean of engineering, and practicing faculty member in engineering, I had the opportunity to be concerned with and
involved in many State, regional and, in fact, national problems involving technological utilization, assessment, and parts of the solution process.
I have been privileged, as Mr. Doyle indicated, to work with the
National Society of Professional Engineers in a number of capacities.
It is an honor to speak on their behalf today.
I have certain prepared remarks which I will excerpt, if I may, and
also depart at a certain point.
The CHAIRMAN.
It will be included in the hearing record in its
entirety.

.

Mr. FAIMAN.
I will try to keep it brief, since I know your time is
passing by.
We feel strongly that the Office of Technology Assessment for the
Concress would provide a significant additional resource to aid the
Federal legislative process. I t could provide more effective utilization
by the Congress of the scientific and engineering resources of the
United States as a policy research tool for the more intelligent selection of options leading to attainment of national goals and for the
protection and promotion of public welfare. But p e r h ~ p seven more
importantly, such an office would represent a philosoph~caland organizational commitment. Coupled with the resources of the administrative branch, universities, and groups and individuals in the private
sector, such commitment may serve to bring to the entire technicalsocial interreaction problem truly meaningful and acceptable data f o ~
the exercise of political and social judgments at the national level.
Since, a t least in an idealized context, tlze profession of engineeriny
is dedicated to serve in the solution of problems, not only in a limiterk
individual technical role, but for the benefit of society in the broadesf
sense, the concepts embodied in this proposed law are of the deepest
importance to us.
The membership of tlze National Society of Professional Engineers
consists of professional engineers engaged in virtually every aspect of
engineering practice and administration as well as educational and
governmental service. It is organized a t the National, State and chapter levels, and represents a concerned and competent group who share
a dedication to serve their accepted professional and civic obligations.
Distinguished witnesses who have preceded me this morning have
well and clearly established the need for the role of such an office with
respect to the Congress. However, in my opening paragraph, I refer
to what might be considered a spinoff effect of such an office. This
effect, the establishment of meaningful and acceptable data on which
the decisionmaking processes of our society could be based, might be
its more important long-range contribution. Any one of us in a decisionmaking role, whether administrative or legislative, is reeularlyand rightly-constrained and influenced by the opinions, beliefs. and
feelings of those with or for whom Ke work. And it has been both
wieely and cynically observed, that tlie facts of a situation are not
what matter: It's what people think they are that is important.
As a society we have n o t i n the face of the almost seeminply unlimited outpouring of new knowledge and new problems4evised
mechanisms for establishing conclusions and facts which a reasonable
majority may consider and accept. The identification of potentials
for good and bad, weighing the alternative courses of action available
following appraisal of scientific. engineering, social, economic, national defense, and moral considerat~ons,is an urgent and critical
necessity.
The Office of Technology Assessment. as proposed by the bill under
consideration here today, S. 2302, and by H.R. 10243 which passed in
the Rouse on February 8,1972, could well serve as the springboard for
the development of this mechanism. It could, as our judicial system
does admirably well, entertain competing and oftentimes conflicting
points of view, and within the framework of adversary balance, pro-
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duce data and information upon which a reasoned and acceptable conclusion may be based. Congressman John W. Davis, in referring to the
Honse approval of H.R. 10242, described the function of the Officeof
Technology Assessment as "one of setting out channel markers in the
legislative waters Congress must sail." I would hope that this Office
could achieve such status and repute that its reports and data might
well be widely recognized and accepted and form the basis for effective consensus and action in many other public and private sectors.
The Office of Technology Assessment, as an arm of the Congress,
which js representative of the totality of public interest, would appear
to be the basis for a mechanism which has so f a r apparently eluded
us. I would urge that the potential educational and leadership function of such an office not be underestimated.
Many of the previous remarks have obviously been broader than the
specific topic of the proposed legislation. I hope that they have not
obscured our full endorsement of the concept that such direct support
as the Office of Technology Assessment could provide to the congressional process is, in its own r ~ g h tof
, great importance.
I would like to depart from my prepared remarks now, based upon
my reaction to earlier testimony, and explain perhaps the basis for
some of our earlier concerns. The arguments advanced on the floor of
the House by Mr. Brooks and reiterated this morning by that gentleman RS well as other witnesses in support of the need for reconstitutinn the Board are indeed persuasive.
We simply point out our concern for the additional need to insure
broad acceptability of the Board's activities, and raise the question,
without attempting to provide an answer, whether this corollary benefit could be achieved under the House amendment. It is obvious and
appropriate that the Office be truly a creature of, and fully responsive
to. the Congress.
The thrust of our concerns as expressed in our earlier testimony is
that the broadest credibility of the Office also exist.
I would only urge that a mechanism to assure maximum status and
stature be incorporated in the final legislation.
For the same reason, the effective implementation of section 3 ( F )
directing the use of "competent personnel and organizations outside
the Office,public or private," we feel, is of paramount importance.
Congressman Symington earlier suggested that validity and integrity of its recommendations mill obviously be accepted in direct ratio
to the diversity and competence of its inputs.
I express my appreciation, as well as that of the Society, in being
able to appear before you this mnrning.
I understand you concur in an advisory board outThe CHAIRMAN.
side of the Congress being initiated and brought into being so that we
can get wider public acceptance?
Mr. FAIMAN.
Public and professional acceptance, I would say.
I would hope that it mould be professional.
The CHAIRMAN.
I did want to make that distinction. We find in attemptMr. FAIMAN.
ing to obtain acceptance by the general public of advice and colunsel,
the degree of scientific integrity of the sources from which that material has arisen becomes a rather critical issue on occasions.
The CHAIRMAN.
YOUare in a position to know, being on research
and special programs at New Hampshire University. Much of the in-

formation you develop through your research is not made available
readily to agencies of Government and others that should have it.
Mr. FAIMAN.
Dr. Handler pointed out that all of us are continually
engaged in some variety of technology assessment or utilization. But
the spectrum of materials that are available is so broad, so complex,
simply the mechanisms that we have at the present time for the advice
of the administrative side of this Government or certainly of the Congress is not adequate at the present time.
The CHAIRMAN.
Your institution may be engaged in a field of research in an area similar to another institution, but with an entirely
different approach. I would think that having access to all of this information, both sides, through
- this agency,
- - . would be most beneficial
to the Congress.
Mr. FAIMAN.
I would be leased, and I know my faculty cnpaged in
this kind of activitv woul be more than deased. to be available to
make contributions i o such an evaluation ahd assessment process, yes.
The CHAIF~MAN.
Thank you very much. We appreciate that very
fine testimony. Do you have something to add?
Mr. D o n = NOsir.
The CHAIRMAN.YOUrepresent a f h e group of people who have done
a lot to help our country in this area.
(The formal statement of Dr. Faiman follows :)
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I t is my pleasure and privilege to speak today on behalf of the National Society of Professional Engineers and for the nearly 70,000 individual members
comprising the Society. D7e thank you for the opportunity to present our views
on 5-2302.
An Office of Technology Assessment for the Congress would provide a significant additional resource to aid the Federal legislative process. It could provide more effective utilization by the Congress of t h e scientific and engineering
resources of the U.S. a s a policy research tool for the more intelligent selection
of options leadinq to attainment of national goals and for the protection and
promotion of public welfare. B u t perhaps even more importantly, such a n Office
mould represent a philosophical and organizational commitment. Coupled with
the resources of t h e administrative branch. univerqities, and groups and individuals i n the private sector, such commitment may serve t o bring to the entire technical-social interraction problem truly meaningful a n d acceptable d a t a f o r the
exercise of p o l i t i c ~ and
l
social judgments a t the national level.
Since, a t least in a n idealized context, t h e profession of engineering is dedicated to serve in t h e solution of p~oblems,not only i n a limited individual technical role, but for the benefit of society i n the broadest sense, the conceptc: embodied i n this proposed lam a r e of t h e deepest importance to us.
The membership of the National Societv of Professional Engineers consists of
professional enqineers engaged in virtuallv every aspect of engineerinq nractice
and administration a s well a s educational and governmental service. I t i s organized a t t h e national. state and chapter levels. 2nd represents n mnrerned
competent groiip who share a dedication to serve their accepted professional and
civic oblieationn.
The former Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Science, Research and
Development, who was instrumental i n initiallv nromotine the OTA concept,
RmiEo Daddario. a t an Rnrineerin? Foundation Conference in mu hexutifnl c : t ? t ~
of New Hampqhire in 1969. spoke most effwtively of the four faces of terhnolorry awessment: t h e nhpsical. economic. social. and ethical. As a prnfesc:ionrll engineer I coilld not agree more with these caterroriecl-they represent the basic
criteria within which the proposed solution to any engineerin? problem nluqt he
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evaluated and judged. B u t for the individual or even relatively large group of
cooperating professionals, irrespective of the level or breadth of their professional
expertise, the full spectrum of ramifications or implications may not be clearly
or easily visible. We have l e a ~ n e dthrough experience that solution of only a part
of a problem may actually make the whole situation worse.
Our society has become so complex and interdependent that some overall process of analysis, judgment, and management of our resources-both physical and
intellectual-must be established. I t must be recognized, a t the same time, that
there a r e obvious dangers inherent in carrying this out. Analysis, judgment, and
management processes based on incomplete or biased data and information may
foreclose consideration of possible optimum solutions. I t may even lead t o
irrational or arbitrary, perhaps dictatorial, direction or limitation on actions
and activity.
I n my opening paragraph I referred to what might in one sense be considered
a spin-off effect from such a n Office. This effect-the establishment of meaningful and acceptable data on which the decision making processes of our society
could be based-might be its more important long range contribution. Anyone
of us in a decision making role, whether administrative or legislative, is regularly-and rightly-constrained and influenced by the opinions, beliefs, and feelings of those with or for whom we work. And i t has been both wisely and
cynically observed, that the facts of a situation a r e not what matter: It's what
people think they a r e that is important.
As a society we have not-in the face of the almost seemingly unlimited outpouring of new knowledge and new problems--devised mechanisms for establishing conclusions and facts which a reasonable majority may consider and accept.
The identification of potentials for good and bad, weighing the alternative
courses of action available following appraisal of scientific, engineering, social,
economic, national defense, and moral considerations, is a n urgent and critical
necessity.
The Office of Technology Assessment, a s proposed by the bill under consideration here today, S-2302, and by H R 10243 which passed in the House on Februa r y 8, 1972, could well serve a s the springboard for the development of this
mechanism. I t could, a s our judicial system does admirably well, entertain
competing and oftentimes conflicting points of view, and within the framework
of adversary balance, produce data and information upon which a reasoned and
acceptable conclusion may be based. Congressman John W. Davis, in referring to
the House approval of H R 10243, described the function of the Office of Technology Assessment a s "one of setting out channel markers in the legislative
waters Congress must sail". I would hope that this Office could achieve such
status and repute that its reports and data might well be widely recognized and
accepted and form the basis for effective consensus and action in many other
public and private sectors.
The Office of Technology Assessment, a s a n arm of the Congress, which is
representative of the totality of public interest, would appear to be the basis
for a mechanism which has so f a r apparently eluded us. I would urge that the
potential educational and leadership function of such a n Office not be underestimated.
Many of the previous remarks have obviously been broader than the specific
topic of the proposed legislation. I hope that they hare not obscured onr full
endorsement of the concept that such direct support a s the Office of Technology
Assessment could provide to the Congressional process is in its own right of great
importance.
I n closing I will briefly refer to the proposed organization and method of
operation. I n our testimony on H.R. 17046 during 1970 hearings, we expressed
some concerns with respect to the makeup and continuity of the Roard (Sec. 4 )
a s well a s procedures for appointment and accountability of the Director (Sec.
5(la) ). Specifically, we suggested that a term of office be specified for the Board's
public members in order to deter self-perpetuation and undue political influence :
and that the Director be appointed by the President from a slate of acceptable
candidates nominated by the Board.
8-2302 provides for term limitation for the public members. but we repeat our
concern over Roard appointment of the Director. Maximum inteqritp ~ n r leffectiveness of the Office must be assured if the Office i q to merit the technoloeiralscientific and general community's acceptance ; the status and stature ~f Presidential appointment will aid in this.

For the same reason, the effective implementation of Section 3 ( f ) directing
the m e of "competent personnel and organizations outside the Ofice public or
private . . . " is of paramount importance. The validity and integrity of its
recommendations mill obviously be accepted in direct ratio to the diversity and
cornp~tpnc~
of its inputs.
Asain. my personal appreciation as well a s that of the National Society of
Professional Engineers, for this opportunity to appear before this distinguished
Committee today. Individually and collectively, through our Society, engineers
stand ready to support fully any efforts to more effectively assess and utilize
terhnology for the benefit of us all.

The CHAIRMAN.
Next we have Dr. Kantrowitz, director of AVCO
Everett Research Laboratory.
STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR KANTROWITZ, DIRECTOR, AVCO
EVERETT LABORATORY, VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR, AVCO
CORP.

.

Mr. ~ , % ~ r r , o WIr ~am
z . very grateful to have the opportunity to appear here today in support of this important legislation.
I agree that i t is a desperately important thing that the Congress
acquire better sources of technical advice than have been available to
it in the past. I have previously testified before a Subcommittee on
Government Research, chaired by Senator Harris on this issue in 1967.
I would like to emphasize this today that the key problem which will
have to be faced by such an office is the need to establish the facts in
the presence of scientific controversv, that in the imnortant cases that
were frequently referred to in considwation o f this bill, cases such as
the S S T and the ABM, the striking thing is that you can get, scientific
advice which is diametricallg opposed, and the major question before
the Office of Technological Assessment will be how to find the facts in
the presence of vigorous scientific controversy.
What you seek is not simply another vote as to what the facts may
be, but a statement of such high presumptive validity that it will provide an important basis for the great policy decisions €hat the Congress
must make.
If the procedures that are adopted by this office are similar to those
that have been adopted so frequently in the past, of asking an organization to make a study for you or appointing a scientific committee, I
think that there is a grave danger that you will get just another vote,
and the importance of that vote might depend on the prestige of the
people that are involved.
Rilt i t will always be possible for another group to get up an equally
prestigio~svote on the other side.
I would like to offer a suggestion as to how this office might procede
to render a statement of the facts to Congress that would have a
higher presumptive validity than the standard procedures.
If issues are not controversial, it is very easy to get at what the facts
are, but *hen the issues are controversi& then the situation is very
different.
You will have in every case groups in the Congress on one side and
on the other. Take as an example pro or con the SST. If these groups of
the Congress are asked to name those scientists who are influential
with them, for example, those scientists who led some members to
\in cancer.
conclude that the S S T might increase the incidence of sl-'

Those Members of the Congress could appoint a scienist advocate for
their side of the story, not for what you should do about it, but just for
what the facts are.
A p i n the people who arc pro the SST, for example, could similarly
appoint a scientific advocate who would present their side of the story.
If you had t ~ aclvocates
o
in this way who had the confidence of the
groups in the Congress which represent sharply differing points of
view, then one could undertake something like a judicial proceclnre
in which these advocates could present their cases and cross-examine
each other. They will both be learned experts and their cross-examination of each other could help in providing a source of informa!ion
which I think would be superior t o any study that is conducted m a
nonadversary manner.
I would suggest that these scientific advocates be heard by a group
of scientific judges, people who are used to the role of scientific evidence, but people who have not worked in the field ; people who do not
have a prejudice about the matter before them. These judges could be
c h ~ s e nby the advocates and the director of OTA.
I think that if we could work out a procedure which is modeled on
the judicial procedure for proceeding in the presence of scientific controversy, we would make a great aclvance over the present advisory
committee procedures which, while useful, have frequently not achieved
a sufficient presumptive validity to settle the matter and frequently
have simply added another vote.
I would like to reiterate again that I think the spirit behind this legiqlation is something of great importance. I am delighted that it has
proceeded this year. I think we all owe Congressman Dtldclario and
others who have pushed this legislation a tremendous debt.
I feel however that we have not yet faced the central issue, as to
how we get at the facts in the presence of controrersy, and I wonlcl
urge that we look back to the Anglo-Saxon tradition of how we get
at the facts in the presence of controrersy.
We have elaborated a judicial procedure which has in many cases
accrnired sufficient prestige so that it is a respected statement of facts.
I think we have much to learn from that procedure, and I would
hope that the issue of facing sharply up to the fact of what you need
this agency for is the situation where you have serious controversy;
and that a technique by which the Congress can deal in the scientific
community will be created.
The CHAIRMAN.
Do you think this agency, where you have two conflicting views, conld reach agreement and find answers for us?
Mr. KANTROWITZ.
YOUwill not always get the advocates to agree,
but if the advocates can participate in the selection of judses, then
thev would he to some extent bound bv the decision of those iudges.
I f the judges are people who are distinguished scientists but have
earned their distinction in some other field, so that they know the rules
of scientific evidence, then these people could have their day in court
so to speak.
They could cross examine each other. They could challenge each
other's position, and the judges would thereby become, hiyhly skilled
in the controversial matters.
I do think that such a procedure-and I am talking now for matters
of great importance such as the S S T or the ARM-can be a much p e f -
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erable procedure to one where you pet a report that is delivered by any
organization, however well intentioned.
I do not think the SST question will ever be setThe CHAIRMAN.
tled anyway. We had so much conflicting testimony on that, involving
air pollution, noise, everything you could catalog was brought in on
that both pro and con-trying to get the legislation passed or defeated.
Mr. KANTROTVITZ.
I t does seem to me that you would have a very
great advantage if you would get the scientific leaders who take one or
the other point of view to cross-examine each other in the presence of
a scientific body which can really have a better chance of finding the
truth in the presence of controversy between very sophisticated
advocates.
The CHAIRMAN.
I t would be very helpful certainly.
I appreciate very much your being with us and giving us that fine
testimony.
This completes the witnesses we have for the hearing. If we have
other witnesses here, I would be glad to hear them.
This committee will stand adjourned. I want to say again how much
I appreciate your being here.
(Thereupon at 12 :05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
(Additional letters and statements relating to S. 2302 and H.R.
10243, subsequently received by the committee, are as follows :)
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE
ON COMMERCE,
Wasl~ington,D.C., March 17,1972.

Hon. B. EVERETT
JORDAN,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration,
Washington, D.C.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN
: I was pleased to learn t h a t your Committee is considering ledslation to create a n Office of Technology ,4ssessment. Such legislation is
clearly needed. I have long had a n interest in this area and I would appreciate
it if my enclosed statement would be considered by t h e Committee and made
part of the S. 2302 Hearing Record.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely yours,
WARREN
G. MAGNUSON,Chairman.
STATEMENT
OF HON. WARREN
G . MAGNUSON,
A U.S. SENATOR
FROM

THE

STATEOF

~ASHINGTON

Mr. CHAIRMAN:I appreciate the opportunity to submit a statement to this
Snbcommittee regarding the two bills t h a t would establish a n Office of Technology
Assessment for t h e Congress and would amend the National Science Foundation
Act of 1950. I believe t h a t the problems dealt with by these measnres a r e urgent
and I commend the initiative of the distinguished chairman i n seeking a prompt
and effective legislative remedy.
All of us a r e aware of the contributions of science and technology to our Nation's manifold needs, giving flower to the dreams, hopes and talents of countless
citizens. creating jobs, and providing freedom from hunger, from drudeery of
hard labor, from disability and disease. Onr m i r i t of innovation haa earned international respect. I n ,211 these matters. government h a s been the handmaiden t o
advance our powerful technn!ogical enterprises, by sponsoring research and development, providinq incentives to industry to facilitate beneficial applications
and hy regulating potentially harmfnl effects.
These matters have been of deep personal interest for many rears. I had the
privilege of introdncing legislation shnrtlv after World W a r I1 t h a t led to the
creation of t h e National Science Found?tion. Committees on which I have served
have had the responsibility for setting ~ o l i c vand apnropriating funds t h a t
wonld strengthen our research capahilities and direct t h e fruits of scientific
discoverv to our national security and to the welfare of individual citizens and
the Nation a s a whole.

I n recent years, I have raised questions a s to whether the apparatus of government is adequate to our needs in two contrasting situations : in one, new technology was belatedly discovered to have produced unwanted and unexpected consequences of pollution or hazards to health and safety, threats to the quality of
life and unwitting inequities i n benefits or costs. We also encountered the perplexing situation of scientists, engineers and managerial skills, trained a s a
public investment by the Federal Government, which a r e unemployed a t the
same time we have unsolved problems of urban decay, traffic congestion, rising
costs of medical care, environmental degradation, imbalances in energy supply
and demand to which these same capabilities might well be deployed.
The bills now before your Subcommittee a r e essential and timely i n strengthening the ability of the Congress to cope with these dilemmas, and I want to lend
my support to their enactment. At the same time, I should like to develop a
broader perspective a s to the problems, to note additional measures, such a s I
have proposed in other legislation, if we a r e to make progress i n tempering our
technological prowess with political wisdom and update our institutions in phase
with both technological and social change. Finally, I want to suggest a number
of amendments and considerations to the propositions before the Subcommittee
that I believe necessary if the Office is to meet Congressional needs.
As to the general problem, preliminary results have recently been made available to me from graduate research studies being undertaken on the interaction
of technology and society a t the University of Washington under guidance of
Dr. Edward Wenk, Jr. who previously served the Congress a s its first advisor
in science and technology. Their results showed the following.
Technological projects involving heavy public investments were often initiated
without a clear statement of goals, without adequate technical information on
feasibility, without inquiry a s t o possible environmental and social impacts,
without estimates of external costs and without identifying much less consulting the citizens who might be adversely affected, without considering the interactions between the public and private sectors, in effective and economical delivery of the desired results, without recognition that technological initiatives
t o serve one goal may inadvertently subvert another statutory goal since there
w a s little policy coordination. They point out that pre-investment studies such
a s undertaken by the private sector were often not conducted by the government
with the necessary breadth, objectivity and promptness that would assist those
having to make decisions before engagement in the heat of public debate. Where
such studies were completed, they were often lacking in estimates of risks or
uncertainties and in formulation of alternatives.
Their study recalled that the Congress has often discovered that new technologi's generated self-sustaining interests a s a product of the organizing force
of the technology, itself, then perpetuating the continuation or expansion of
public funding long after the initial objectives were achieved. They also aoted
that the Congress has responded to the fact that society is no longer willing to
accept technological change on the basis t h a t it is always good f o r you, if the
costs exceed the benefits or if the quality and humane content i s threatened
for present or for future generations. The public increasingly wants access to
the facts. Enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 is one
example of that response, although this measure treats primanily preservation
of the physical environment.
Finally, there was evidence that lack of perception of the adverse effects of
technology has led to a sharp antagonism toward science and technology that
in extreme form h a s been irrational and would seek to turn techno10,gy off.
That backlash could be injurious to this country and must be met by positive
actions.
This array of problems
reinforces my own impressions as to the problem,
from my experience in Conmess. I n response, I believe we need a powerful new
national policy and new institutions. Such a policy mnst consider the opportnnities and gaps in achieving social goals by carefully steering technology so as to
minimize adverse con,vquences. We need roherent po!icy to mlide all of the
separate technological initiatives that may unwittingly interfere with. even cancel out, each other. I n short, we need a policy for pre-crisis rather than post crisis
m ~ n a z e m e n of
t our technology.
To implement such a policy, we need more and better information. To generate
such facts, we need to compensate immediately for our underinvestment in
research and development focused on civilian problems. We mnst also seek new
incentives whereby the private sector must be called upon to deliver services
where the market mechanism is imperfect because the market is diffuse and risks
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uncertain. Finally, we need more intimate public participation in this decision
making enterprise, particularly a t the regional, state a n d local level, so a s to
gain a better insight a s to what people want and don't want.
To make such a policy work, we will need to help all three branches of government in fulfilling their respective roles. Especially, we need t h e benefit of strong
independent, future-oriented analysis. Not only must we be assisted to look
ahead, we need help in looking sideways beyond t h e normal boundaries of
imminent transactions, t o identify what indirect effects a r e generated and on
whom.
The Commercial Technology Assessment Act of 1971, S. 1800, t h a t my colleague
Senator H a r t and I introduced in a s t a r t toward meeting the broader challenge
I have outlined. The Commerce Committee will begin hearings this session to
illuminate the need f o r national policy and consider additional legislative steps.
There is no basic conflict, however, between t h e concept of 8. 1800 and the
legislation you a r e considering t o help the Congress directly, and I do not think
you should delay in reinforcing our own fact-probing, objective research arm.
With the increasing number and complexity of issues coming before us, we must
narrow the range of uncertainties and broaden the range of options. I f the proposed Officeperforms effectively, i t would do both.
The bills now before you have several shortcomings in this respect, and I
shoiild like t o offer the following considerations in whatever bill you report out.
First, I subscribe to the intent of the House bill to place control over this
function unequivocally in the hands of Congress. Nevertheless, t h e original
composition of the proposed Technology Assessment Board before t h e House
amended i t is preferred-includinq t h e heads of t h e General Accounting Office,
Congressional Research Service, the Office of Technology Assessment, and several
public members. But I agree t h a t t h e appointment of the public members by
t h e President critically diluted Congressional control. Public members should be
appointed by the Congress. If you choose the alternative of a Board composed
only of members of Congress, then I think the Director of t h e Office of Technology Assessment should be added a s a nonvoting member.
Secondly, I want t o emphasize t h e key role of the Director. The Office's performance, validity of its research, candor, imagination i n looking ahead critically depend on t h e talents of the incumbent. Moreover, the Director must have s
deep comprehension of the Constitutional functions of the Congress and be
sensitive to i t s style and many pressures from t h e Executive Rranch and elsewhere. We should seek the best possible candidate, and do eveqvthing in the
charter to facilitate operation free of intimidation. Making t h a t Office strnnq in
no way replaces our legislative processes. On t h e contrary, i t s s t r e n g f s will
help u s in our own functions to provide a rational underpinning to the decisions
we make and reinforce public confidence in these decisions. The House bill
seriously waters down the role of the Director, in his not being on the Board,
even ex officio, and in his not having authority to inaugurate studies. Perception
of these problems must preceed legislative response, among other things. so t h a t
research could be undertaken in time to reduce t h e unknowns before the issue
breaks out in debate in the halls of Congress. The Office should not he a firealarm system to respond to crisis, and be involved in the pulling and hauling of
adversary proceedings. The Director should be less like a staff officer of a Congressional committee and have more the stature, independence and support we
have given the heads of GAO and CRS.
Next, we should recall tha't the process of technology assesqment requires a
blend of technology with many different values of our pluralistic society. The
Office should thus be provided under any circumstances with a statutory advisory hoard, not for settinr policy a s required of t h e TAR, but with a varied
composition t h a t wonld give the Director continuing access to advice from individuals representing different points of view, the social sciences and humanities
a s well a s natural sciences.
Fourth, I want to take note of the expectation t h a t most studies will he performed by the Office on grant o r contract, thus pickinx the best hrainc: all over
the country. Bnt I must remind this Subcommittee that the processes of technology assessment a r e quite new and complex hecause of their interAiscip1inar.v
nnture. and t h a t cllialified research teams a r e still limited. Fortunately, the
l T ~ t i o n a Science
l
Foundation has hegun to slipport research on assessment
methorlnloq s n d on the processes of interaction of technology with society.
I believe t h a t there must he more direct high level support and sustained fund-

ing if t h e necessary capabilities a r e to be created outside of government and if
the required diversification of subject skills and distribution to meet specialized
regional problems a r e to be realized. I thus strongly support Section 8.
I also support Section 9 concerning a n annual report, although I believe t h a t
Congress should take additional action requiring t h a t the Office of Science and
Technology be strengthened in i t s assessment function and be required to prepare nn annual report of t h e Federal involvement in technology affairs, to
complement the report by the National Science Board on the health of the
scielitific enterprise.
Finally, I believe t h a t Section 7 on the role of the Library of Congress i s too
detailed and may raise expectations t h a t cannot be fulfilled without substantial
expansion of their staff and funding. While t h a t may be warranted, I believe
such actions a r e beyond the intent of this measure.
Again, may I commend t h e chairman and Subcommittee for this initiative.
It is a n important first step if the Congress is to meet the many proposals of
the Executive Branch t h a t a r e sent to the Congress for action a s though there
were no alternatives, and without supporting documentation a s to impacts. This
step i s i n the public interest if we a r e t o steer technology to serve society.
THE LIBRARIANOF CONGRESS,
Washington, D.C., March 20,1972.
IIon. B. EVERETT
JORDAX,
C'hairrrmn, Committee on Rules and Administration,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DP.+ SENATORJORDAN:
This is in response t o your request to submit f o r
the rtcord our current views on the establishment of a technology Assessment
Board and Office. As you a r e aware from my letters to you of August 12,1970
and September 10, 1971, we support the concept of technology assessment and
a strengthened mechanism to increase the informational and analytical resclurces of the Congress. I noted in my September 10 letter t h a t the provisions of
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 afford enhanced opportunities for
the Congressional Research Service to work for the Congress toward a more
extensive role in the function of technology assessment than is assigned to i t
under t h a t bill. However, we of course recognize t h a t this i s a matter for Congressional determination.
I would like to comment on one aspect of the bill, S. 2302, under consideration
before your Committee. Section 7 of that bill is the same a s Section 7 in H.R.
10243 which was passed by the House. As presently stated, we believe the
wording in this section could cause confusion between the proposed Office of
Technology Assessment and the Congressional Research Service. To remove
this possibility we suggest substituting a new Section 7 (see enclosure) which
eliminates the list of nine specific tasks specified f o r CRS in H.R. 10243. It also
gives recognition t h a t under its responsibilities under the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 (explicitly referenced), the CRS will provide to the OTA tha
same range of services t h a t i t now renders committees and Members. The substitution also highlights CRS giving to OTA early warning of the probable
impacts of t h e applications of technology t h a t might require legislative action,
and recommendations of subjects requiring and suitable for technology
assessment.
I am advised t h a t during the hearings before your Subcommittee on itlarch 2
several witnesses suggested adding a n "Advisory Council" to assist the Board
i n its duties. I believe the suggestion h a s merit since i t would add expertise
from the public sector. I believe there i s merit to t h e suggestion t h a t was made
t h a t the Comptroller General and t h e Director of the CRS be members, or a t
least ex-officio members of the Advisory Council, a s this would assure a closer
working relationship among these three informational and analytical arms of
the Congress.
I appreriate your giving me this opportunity to provide further comment on
the proposed legislation.
Sincerely yours,
L. Q ~ N CMUMFORD,
Y
Librarian of Congress.

Rwggested Sitbstitution in H.R. 102$3 and R. 2302
UTILIZATION O F THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Sac. 7. ( a ) P u r s ~ l a n tto the objectives of this Act, t h e Librarian of Congress
anthorized to make available t o the Office such services and assistance by
the Conmessional Research Service a s may be appropriate and feasible.
( b ) The foregoing services and assistance to the Office shall include a11 of
t h e services and asfistance. appropriate to the duties and ficncfion of the Ofice,
which the Congressional Research Service is presently authorised to proride
t o the oommittees nnd joint committees of the Congress, and shall particularly
include, without being limited to, the following :
( 1 ) research nnd ana7?jticcxl ser&ces t o assist the Oflce in providinq
e n r 7 ~warning of the probable impncts o f the applications of technology that
rnioht reqzrire legislative action, and
( 2 ) recommmdations to the Once o f the st~bjeotsrequiring and suitable
for technologv Ussessments.
( c ) The Director of t h e Congressional Research Service i s authorized t o
eqtnblish within the Congressional Research Service such additional diri.:ionf.
gronp.:. or other organieational entitie.: a s may be necessary to carry out the
objectives of thi.: Act, including the functions enumerated i n this section.
( d ) Nothinq in this section shall a l t e ~or modify t7te responsibilities of t h f
Conoressionat Research Ber~.lcenndrr s ~ c t i o n$21 ( a ) o f t h f T,enisToti?w Reorqnnisntion Act of 1970 (84 Rtnt. 1182) t o prepnre nnd provide informntion. rrscnrch. anal?rws. and reference materials and services, ircclzcdinq anah~srnan6
matfrials relative to technoloqy assessment, to the committees, joint com*;~ttees.
and Members of the Congress.
( e ) Service.: and asqi~tancemade available t o the Office by t h e C o n a e ~ s i o n a l
Research Service i n accordance with this section may be provided with or without
reimbursement from funds of the Office, a s agreed upon by t h e Chairman of
the Roard and the Librarian of Congress.
(Italic indicates new language.)
is

t.

COMPTROLLER
GENERALO F THE UNITEDSTATES.
Washington, D.C., October 8, 1971.
Hon. B. EVERETT
JORDAN.
Chnirman, Committee on Rules and Administration.
U.R. Nrnnte.
DEARMR. CFIAIRMAN
: This will reply to your request dated Angust 27, 1971,f o r
comments on S. 2302, 92d Congress, a bill to be cited a s the "Technology Assessment Act of 1971."
S. 2302 proposes the creation of a n Office of Technology Assessment within the
legislative branch of the Government for the purpose of equipping Congress with
a means of securing competent, unbiased information concerning the potentiaI
application and impact of technology. The information thus secured would he
utilized whenever appropriate i n t h e legislative assessment of matters pending
before the Congress.
The bill provides t h a t the basic duty of the Office of Technology Assessment i s
to give a n early warning of t h e probable impact. positive and negative, of technological applications and to develop related information which may assist Congress in determining t h e relative priorities of programs before it.
The bill further provides for a Technology Assessment Board to formulate and
promulgate the policies of the Office. The Board comprises 11members. viz : two
Senators, two Representatives. the Comptroller General, the Director of the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress, the Director of the new
Office,and four public members to be appointed by the President with the approval
of t h e Senate.
The Director is to be appointed by the Board for a term of 6 years and placed
nt Level I1 of the Executive Schedule ($42,500 per y e a r ) . A Deputy Director t o
Ire appointed by the Director with the approval of the Board would be placed a t
Level I11 of the Executive Schedule ($40,000 per gear).
I n addition to the fact t h a t under this measure the Comptroller General i s t o
be one of the members of the Board and the General Accounting Office will furnish financial and administrative services to t h e proposed Office, it i s our feeling
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that many of our activities under section 312 of the Budget and Accounting Act,
1921, will generate information that will assist the Office in its functions.
Specifically, under section 312, the Comptroller General is responsible for :
( 1 ) investigating all matters relating to the application of public funds,
(2) making investigations and reports ordered by either House of Congress
or by committees having jurisdiction over revenues, appropriations, or espenditures, and
( 3 ) directing assistants from his Office, upon request of these committees,
to furnish them such advice and information a s may be requested.
I n addition, under section 204 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970
(Public Law 91-510), Ihe Comptroller General is responsible for reviewing and
analyzing the results of Government programs, including the making of cost benefit studies, upon the request of either House of Congress or of any committee
having jurisdiction over such programs, or upon his own initiative.
Basic to all our reviews i s whether funds expended are achieving the program
objectives intended by the Congress. Because many of the programs and activities for which the Congress has authorized funds involve the promotion or control of technology, the application of technology to meet a n existing problem or
need, or the treatment of problems brought about by technological change o r
programs, our work necessarily involves us i n the area and the methodology of
S. 2302. Our reviews of programs from the standpoint of achievement of objectives can and often do result i n providing information which suggests the need
to revise or strengthen a program or its administration o r to improve its effectiveness. In some cases this information leads us to recommend a change in the
governing legislation itself. As program objectives become more concerned with
and provide recognition of the impact of technological application our Office
will, in the ordinary course of its activities, automatically gear our review to
include disclosures which show the impact of technology.
The following comments pertain t o specific provisions of S. 2302 :
Subsection 6 ( b ) would authorize the Director, in accordance with such policies
a s the Board shall prescribe, to employ and fix the compensation of such technical and professional personnel a s he may deem necessary without regard to
the provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in the
competitive service, and the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter I11 of
chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General Schedule pay
rates. We a r e not aware of the need to exempt technical and professional personnel from these provisions. Generally, there should be some ceiling on salaries
and i t should be possible to obtain qualified technical and professional personnel
within the structure of the General Schedule.
Section 7 sets out in considerable detail the services t h a t t h e Congressionnl
Research Service of the Library of Congress shall perform for the Office. I n
testimony of December 4, 1969, before the Science, Research and Development
Subcommittee of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics the Comptroller General stated that the then Legislative Reference Service was uniquely
equipped to provide information and a n a l g s ~ sof a background nature for use in
evaluating new proposals but t h a t our Office w a s perhaps better equipped to
undertake longer-range studies of ongoing programs, to assess benefits and
costs, the need for management improvement and similar considerations. With
regard to the functions of our Office, its facility to assist in the purpose of this
bill has been stated earlier i n this letter.
For these reasons and t o obviate any question of the authority of GAO to provide services to the Office i n addition to the financial and administrative services
~ r o v i d e dfor under section 10, i t is suggested that subsection 7 ( a ) be revised tcf
iist the Comptroller General and the General Accounting Office along with tbe
Librarian of Congress and the Congressional Research Service. This revision
could be accomplished by t h e substitution of the following language for section
7(a) :
"Pursuant to the objectives of this Act, the Librarian of Congress through thCongressional Research Service and the Comptroller General through the General Accounting Office a r e authorized to make available t o the Office such serrices and assistance a s may be appropriate and feasible."
Subsection 7 ( b ) details a t some length the role and function of the Congrcc:
sioual Research Service. While these precise functions might well be spelled out
administratively, it i s our feeling that a s a matter of administration i t would be
better t o leave this matter a s flexible a s possible. Accordingly, we suggest the
deletion of subsection 7 ( b ) .

Adoption of the above suggestions would also require adding a reference to the
General ,4ccounting Office to subsections ( c ) and ( d ) of section 7 and to the
headinq preceding the section.
\Ye i r e pleased t h a t a provision for GAO access t o records of contractors and
other parties for audit purposes h a s been included i n the bill a s section 6 ( f )
We defer t o the judgment of Congress on the merits of the proposed legislation,
but we a r e ready to work in close cooperation with the proposed Office of Technology Assessment if the bill is enacted.
Sincerely yours,
ELMER B. STAATS,
Comptroller General of the United States.
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THE AMERICANPIIYSICISTS
ASSOCIATION,
Arlington, Va., March 16,1972.
ADMINISTRATIOK,

.

COMMITTEEON RULES AND
Old Benate O f i c e Building,
U.S. Senate.
GENTLEMEN
: The American Physicists Association (APA) , a n association
dedicated to the professional welfare of physicists, wholeheartedly endorses the
Bill to establish a n Office of Technology Assessment for the Congress.
APA feels t h a t this bill, culminating so many years of Congressional concern
and study, provides a first necessary step toward a National Science Policy, and
t h a t i t s provisions will be used with wisdom t o t h a t goal. Evidence of neglect of
this effort abounds-the greatest and best trained technological resource i n the
world nearly unproductive, the urgent needs of our society unfulfilled, and the
national economy faltering and uncommitted.
Gentlenlent, this i s not the proud vision of the rewards to the nation of dedicating oneself to a professional lifetime of harnessing Nature's secrets and
American ingenuity.
I t i s just because t h e United States i s the technological leader of the world
that i t is first to recognize and grapple with this crisis, t h a t i n the next one hnndred years free enterprise can n o t be free exploitation of resources, natural o r
human, t h a t these resources must be recycled, conserved, and not left idle, and
t h a t it will take all the human resourcefulness t h a t has characterized our past and
11:ore to make u s proper wardens of our future.
The initiative shown by Congress in introducing this bill heralds the commitment sorely needed i n the technological and industrial community, and therefore
the national economy. I t i s the responsibility of Congress to see t h a t this bill
provide a n agent of service to t h e American citizen, and not a tool for further
exuloitation.
Very truly yours,
JOHN
D. E. FORTNA,
Ph.D.,
Director.
AEROSPACE
INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA,
INC.,
Washin.oton.
- . D.C.. March 1.4. 1972.
Hon. B. EVERETT
JORDAN,
Chairman. Subcommittee on Computer Services and Committee on Rules and
Administration, U.S. Senatc. Washington, D.C.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN:The aerospace industry i s a high technology products
industry and employs the largest number of scientists and engineers among U.S.
industries. The industry recognizes the need for meaningful technology assessments on national programs. We therefore fully support the intent of H.R.
10243, passed by the House of Representatives, to establish a n Office of Technology Assessment for the Congress, which is now under consideration by the
Senate Rules and Administration Committee.
We believe t h a t H.R. 10243 sets forth i n Section 2 a n excellent declaration of
purpose and t h a t Sections 4 through 11 describe a n appropriate mode of organization, operation, and interface relationships with existing organizations.
However, we a r e concerned t h a t certain provisions i n Section 3 can be interpreted in a way which would be counter t o the intent a s we understand it. Specifically, w e believe t h a t the addition of a new second sentence in Paragraph
( c ) , Section 3, to the effect that, "Qualified and expert opinions will be sought

and presented i n a manner to provide objective assessments," would clarify
the intent.
Additionally, we believe that sub-items ( 3 ) , (4) and (5) in Paragraph ( c ) ,
Section 3, should be revised to read a s follows :
" ( 3 ) assess technological methods of implementing specific programs ;
(4) assess programs for achiering requisite goals ;
( 6 ) make estimates of the impacts of methods and programs ;"
These suggested modifications are offered t o clarify the intent of the proposed
legislation, recognizing that the Office is not intended to duplicate the existing
analysis and program planning functions within the Government, but rather to
assess the programs and the technological methods of their implementation.
We appreciate your consideration of these suggestions.
Tours very truly,
KARLG. HARR,Jr.
NATIONALSCIENCEFOUNDATION,
Washington, D.C., March 1 , 1972.
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Won. B. EVERETT
JORDAN,
Chairman, Committee on Rtilen, and Administration,
U.R. Benate, Wasl~ington,D.C.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN
: This is in further reply to your letter of August 31, 1971,
requesting the comments of the National Science Foundation on S. 2302, the
"Technology Assessment Act of 1971."
The Foundation supports fully the objectives of S. 2302, namely, t o provide
an organization whereby Congress can be kept currently and accurately informed
about the physical, economic, social and political effects of applications of technologies, to the end that such information is available for use in the legislative
process. Whether Congress wishes and needs to formalize arrangements to secure
support and assistance in the area of technology assessment a t this time is a
matter on which i t i s in the best position to judge. The following comments are
addressed to the feasibility of what is proposed in the bill, the availability of
alternate mechanisms, and questions of duplication, a s well a s the possible effect
of the bill upon the activities of the Foundation.
TT7e would begin on a note of caution with respect to the potentially wide gap
between the expressed objectives of the bill and the probable actual accomplishment of them. I n our opinion, technology assessment represents a goal toward
which we must all work, rather than a n established system wherein quantitative techniques exist which can confidently establish standards, accurately anticipate the effects of innovation, and precisely determine the correct choice of
alternate tehnology. Of course, we do not mean to imply that evaluation of the
first-order effects in certain situations is not feasible; such evaluations are in
many cases not only feasible, but highly deqirrlble and necessary. We wonlfl
only stress that any group, such a s the proposed Office of Technology Assessment,
must initially recognize the limitations of existing methodologies and the need
for collateral and supplementary research and studies in these areas.
Another note of caution concerns avoidance of undesirable duplication of ongoing activities of other agencies having similar missions, such a s the Environmental Protection Aqency. Any new institution charged with responsibility for
technology assessment will want to supplement the efforts of existing mechanisms
for such assessments and not seek to preempt the field. The Congress has already
prorided for part of the functions covered by S. 2302 in P.L. 91-190, the National
Enrironmental Policy Act of 1969. While the scope of this act is substantially
limited to major Federal actions, the act clearly encompasses, in our judgment,
essentially all the features associated with the process of technology assessment
of the environment. The problem of undesirable duplication is always present.
The potential is greater where more than one of the branches of the Federal
government is involved.
To assure more effective coordination, Section 8 could be broadened to require
continuing liaison with the Environmental Protection Agency and other agencies
concerned with technology assessment, i n addition to the National Science
Foundation.
We would make one other specific comment on S. 2302, a s drafted, and that
is to request that section 8 ( b ) of the bill, which would amend section 3 ( h ) of
the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, be changed to delete the phrase,

"whenever feasible" appearing a t line 4, page 17 of the bill, and to substitute
therefor the word "solely." The affected sentence would then read i n l ~ a r t :
". . . When initiated or supported pursuant to requests made by any other
Federal department or agency, including t h e Office of Technoloqy Assessment.
such activities shall he financed solely from fnnds transferred to the Foundation
by the requesting official a s provided in section 14 ( g ) . . ."
We urge this change because the legislation a s now drafted could conceivab1;o
police a great burden on arnilahle ATSV func!s by making i t very diffcnlt for the
Foundation to avoid divertine its fnnds to projects requested hy another Federal agency where t h a t agency does not find i t feasible to transfer the necessary
funds. Xoreover, the present language of S. 2392 could also cause a disruption
of the r e g u l ~ authorization
r
and apnropriation process. Onr recoinmenrled chanee
would return the wording of section 3 ( b ) of the National Science Foundation
Act t o its present limitations. This, of course, would not preclude the Foundation from itself initiating and supporting "specific scientific activities in connection with matters relating t o
the effects of scientific applications upon
society" with the use of i t s own funds, even though the project had been called
to i t s attention by another agency.
The Office of Management and Budget h a s advised u s t h a t there i s no ohjection to the submission of this report from the viewpoint of the Administration's
program.
Sincerely yours,
H. GUYFORD
STEVER,Director.
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'ESATIONAL ACADEMY
OF EN~INEERINC~,
Washington,, D.C., March 15, 1972.

Hon. B. EVERRETT
JORDAN,
Chairman, Committee o n Rules and -4dministrat?olz,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEARMR. CHAIRMAN
: AS you Imow, the National Academy of Engineering
h a s long shared with yon t h e belief t h a t t h e Congress requires i t s own source
of technical advice and t h e capacity to assess the technological implications of
the issues which come before it. Needless to say, therefore, I regretted t h a t I was
unable personnally to share with yon and your Committee a t your March 2nd
Hearings my views concerning S. 2302, t h e Technology Assessment Act of 1971.
I n lieu of such testimony, it i s my pleasure to transmit my statement in behalf
of this landmark legislation. I respectfully hope i t will be possible t h a t these
views can be included in the official record of your Hearings.
Sincerely,
CLARENCE
H. LINDER,President.
STATEICENT
O F CLARENCE
H. LINDER,PRESIDENT NATIONALACADEMY
OF
ENQINEERIXQ
RIr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to comment on some of t h e issues
raised in your consideration of S. 2302, the Technology Bssessment Act of 1971.
As you rn?y know, the National Academy of Engineering, principally through
i t s Committee on Public Engineering Policy (COPEP) h8.s studied t h e implementation of concepts of technology assessment with the view of providing better
information to Congress, the executive and the public on the consequences of
alternative actions involving technology. Our COPEP report1 on t h e subject
discussed t h e need for technology assessments. how they should be conducted,
and what methodologies promised greatest success.
A number of the conclusions arrived a t by our Committee and presented in
i t s report a r e relevant to the current discussion regarding technology assessment
legislation. With respect to t h e role of technology assessment, we concluded :
"As a result of studies conducted by committees of thc National Academy
of Engineering, the Committee on Public Engineering Policy believes t h a t technology assessment can help Congress to perceive, appraise, and initiate actions
required to secure the greatest values from technology. Technology assessment
can be expected t o perform important roles by :
1"A Study of Technology Assessment " a report of the Committee on Public Engincering Policy National Academy of ~nginekring publi~hedby the Committee on Science and
House of Representntircs ( i u l y 1969).
~ s t r o n a u t i c s U.S.
,
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" ( 1 ) ClarifiJing the nature of existing social problems a s they a r e influenced
by technology, possibly with indications of legislation needed to achieve satisfactory control.
" ( 2 ) Providing insights into future problems, to make possible t h e establishment of long-term priorities arid to provide guidance for the allocation of national
resources.
" ( 3 ) Stimulating t h e private and public sectors of our society to t a k e those
courses of action for the development of new technology t h a t a r e most socially
desirable. Such actions may be creative or defensive. Creative actions would b e
those t h a t follow from the awareness of new opportunities for social development; defensive actions would be those involviug restrictions on t h e use of
technological developments.
" ( 4 ) Bdzicating the public and the government about the short-term and longterm effects of t h e range of alternative solutions t o current problems."
We also emphasized the positive potential of technology assessments i n dereloping the creative possibilities of technology :
"Technology assessment consists of a mixture of warning signals and visions
of opportunity. Warning signals arise when the analysis predicts trends leading
toward adverse consequences. Similarly, the analysis can point to actions t h a t
give promise of substantial improvements i n the national quality of life. ~t i s
most important t h a t assessment participants pursue with equal fervor the develop
ment of both the creative possibilities of technology and tho defensive need<:
of society. Preoccupation with emerging problem areas, particularly those t h a t
seem to require regulatory legislation, can easily stifle innovative technical and
social contributions. By contrast, the creative use of the technology assessment
process would provide a meeting ground between public and private interest to
work out mutually desirable courses of action."
With respect to the management of technology assessment, we presented the
following recommendations :
"~ull-Scaletechnology assessments should be performed by carefully chosen,
single-purpose, and specially qualified ad hoe task forces t h a t will be disbanded
upon completion of their assignments. The detailed characteristics of such groups
a r e discussed i n P a r t 11.
"To select and oversee groups t h a t will perform technology assessments, a core
management organization is recommended. No permanent organization can be envisioned t h a t could provide adequate expertise to execute full-scale assessments
i n all of the fields t h a t may be required. We believe t h a t it would be useful,
therefore, t o establish [an Officeof Technology Assessment.]
"Since assessments must be designed, from their initial stages on, t o meet the
legislative and procedural needs of Congress, this management organization
should be a n a r m of t h e Congress itself. T h a t organization must also be placed
in a position to have direct relationships with Congress a s well a s with the
performers of t h e assessments, so t h a t its results a r e produced in a n environment free from political influence or predetermined bias. Specifically, t h e organization should be able to contract f o r assessments on any subject chosen by
Congress and to select organizations f o r the performance of the work without
political consideration. RucA an arrangemw~tshould permit the separation that i s
desired between the preparation of the assessments and their eventual use by
Congress."
I believe the Office of Technology Assessment can develop a reputation for high
quality and objectivity, a reputation which it will need to serve Congress most
effectively in dealing with the veritable flood of issues which will require evaluation. To do so will require the difficult task of assembling distinguished leadership and highly qualified, multidisciplinary personnel. This will require time
and a measure of continuity to permit the board and its director to develop a n
administrative and methodological philosophy and then to build a professional
team. Once developed, however, I believe t h e Congress h a s every right to expect
of such a professional staff a creative contribution both with respect t o developing improved data and assessment methodology and to anticipating emerging
technical issues before they reach the point of active Congressional deliberation,
a s well a s the matters of current concern to the communities of the Congress.
While the fundamental purpose of the Office of Technology Assessment is to
nerve the needs of Congress. I believe t h a t those needs, the public's needs, ancl
le interest of maintaining the Office of Technology Assessment's professional
itegrity will all be well served by those provisions which contemplate the is-

silancc of annual reports and making "freely available to the public" the results
of all surveys, studies, reports, and findings. Finally, I would stress t h e need,
beyond the authority of this legislation, for the Congress to amply fund this
important new Con~ressionalcapability.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to present, f o r the consideration of the Committee, my views and those of t h e Committee on Public Engineering Policy of the National Academy of Engineering .I am pleased to note
that joining me in these views a r e Dr. Edward Wenk, Jr.,' chairman of COPEP,
and Dr. Chauncey Starr? former COPEP Chairman and, currently, Vice President of the NAE.
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NATIONALGOVERNORS'
COUNCILON SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGY,
Knoxville, Tenn., Jfarch 6, 1972.
Hon. EVERETT
JORDAN,
Ch,airman, Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
I)EARSENATOR
JORDAN:
This letter i s to record my support of H.R. 10243 "The
'Technology Assessment Act of 1971," now being considered by your Committee.
'Congressman Davis' accompanying report (No. 92-469) considers t h e many important implications of this bill, and, a s such, reflects a noteworthy effort to set
forth the rationale for a n Office of Technology Assessment within the Legislative
Branch of the Federal Government.
I am also enclosing for the record a copy of my letter to Congressman Davis,
i n which I note the possible implications of H.R. 10243 to state government. I
consider strengthening the role of state and local governments i n scientific and
technological affairs a s critical to improving our Federal system, and I hope
that the states will ultimately benefit from passage of t h e "Technology Assessment Act of 1971."
Respectfully submitted.
E. ROGERSRUTTER,
Director, Nem Hampshire Intergovernmental Science Project.
NATIONALGOVERNORS'
COUNCILON SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGIT,
Knoxville, Tenn., dfarch 6, 1972.
Hon. J o r i W.
~ DAVIS,
Clbairman. Subconzmittcc on Science, Research and Development, Rayburn Housd
Once Building, Washington, D.C.
DEARMR. DAVIS: Thank you for your recent letter concerning the bill (H.R.
10243) to establish a n Office of Technology Assessment within the Federal Le&l a t i r e Branch, with a copy of your EIouse report (No. 92469) on the subject.
I a m ~ncouragedby the progress of the bill to date, and wish to take this opportunity to go on record i n support of this important legislation, a s further indicated i n the enclosed letter to Senator Jordan.
The states, however, have a n important stake in technology assessment, a s the
states have a critical role i n the delivery of federal programs to their local citizens.
At the state level, there a r e two distinct areas of public need for technology
assessment capabilities. The first i s a t the legislative level-state legislatures find
themselves with relatively few resources with which to assess the implications
of state enabling acts either i n response to federal legislation, or specific local
needs. The second i s a t t h e executive level-with statutory or designated responsibility for the administration of programs (federal, federal-state, and state)
which have increasing scientific and technological implications, s t a t e agencies
could derive immense benefit from the concepts reflected i n the "Technology
Assessment Act." I a m sure you a r e aware of those important implications, I only
hope t h a t passage of the Act will encourage the states to take similar actions to
strengthen their own assessment capabilities, and perhaps they may be directly
assisted i n doing this through future appropriate modifications of the federal
leqislation. There would appear to be opportunity for linkages between t h e OTA
and state l a w libraries and legislative reference services, and continued and expanded National Science Foundation incentives for state-level innovations i n the
application of both improved and better managed technology.
Sincerely yours,
E. ROGERSRUTTER,
Director, New Hampshire Intergovernmental Science Project.
aProfessor of Englneerlng and Public Affairs, Universjty of Washington, Seattle.
aDean, School of Engineerlug and Applied Science, University of California at Los
Angeles.

NATIONALASSOCIATIONOF MANUFACTURERS,
New York, N.Y., H a r c h 15,1972.
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Hon. B. EVERETT
JORDAN,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration,
U.S. Senate, TVashington, D.C.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN:The National Association of Manufacturers is vitally
concerned with the efforts and direction of scientific research and technology
which a r e manifestly essential to the national well-being.
With respect to S. 2302, to establish a n Office of Technology -4ssessment for
the Congress, we would like to call attention to a policy statement recently
adopted by the NAM Board of Directors on the subject of "Assessing the Utilization of Science and Technology." The statement says :
"Industry i s concerned with assuring the effective utilization of scientific and
technological resources which inevitably bear on economic growth, quality of life,
national strength, and the broadening of knowledge.
"In pursuit of this objective, we encourage wise planning and the cooperative
undertaking of research and development endeavors anlong industry, government, and educational institutions.
"We support t h e continued assessment of the impact of scientific and technological policies, plans, and programs by the government, industry, and other
segments of the community. I n this respect, representatives of industry must
study and take action on their findings unilaterally and in cooperation with
public and private organizations."
Accordingly, if a n Office of Technology Assessment i s established a s proposed
by S. 2302, we would urge t h a t the industrial research community be considered
a source of special expertise and counsel in the deliberations of t h a t body.
TVe would appreciate this letter being made a part of t h e hearing record on
S. 2302.
Sincerely,
WILLARDM. BRIGHT,Chairman.
UNITEDAIRCRAFT,
E a s t Hartford, Conn., M n r c l ~1,1972.
Hon. B. E V E R ~JORDAN,
T
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
My DEAR SENATOR
JORDAN:
The following remarks pertain to H.R. 10243
(Technology Assessment Act of 1971), the subject of current consideration by
your Sub-committee on Computer Services.
It is my understanding t h a t the purpose of this legislation i s to create a n
office which will provide the Congress with "effective means of securing competent, unbiased information concerning the effects-physical,
economic, social
and political, of applications of technology . . basic responsibilities and duties
of the office shall be to provide a n early warning of t h e probable impacts, positive and negative, of t h e application of technology . . .".
No one could question the desirability of this objective. B u t many of u s who
have spent our lives working to introduce new and improved technological capabilities into the public sector a r e concerned about what its actual effect will be.
One of the inherent characteristics of innovation is t h a t i t implies a departure
from current practice, and in the most significant cases, not infrequently involves substantial deviation from the orthodox view. The history of such innovations i s rich i n examples of instances i n which fundamental and ultimately usef u l developments were vigorously resisted by contemporary authorily. I am
afraid the simple fact is, t h a t we a r e just not smart enough to do what this
legislation contemplates doing. And if the Congress establishes a body which
i t believes can do this, there is grave risk t h a t this will lend further authority
and power t o the forces which have always resisted change.
Philosophically, I cannot unreservedly condone efforts to pass a priori judgment upon potential benefits and difficulties associated with new applications of
technology. However, a t least the hazard implicit i n such legislation can be reduced if the Congress will structure the implementing legislation so a s to prevent
the proposed office from falsely assuming the character of a national oraclewhere, i n fact, no such absolute judgment is possible.
To achieve this purpose, I would like to propose t h a t Paragraph c of Section 3
be modified to include after the next to last sentence the following words:
Such information shall be presented i n such a way a s to give equal and f a i r
expression to all qualified opinion.

.

The inclusion of this language will, I a m sure, not change the intent which
Congress has in creating this body, but will insure that the office does not usurp
itself the right to render arbitrary judgment which it enforces by withholding
from the Congress equally valid opinion.
I enclose a staff paper which we prepared about a year ago which illuminates
many aspects of this subject to which Congress has not been exposed in many of
its hearings on this subject.
I earnestly hope that the Committee will give careful consideration to the POtential strangulating effect of such a n office and carefully consider how the
Congress can achieve its legitimate information wants without this undesirable
effect.
Sincerely,
ERLE MABTIN.
TECHNOLOGY
AND FOREIQN
COMPETITION
(By C. B. Smith)
INTRODUTION

L

One hears these days, a n increasing amount about the evils of technology.
Concerns, both real and imaginary, about pollution, job motivation, and the loss
of cherished values have coalesced into a n appealing new aphorism-the quality
of life-which many fear is being laid assunder by the rampant growth of technology. The suggestion is that the government should do something. Congress has
responded,' the National Academy of Sciences 'and the National Academr of Eneineers have studied, and what has emerged is a proposal for Federal "technology
assessment."
F o r some, the bureaucratic solution has the appeal of paternal simplicity. B u t
in the minds of many who have been directly involved in the long and normally
painful process of implementing innovative changes, it implies still another layer
of resistance to change. They question whether anyone is really that smart,
whether increasing the inflexibility of our society is in its long term interest, and,
most immediately, whether in the light of growing international competition
we can afford to further inhibit the one aspect of the manufacturing process in
which me can still hope to excel. Perhaps the best way to convey THEIR concern
is to restate the proposition in more familiar terms. I t could be noted that ideas.
a t one time or another, have been a t least a s disruptive a s marhines; get who
today mould seriously recommend "idea assessment." No? Well, their concern
about technology assesment is based on exactly the same kind of reservations.
F o r several years now, the "concerned ones" have held the stage. The pendulum
is full over. I t is time to consider the "other side of t h e coin" before emotions get
frozen into unwise lams, and the jobs of millions of working people placed in
jeopardy. What follows is the viewpoint of those who believe that technology, f a r
from being the Devil, is the true giver of a superior quality of life.
THE STARTING POINT

The single most important characteristic which has brought man to his uninue
position among animals has been his ability to utilize natural resources to his
own advantage. The history of technology traces the gradual evolution of this
capability-which, for sundry reasons, has for the moment found its most fruitful
flowering in the United States. With only 6% of the world's population, this
country generates and consumes over one-third of the inanimate energy working
for man's benefit. There is a n endless set of statistics which can be rited to indicate the unique amnence of the society which has resulted. I n spite of the sneers
of some. all bathe ~enerouslvin the benefits-which a r e the envy and ultimate
objective of the rest of the world.
COMPENSATION,

PRODUCTIVITY A N D COMPETITIVENESS

The United S t a t ~ s 'nnique good fortane is, however, precariously perched on
a combination of anomalies which must he kept in halance if its competitive
1 T~chnolorvAssessment. Committee on Science and Astronautica, U.S. House of Representntires 90th Conp.. 1967 .
ditto Rlst Cnnp. . . nil1 H.R. 18469 now pending.
2 ~ w h n o l o c v .Process of Assessment and Choice. Nctional Academy of Science. July
1969.
3 A Study of Technology Assessment. National Academy of Engineering, July 1967.
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position i n the world market i s to be maintained. The balance which is placed
i n jeopardy by the attack on technology is t h a t between compensation and productivity. We, i n this country, a r e presently able to pay ourselves between three
and five times the r a t e of compensation which our counterparts i n other parts
of the world a r e able to justify (see Table I ) . Our unique standard of living
is derived directly from this differential.
Other things being equal, extracting this kind of personal profit would render
us totally noncompetitive in the world market. Fortunately, other things a r e not
equal. Up to now a t least, the U.S. has been able to maintain a compensatingly
higher r a t e of productivity. The term productivity a s thus used includes not only
manufacturing productivity i n the usual sense, but also innovative productivity. A product which is both unique and necessary can be sold anywhere, a t
any price. If the U.S. is to remain competitive, the balance between compensation and overall productivity must be maintained. Or, i n more personal terms,
if the U.S. is to continue to enjoy the type of compensation benefits which i t presently possesses, i t must maintain i t s counterbalancing productivity advantage.
I f it should lose this counterbalancing capability, it would lose its manufacturing export marliet.--currently running a t about $25 billion per year. This would
mean (assuming all-up labor costs a t $25,000 per year per employee) the loss
of roughly one million manufacturing jobs. The second casualty would be some
significant part of its domestic market. There a r e today 20 million Americans
employed i n the manufacture of transportable products which a r e directly snbject to import competition. Tariffs, such a s a r e now beginning to be discussed i n
Congress, can provide a temporary shield, but would also guarantee loss of the
already fading export market, and i n the process precipitate a major internal
depression. The arithmetic of the process is alarmingly simple. There a r e currently 78.3 million employed and 4.9 unemployed Americans. Give 11p the export
market and write off 1.0 million more jobs-one out of every five i n manufacturing. The overall unemployment r a t e would then be 4.9 plus 1.0 divided by 83.2
or 7.1%. Such a n unemployment r a t e would lead to a major market depre~sioll
and additional layoffs. The ultimate snowballing effect is a complicated, but
clearly unappetizing, problem in economic analysis.
HISTORIC TRENDS
Few disagree on t h e above generalities (although they a r e sometimes overlooked). But when one gets down t o the "whys," and therefore "whnts," i t b e
comes necessary to move onto more speculative ground. WHY, i t must be asked,
h a s the U.S. been able to maintain the overall productivity advantage which
has enabled i t to compete i n the world market, while paying itself markedly
hirher rates of personal compensation? And, WHAT a r e the essential features
which must be preserved if t h a t advantage is to be retained?
I t i s perhaps best to begin by noting t h a t the U.S. has not always enjoyed a
favorable manufacturing balance of trade. Prior to 1900, this country was primarily a n exporter of r a w materials and a n importer of manufactured products. During this period the country's manufacturing trade ratio r a n substantially
below one (ssee FIG. 1 ) . B u t in t h e econd half of the 19th Century, the concept
of assembly-line production of interchangeable parts, originated i n the U.S. by
Whitney and Colt, took hold-providing a solution t o the new world shortage of
craftsmen. This concept found rapid acceptance i n this country, hut did not in
Europe which, on the whole, clung t o the craft production of quality products.
The TJ.S.'s resulting ability to produce in quantitv with a relatively small and
relatively unskilled labor force led to a n unprecedented reduction in unit labor
costs ' (see Fig. 1 ) ; and the introduction of new, low-priced products opened up
vast new markets, both a t home and abroad. The result was a complete reversal
in the manufacturing trade ratio. By the beginning of the 20th Century, the
TJ.S. was enjoying a manufacturing trade ratio snbstantially greater than one.'
Tust a s Great Britain's energetic acceptnnce of steam power and the factorv s w tern enabled her to reap the initial fruits of t h e Industrial Revolution, the U.S.'s
early acceptance of assembly line production methods enabled i t to capture a

--

4 Ratio of labor coqt t o value added in mnnnfacture.
$ I t i q intrrrstlng. t o note t h a t 1900 alqo marks the founding bv General Elprtrir of the
first industrial research Iaboratorv. followed shortly thereafter by the duPont Corning.
nnd Re11 L:ihoratories. Thus waq 6orn t h concept
~
of innovative productivitv a< a ~ u p p l e ment to manufacturing prodnctivitv. and a normal p a r t of business growth. I t is noteworthy t h a t all of these companies have remained highly competitive long after the initial
inspiration of their founding fathers.
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handsome share of the international market i n manufactured products. TT7e
reap the rewards today.
I t i s pertinent to note t h a t there were dislocations and growing pains then,
too. Tlioreau early felt t h e passing of the simple unordered life, the Hudson
River painters satisfied a widespread craving for t h e vanishing wilderness, and
i n a climactic test. the refined culture of the country's agricultural aristocracy
vanished from the face of the earth? I n exchange, the average person got electric lights, modern plumbing, and cheap clothing-and today few really want to
go back to the days of preether operations. World W a r I1 introduced a discontinuity which masks all normal economic effects. The U.S. came out of the war
with a n extremely high-although artificial-manufacturing
trade ratio, which
h a s since been steadily decreasing a s t h e productive capacity of the rest of the
world came back. At the same time, the acceptance of mass market objectives,
the organization of large trading blocks, and the steady reduction i n transportation costs have opened up for the U.S.'s competition, markets fully compatible
with mass production techniques. The net result has been t h a t the U.S. i s losing
its mass production advantages and is today seeing its manufacturing trade
ratio rapidly falling for t h e Erst time in its history (see Fig. 1).This trend signals a genuine, a s yet only vaguely recognized, crisis i n the American economy.
I f i t continues, Volkswagen and Sony will be remembered a s only t h e Erst of a n
avalanche of foreign products penetrating the U.S. marketplace. The consequences to t h e American dream a r e obvious.
The U.S. shipbuilding industry provides u s with a gruesome example of this
process run full course. I n the days of the clippers, U.S. ships were t h e envy of
the world. B u t with the introduction of iron and steam (Lewis Mumford's
blackest enemies), the British forged ahead on the basis of their more advanced
technology, leaving the U.S. f a r behind. Today, operating within the framework
of t h e U.S. wage pattern, the shipbuilding industry, less obviously adaptable to
mass production techniques, lags well behind average U.S. manufacturing productivity "-while facing rebuilt Japanese and European yards, reputed t o have
higher productivity than the U.S. yards. I n t h e absence of any kind of overall
productivity advantage, the U.S. shipbuilding industry is today totally unable to
compete. Building a bulk cargo carrier in t h e U.S. currently costs roughly 50%
more than overseas. As a result, not only have we lost our foreign market but
U.S. buyers themselves now purchase 10 out of every 11 ships from foreign
yards.' The industry continues to exist only by virtue of large subsidies and
legislative protection-props which can be provided only when there a r e healthy
industries t o support a few special cases. Valiant efforts a r e now being made t o
rejuvenate t h e shipbuilding industry-and t h e focus of these efforts is on improved productivity. Before leaving this case, it is perhaps worth noting t h a t
t h e British in turn lost their dominance of t h e shipbuilding industry, not a s a
result of any revolutionary new invention but by simply failing to continue to
invent-thus allowing other coun'tries to catch up with the technology, and then
by virtue of their lower labor costs to take over t h e market.' The U.S. tppewriter,"' sewing machine, fabrics & apparel, domestic electronics, and automotive fields a r e i n various phases of succumbing to the same fate.
THE PROBLEM

There i s ample evidence, some of which h a s been cited above, t h a t the declining
productivity advantage of the U.S. i s a basic trend-one
which if i t persists
will lead to a continuing declining foreign trade position, and ultimately to
6Anglo Saxon culture h a s been uniquely rich in itq critics of technological chance.
England had i t s .John Ruskin who complained t h a t t h e furious t y ~ p r rof the ace was
chancinp "Merrie Olde England i n t o t h e l I a n with t h e Iron 94nsk And nf rnnrcp T i g r l
Marx Gho developed a wh?ole sociopolitical theorr on the basi.: of w h a t proved
he t h i
temp&rary dislocations of a changing socfetv. I n more recent times, Cliarl~e Chanlin
c r e ~ t e r la n indelible characterieation of the intellecJuals' concept of mechanized proiluction while Lewis Mumford ~ r o v i d e da heautifullv w-ltten-althonch
thorouchlr ohqnlelescript which h a s become t h e bible of t h e t r u e helievers When i t came d o v n to t h e morking level i n today's context however we find Walter Renther saving, "Let me make o m
position clear. We welcome 'automatidn a s a major force for growth i n our economy, hnlrli n c forth t h e promise of increasing abundanre for all if me use i t wisely and well."
(Cpnzressional Testimony. 86th Cong.)
, Statistiral A b ~ t r a c t s 1969
.
table 1109.
R?farine Engineermg/Log .Tune 1 5 1970 n 175
oAI3etween 1913 and 196d ~ r i t i s h ~ ~ w c h tonnage
ant
lannched declined from 58 percent
to 6 nprcent of t h e world's'total. The U S. share 1.: less than 4 percent.
10 With t h e notable exception of t h e electric typewriter-the
product of recent R. & D.

a loss of a t least 1.0 million manufacturing jobs and a t least a percentage point
increase in unemployment. I t is clear t h a t the quality of life in the U.S. will
suffer a serious blow if this trend is allowed to r u n to completion.
CAUSES

The next questions a r e the hard ones. WHY is this happening and WHAT
can be done about i t ? First of all, i t should be noted t h a t hard statistics indicate
that within the manufacturing sector, high labor costs, while a fact, do not
in themselves appear to be a n immediate cause. Overall, until very recently
the United States has maintained a good competitive position iu unit labor
costs of manufactured products (see righthand end of Fig. 1). This means
that productivity has substantially kept pace with wage increases." What
does appear to be happening is t h a t the manufacturing productivity of the
competition is increasing (see Table 11). As in t h e case of the British shipbuilding industry, a superior product c a n in time be matched by simply copying.
So what is superior today may be mundane tomorrow. To stay ahead, you
must keep going-forward. It is this race which the U.S. is now in the process
of losing.
ROLE O F R L D

Some insight as to what might be done about this trend can be obtained by
looking a t the results of various practices which have been followed by different
industries in this country. This too can be done on the basis of hard statistics
(see Fig. 2 ) which reveal a clear correlation between manufacturing trade
ratio and R&D investment.'' Although many peripheral factors undoubtedly
affect each of the individual cases noted on this figure, there i s a clear upward
trend of trade ratio with R&D investment. I t is evident that those industries
which have maintained the greatest effort to upgrade the quality of their product
have maintained the highest trade ratios. Innovation, resulting from R&D
investment, is thus a demonstrably successful means of maintaining a high trade
ratio-in spite of a wide wage differential and declining manufacturing productivity advantage. No other alternatives a r e apparent.
SOURCES OF R&D INITIATIVE

Pure competitive motivation leads to a large amount of private support for
R&D (45% in 196813). Such expenditnres protect t h e corporate entities, hat not
necessarily the country a s a whole. Corporations can and, in some cases, have
established overseas assembly plants when no other means of offsetting wage
differentials a r e available." I n such cases, the benefits to the U.S. economy is
largely lost. One of the main reasons this practice has not been more widespread
is that the U.S. Government in its own R&D and procurement programs has provided a selectively favorable environment for domestic innovative production. B y
so doing, it has insured that the required new skills and facilities will be located
within the U.S. This in turn gives the U.S. producers the necessary temporary
advantage to offset the international labor rate differential. Government R&D
thus plays a unique role in insuring the domestic germination and initial exploitation of innovation. Private R&D and capital follows.
Since World War 11, government R&D expenditures have been large and the
industries which have been involved have maintained uniquely high trade ratios
(see Fig. 2 ) . I n addition to forcing domestic germination of innovation, these
national programs have provided a great demand for innovation. Necessity, they
say, is the mother of invention ; and there is no doubt that the highly speculative
and extremely demanding ob.jectives which the Federal Government has supported
in its DOD, NASA, and other agency programs have forced m a w new develop11 Certain labor rostq notablv i n the construction industry a r e completelv ont of hand.
h o w ~ r e r .W h a t t h i s wiil e w n t o a l l y do t o t h e u n i t labor cost Af industry subject t o foreign
cornnetition I? a m a t t e r of grave concern to nll
l" A full d~scussionof t h e interrelated mechanisms through which technologiral advanre
affects prndncti\-itv i n t h e broad sense a s well fls t h e specific i n n u t factors d ~ t ~ r m i n i n z
tpchnolopical advance. w ~ l lhe forinrl ih Nelscn. P e c k , a n ? Ralnchek's, "Technology E r o noniic O r o r t h and Public Policy." The Brooklngq I n q t ~ t u t ~ o n1067.
,
N S F 70-28, A u g i ~ s t3970.
14 L a s t year one of t h e m a o r U S. a u t o m o t i w c o n ~ p a n i e s
inveqted more i n capital espanqion o ~ e r s e a st h a n i n t h e United State?.

merits.* I n addition, these programs have provided the start-up market and bypassed many of the inhibitions which would normally delay application : and have
thus contributed directly and indirectly to the international competitiveness of
U.S. industry.
BACKGROUND SUMMARY

I n general, there i s substantial evidence to indicate t h a t the way to remain
competitive i n the international marketplace i s to invest in product improvement.
Where compensation is disproportionately high, survival depends on the rate of
product improvement not just equaling but exceeding t h a t of the competition.
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

L

The case for technology assessment i s of long standing and most would say is not
without idealistic merit. Those who have reservations about such do so, not on
the basis of what it i s supposed to do, but on the basis of what past experience1'
indicates i t i s likely t o do-inhibit innovation and reduce U.S. competitiveness.
I n addition, those who oppose federal regulation of innovation question whether
unilateral action on the part of t h e U.S. could really suppress any marketable
technological development. They note t h a t much a s the U.S. might like to turn the
clock back, or sideways, or what have you, i t i s going to be hard for this country
to tell t h a t other 94% of the people of the world they should not do everything
they can to achieve the benefits which we enjoy. The nations t h a t a r e now growing
rapidly have shown few signs of sentimental wavering, and i t is hard to believe
t h a t they a r e not going to continue to struggle to achieve, one way or another,
what we already have-which means t h a t they a r e going to become progressively
more competitive. Attempting to stop technological change by unilateral action
is thus not unlike attempting to limit armament development. minus much of t h e
moral justification, not t o mention personal hardship identity, supporting the
latter.
Finally, those who warn aeainqt unilateral inhibition of the innovative process
chnllenae the implied assertion that we do not already have control of our
technological futnre. After all. they point out, the detrimental use of DDT is
being suppressed. jet transports have long followed noise abatement procedures,
and me don't have television monitors mounted in the wall of every living room.
The method which has prodncerl snch a flowering of innovation in t h e U.R. has
IsThe list of rivil innovations derived directlv from mainr Federal R. Rr T) procram9
is Ions. Since World War T. DOD and NAS,\ alone have heen pnmarilv responsible f o r
makinr rommerciallv avail-ihle-ahminum.
titanium, and fiher composite- : aircraft enpines of all trnes. direct ronver4on fuel cells, and nuclear power : radar. VHV commnnirations. and nreciqion navisation system.:: satellites for commnnirations. naviration and
weather observation: and computers. Relative t o t h e l a t t e r Ivan Rerenri i n a wcent
~ t n c l vof the world market in computers (Scientific America'n. October 1970) observed.
in r h m e n t i n p on U S leadership, t h a t YWerv manr ~ a r l vdesign was financed, d ~ i e c t l y
or indlrertlv hv t h e D e n a r t m m t of Defenw?. The comnuter is nnqnestionahlv a bv-nrodnct
nf militarv & ~ e ~ r r and
l l rlevelnpnlent in the first poctwar decaee." This initial effort was
ereatlv eunanded bv NASA in the A ~ o l l oprogrim. As n direct resnlt, U S rompnter
exnorts have risen from $48 million in 1960 to $728 million in 1969 with a trade ratio
of almost infinity.
~ ~ T k m o c r a t iinfltitutions,
c
insofar a s t h e y seek t o provide the maximum freedom for
i n d i r l ~ l a a linitiative. have provided fertlle ground for technological advance. B u t where
they have become involved in controlling innovation, they have a bad record of uncue
s ~ n s i t i v i t yto short-tenn interests. I n England, a t one time or another. t h e introduction
of steam propulsion, electrification, and telecommunications mere all inhibited hy protective leeislation. R. .T. Forbes illustrates t h esituation with the following fascinating quote.
"because i t rohhed
ln 1849 the new telegraph lines in Kentncky mere taken down
t h e a i r of electricity, the rain8 are hindered, and there ain't heen a good prop sinre t h e
wire was n u t nn." ( A 13istnrv of Science and Technology, Pelican No. A49R). "Expert"
advisors have a n equally dubious record of perspicacity. I n the l a t e 19th Century, Lord
Kelvin, in the great AC/DC debate, supported DC and led t h e official English system into
a mornus from which i t h a s not get fully recovered. Returning again to the United States.
we find on J u n e 1 0 1940 Theodore Von Karman, t h e nnquestion~ddean of aeronautical
engineering, puttin; his i a m e t o a National Academy of Sciences report containing the
folloTing statement . . "In i t s present s t a t e and even considerinr the improvements
r~ossiblewhen adonting the higher tenlperatures proposed f o r immediate future, the gas
turbine could hardlv he considered a feasible application t o airplanes mainly because of
the difflcnlty in complying with t h e stringent weight requirements i?lposed by aernnantics." Fortunately f o r the United States, the Academy o i Sciences dld not hnve legisIntire control. Most electronic enzineers now living a r e acntely aware of the lonr struggle
which Armstronq had with officialdom to obtain F C C approval of P h f transmission. and
every housr\vife'over 40 can recite t h e legislative history of oleomargarine. The building
codes on the books of almost every major city in t h e United StaJes stand today a s a stark
warning of t h e notential effect of legislated control of innovation.
On t h e current scene, t h e "debate" over t h e SST hnve fully displayed the kind of "scare
issucs" which can always he raised t o delay any new undertaking, while two of t h e
Kation's normally most farsighted Senators, one Democrat and one Republican, fought
to scuttle t h e effort t o save the shipbuilding industry.

...
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been to encourage innovation, and then clamp down on those undesirable side
effects which a c t u a l l ~develop. Innovation i s thus considered innocent until proven guilty, rather than guilty until all possibility of fault is disproven. Admittedly there a r e some ill effects, but these they see a s small i n conlparison to the
long-term consequences of the delay associated with trying to resolve every
conceivable hypothetical calamity.
ALTERNATIVE

On the other hand, increasing population density and increasing demand for
environmentally affecting services make unintended side effects, which would
have been of little consequence 50 years ago (when the population was half of
its present value), of more consequence today. To achieve the same degree of
control, the reaction time to mistakes must be reduced. This can be done m7ithout
attempting to p r e j u d g e b y maintaining strict environmental policing. Under
this concept, innovation would be allowed to proceed uninhibited, but the total
effect of t h e resulting changes would be closely watched and corrective action,
where proven necessary, taken promptly.
PRESENT SITUATION

The issue of federal control of innoration, a s such, has unfortunately never
really been debated. In the meantime, the one-sided dialogue on the failures of
technology has had its effect i n the public arena. The current fuel shortage is
the first hard impact. But from a long-range viewpoint, t h e more important
effect has been a growing disenchantment and a leveling off in RCD effort.
I n the last fire years, federal R&D has decreased from 12.6 to 8.7 percent of the
federal budget17-at a time when the rest of t h e world appears to have read
t h e American message well. All of the U.S.'s international competitors a r e now
increasing their R&D expenditures, both in absolute amounts and a s a percent
of GYP (see Table 111). I n contrast, total RGrD expenditures in the U.S. in 1970
a r e expected to amount to 2.7% of Gross Xational Product,ls continuins the
stendy downward trend of the last few years. Productivity i n most countries of
the world is similarly increasing faster than in the U.S. (see Table 11) ; and in
J a p a n almost three times a s fast.
S U M MATION

The most essential benefit which any society can confer on any of its citizens
is a secure job a t the maximum possible compensation. Job, and i n the l o w run
national, security depends on maintaining the ability to produce competitively.
As the era of the U.S.'s monopoly of the mass market passes, i t will have t o depend more and more on innovative productivity to maintain i t s overall productive
advantage and snpport i t s disproportionately high rates of compensation. This
means i t must encourage, certainly not discourage, innovation-in its attitudes,
laws, and budgets. This will bring change, the overall effect of which should
be beneficial and the side effects of which can be controlled by prompt environmental policing. The future quality of life i n America depends first and foremost on the snccessful pursuit of a course which will preserve its ability to pro+
dnce competitively.
TABLE I.-COMPERATIVE

COMPENSATION

Relative of average hourly compensation in manufacturing
(United States =loo)

United States.......................................
Canada ............................................
France .............................................
Germany (Federal Republic) ..........................
ltalv I ..............................................
Japan .............................................
Sweden ............................................
United Kingdom....................................

1950

1957

1964

1969

100
61
22
22
25

100
73
33
25
26

33
26

42
28

100
63
36
37
36
12
54

100
69
41
44
37
18
68
32

8

8

33

1 Data for wage earners, compared to US. production workers.
Source: Division of Foreign Labor Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics, September 1970, unpuoiished.

1TNSF-Federal funds for research and development 69-31 Aum~ust1969.
18Nationa.l Patterns of R. & D. Resources, NSF 69230, ~ e i t e n ~ b e1969.
;

TABLE 11.-COMPARATIVE

PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH RATES

Japan---------------------------------------United K i n g d o m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TABLE Ill.-COMPARATIVE

8.6
2.6

R. & D. EMPHASIS. TOTAL R. & D. EXPENDITURES, GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE
[As a percent of gross national product]

1962 1
1.3
Germany.-.-- --.
-.
- - - - - - - -- -- -- -- - - -- - - .-- - - - France---.
-- -- -- --.
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - -- -- -.1.5
Italy ...........................................
40.6
Japan ......................................................
United Kingdom ................................
2.2
U.S.S.R ....................................................
United States ...................................
6 3.1

1966 1

1967 2

1970 8

(estimate)

1968 3

2.7 ........................
2.6 ........................
0.8
0.9 ............
1.4 ........................
2.7 ........................
3.1 .......................
3.0
2.9
62.7

1.8
2.4
0.7
1.3
2.7
3. 0
3.0

I Freeman & Young: The Research and Development Effort jn Western Europe, North America, and the Soviet Union,
Organlzatlon for Economlc Co-operation and Development, Parls, 1965.
2 Bartocha B' Unpublished data courtesy National Science Foundation subject following reservation these ratios are
based on date from the individual countries. Since there could be differences In definitions among countriks, these percents
may not be completely comparable.
3 National patterns of R. & D. resources, NSF69-30, September 1969.
4 For 1963 SRI research brief No. 11. AWil 1968.
6 Governmentlprivate split, percent of GNP:

Government-.. ...........................................................
Private- .................................................................
Total, United States .................................................
(Note.-For

2.0
1.1

1. 5
1.2

3.1

2.7

distribution i n "International R. & D." see Stanford Research Institute, research brief No. 11,April 1968.)
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Hon. B. EVERETTJORDAN,
Chairman, Committee on Rules m d Administration,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEARSENATOR
JORDAN
: The following viewpoints a r e offered for inclusion in
the testimony you a r e receiving concerning H.R. 10243, Technology Assessment
Act of 1972.
The key benefits and dangers of the proposed legislation a r e well expressed
in its own statement of objective:
". . . duties of the office shall be to provide a n earliy warning of the probable impacts, positive and negative of the application of the technology,"
(Emphasis added.)
Reasonable people cannot question the desirability of an even-handed "early
warning of the probable impacts, positive and negative . . .". At the same time,
the dangers inherent in premature assessment a r e obvious. While present fads
for emotional anti-Technology persist, i t is vitally important that technology
assessment not be permitted to become a tool to inhibit research and develop-

.

ment. The best safeguard of the national interest would be to add language to the
bill which would require completion of substantial and comprehensive RRD
activities before a n assessment of the Technology could be initiated.
The national concern i s and properly should be to question the consequences
of applfling the technology, not of exploring the techno lo,^. Legislative concern
sbout producing, distributing, and regulating the technology should trirger
formal assessment exercises, but only when the facts and insight resulting from
a mature RRD effort a r e available.
History i s replete with examples demonstrating the wisdom of completing
RRD first. i n order to avoid irrelevant anxieties. Two will suffice.
1. Accounts have circulated f o r many years to the effect t h a t the invention of
the jet aircraft engine really consisted of the invention of longer runways. Thus,
had there been a n OTA which attempted to provide advice concerning the wisdom of continuing the R&D program before the feat of imagination in conceiving
longer runways, they might well have advised t h a t R&D should be abandoned
because the required engines would be econon~icallyunfavorable and intolerably
noisy. Premature assessment, in t h a t instance, could have deprived t h e nation
of leadership in t h e lucrative, convenient, and militarily important field of jet
aircraft.
2. Lawrence M. Lidslry, Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering, MIT, may
well have called attention t o another example of the importance of completing
R&D before getting too f a r into technology assessment. H e has pointed out in
the .Tannary 1972 issue of Technology Review t h a t by combining fast fission power
reactors and fusion breeding reactors, it may be possible to avoid altogether
certain severe difficulties i n economics and safety t h a t have heretofore slowed
progress separately on the fast fission breeder reactor and on fusion power
sources. Refore his challenging sugeestion, uqe of techno lo,^ assessment to evaluate the desirability of continued R&D support of fusion or f a s t fission breeding
could have damaged our leadership.
Our national technological lead h a s narrowed sufficiently to justify the most
careful and cautious procedures t o ensure t h a t we do not strangle R$D inadvertently through premature technology assessment bawd on incomplete knowledge o r guesswork.
I submit f o r the record a copy of a f a i r and thoughtful assessment of technological assessment itself by Mr. Englebert Kirchner and Ms. Kina A. Laserson,
Editors, Innovative Magazine, Number twenty-seven, 1972.
Very truly yours,
HAROLD
H. HALL,Vice Preaidmt,
Chief Technical Ofioer.
Enclosure.
111. TECHNOLOGY
ASSESSMENTAT
A N INNOVATION

SPECIAL
REPORT:

TECHNOLOGY'S

THE

THRESHOLD

NEW POLITICAL

ENVIRONMENT

If yon talk t o enough people about technology assessment, the
concept begins to sound a s marvelous a s motherhood. Except in this
case, nobody knows how t o get preznant. Still, a s this discipline takes
hold, staff editor-Nina Laserson-reports t h a t the federal government i s nssessing technology, and t h e private sector may have t o
follow suit.
Technology asqessment had its beginnings in a mood of congressional pique,
burgeoned into a minidiscipline a s it was picked up by academics, and has now
reappeared on Capitol Hill. It is something t h a t anyone concerned with technology will be hearing a lot about in the months to come, and may even be forced
to do some of. And if this embryonic discipline ultimately fulfills even a portion
of t h e expectations it h a s already engendered, the reverence with which some
people on the Hill discuss i t might well be justified.
By examining t h e relationship between technology and the environmentphysical, social, and political-technology assessment may affect all of u s : It
could provide a n early warning system f o r environmental mishaps and define
the necessary monitoring or surveillance mechanisms. I t could supply the kind
of foresight t h a t prompts the rejection of harmful technoloxical projects a s well
a s the exploitation of those most likely t o be beneficial. Finally. i t is seen a s a
tool with which the decision maker can set technological priorities and allocate
resources, and the legislator can d r a f t laws and regulations more sensitive t o
our society's mix of values.

B u t these a r e ideals, and the considerable literature on technology assessment
is so f a r ~ l ~ o s t full
l y of theory and promise; actual results a r e only beginning to
dribble in. Although t h e articulation of this concept i s important, i t would be
a mistake t o think t h a t some very wise men have already developed a parallel
methodology that-if
we'd only apply it-would
guide us down the path of
reason.
The definition of technology assessment i s elusive. It's a s though one asked
twenty people "What would you like your crystal ball to do?" Generally, i t is
assumed t h a t technology assessment will develop into a systematic inrestigation
of technological impacts on the complete environment (social and political, a s
well a s economic and physical) and will disclose the benefits and risks inherent
in the range of technological alternatives. Traditional experimental investigation
will be valuable a s documentation, but i t is not seen a s part of the central process of assessment ; rather synthetic tools of prediction and integration-trend
extrapolation, intuition, modeling, and so forth-are likely to emerge a s key
techniques.
The technology t o be assessed is generally assumed t o include t h e whole range
of environmental intrusions-power
plants, dams, and t h e like. However there
is some feeling t h a t social inventions (social security, FHA-VA policies, e t al.)
should be thrown into the assessment bag, a s these, too, a r e complex applied
"techniques," with profound primary a n d secondary consequences.
An assessment may be problem initiated ( w h a t can we do about t h e power
crisis?) or technology initiated (how can we use a f a s t breeder reactor?) Within
each of these categories a n assessment can be either prospective or retrospective.
I t doesn't take a n awfully clear crystal ball to predict t h a t it will be easier t o
do assessments t h a t a r e problem initiated ( w e seem t o have more problems than
technologies) and restropective (there's a lot of assessing we should have done
in the past but didn't).
I t is important to understand the various ways technology assessment differs
from traditional forms of analysis and prediction, snch a s long-range planning,
technological forecasting, systems analysis, and simple good engineering.
First, i t is most directly concerned with second-, third-, and higher-order
impacts, a s distinguished from the prime effects which a r e already preplanned,
intentional, or costed ont i n the initial proposal. We have learned t h a t remote
impacts can be more powerful, more pervasive, and more durable than the intended benefits of a suggested development, and a r e only now beginning to trace
back derivative consequences of older technologies to discover t h a t some of the
more deleterious "side-effects" could have been regulated out of the system-if
we had only known.
Second, technology assessment incorporates t h e needs of a n increasingly wide
range of constituencies. Some consider i t the first step towards "participatory
technology," and everyone believes i t is a n effort to direct technology toward
t h a t set of values perceived a s "the public interest." Past assessments, typically
economic or military, concerned themselves with direct costs or benefits to a
e l i t e g r o u p . As the indirect costs of technology have spread
select-usually
t o penalize the "innocent bystander," technology without representation begins
to look most un-American.
Besides being "multiconstituencied," technology assessment is interdisciplinary,
a s a result of our less-than-perfect record of solving problems through application of standard academic techniques. This poses a number of problems. Methods
must be follnd to integrate the widely different intellectual traditions of the
different disciplines, a s well a s the diverse modes of handling data. Integration
should proceed without scaring off the specialists and attracting only a mixed
bag of generalists into the technology assessment fold. I n the past, attempts to
reconcile the disciplines have often been met with disdain by experts who dislike having the elegance of their field prostituted through application.
Qualitative data, value judgments, and intractable parameters abound. (Contrary t o some government opinion, assessment i s not something t h a t can be
easily accomplished by giving The Rand Corporation a lot of money.) The man
who i s used to describing everything i n terms of partial differential equations i s
not likely to embrace "quality of lift-" indicators. GUYBlack, senior staff scientist a t the Program of Policy Studies in Science and Technology a t George
Washington University, describes technology assessment a s precis el^ t h a t kind
of problem which graduate students sometimes sllRgeSt for their PllD disertations, and which responsible faculties steer them away fIwm."
Unlike many other methods of analysis, technology assessment is seen not a s
a tecllnical device, but a s a policymaking tool. The methodological Precursors
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of this concept seem rather more closely connected with administrative processes
(systems analysis, PPBS, and the like) than with technical ones. Additionally,
technology assessment is clearly a n outgrowth of our sociopolitical situation,
not our technical expertise, and is very much tied up with political goals.
I n the past, many such goals-higger weapons systems, better satelliteswere virtually inseparable from the technical activities that supported them. Going to the moon was a direct application of technical know-how a s well a s a
romatic aspirntion. With our chancing objectives-it won't be quite a s easy to
sell the public on Mars-the
straight-line technological component has been
minimized.
There are no longer any major political goals that people feel science and
technology is the only key to. This particular attitude finds further expression
through national institutions; in the late 1950s these institutions were set np so
that technology could be expediently applied to what we perceived a s national
objectives. I n the early 1970s there are more institutional hurdles to overcome.
As national goals have become only technology-related, rather than technological, society's appreciation of the technical practitioner has changed. The scientist's mystique has deteriorated to the point where Capitol Hill wants to assess
his contribution, not merely fund it. I t wasn't all that long ago when laymen
couldn't understand the scientist's jargon, and ideas like the bomb were simply
incomprehensible. People seemed to believe that if you collected a group of good
scientists and engineers, and gave them all the money they asked for, anything
was possible. Scientists did little to dispel this notion.
Colossal naivete has, in some instances, been replaced by colossal mistrust.
Technolory is viewed a s a force which-while it may be weaker a t any given
point than political or economic forces-over time pushes inexorably in one
direction (which used to be called "progress"). The rhetorical question "Where
is technology leading us?" implies that there is a discrete (albeit unforeseen)
desination and a predetermined (if imcharted) route.
Technological force is seen a s threateninq because, unlike the political and economic forces which often serve to cancel each other out there is no perceived
counterweiqht to technological advance. This leaves two simplistic alternativPs :
Give technology a free rein (and pray for the best) or stop it. Technology assessment may be viewed a s a way of coming up with less extreme alternatives. Indeed, the consequences of technology assessment will be decisions-not technimies.
Then, too. technology assessment is a response to many of our problems which
loolc a s thouqh they were caused by technology. I n fact, technology is regarded
a s the most likely culprit because of all the contributions to a riven problem,
the technolo&al one is often the most visible, easily described, and the only
quantifiable one. As a praematic, social response to these problems, technology
assessment qives expression to the fear that we may not be able to coP*Rt
least not by applying the quick technological fix, a s we have in the past. With
this sort of problem orientation, the concept of technoloey assessment is lilrely
to be most often identified with preventive measures and prosrams rather than
a s many of its spokesmen a r e quick to emphasize, the pursuit of "progress."
ASSESSMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE

: CURING

BUREAUCRATIC TUNNEL V I S I O N

Since most big technological programs involve the federal government, and
since the government does have a n obligation to respond to the public, it would
seem the logical first home for a technology assessment capability. I n fact, in its
report "Technology : Processes of Assessment and Choice," a n a d hoc panel of the
National Academy of Sciences included among its recommendations that technnloqy assessment activities be ~ ~ e r f o r m eadt several governmental focal point?
within the executive and legislative branches of the government. Hopefully, this
dispersion of assessment activity would provide counterweights to the bureaucratic tunnel vision encountered within the various departments taken separately,
and would increase the set of constituencies taken into account during the assessment process.
Nevertheless, a s we begin 1972 the number of really broad-based programs of
technology assessment performed within the federal government can be counted
on the fingers of one mutilated hand. As Vary Taylor Coates of George Washington University's Program of Policy Studies in Science and Technology points out,
"although the ideal is a total, comprehensive, and continuing assessment of major
technologies and of potential applications, i n practice partial and short-range

oglst or two.
B u t the places where technology assessment would appear to be a logicaleven necessary-capability
a r e notably lacking i n any systematic effort to get
this sort of program under way. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
for instance, is i n a relatively unique position a s a body of decision malrers who
a r e literally in a position to portion out the government's income, eralunting progrltlns with major technological components against other such proqrams. Bllt
OMB does no formal technology assessment, and, with its lacB of technical expertise, depends on the Office of Science and Technology (OST) for this sort of
input. What, then, i s OST doing by way of technology assessment? Virtually
nothing, Edward E. David, Jr., the President's science adviser and director of
the office, demurs ; adding t h a t the operating agencies ought to be encouraged to
performed this type of activity.
Surely the Pentagon, with all of its technoloqical effort, must be attelnptinq
techllology assessment, if for no other reason than to help obtain the appropriations which seem to be a bit harder to come by these days. The scorn of DOD's
technology base i s certainly broad enough to demand these effortq-in substance,
L the Pentagall's investisations encompass most branches of engineeriag, a s 15,ell a s
the physical, biomedical, environmental, and behavioral sciences : i n dollars this
department's expenditure for "research and early development" is said to come to
nearly one and a half billion dollars, its advanced development projects cost
several hundred million more.
The Pentagon's Directorate of Defense Research and Engineering (ODDRkE)
is, in fact, preparinq a series of Technology Coordinatinq Papers. designed to
give DOD a handle on what research they a r e doing, what i t is accomplishing,
how i t can be better managed and more efficiently performed. This i s the closest
the Pentagon comes to performing technolosy assessment, each paper concerning
itself with a discrete technological area (such a s biomedical research), and describing its utility and technical applications (with some emphasis on finding out
n-here the Pentason's money is going).
I t becomes clear t h a t Defense i s not really assessing technolosy ; rather, i t i s
making a necessary effort to come to grips with i t s own size. Not renlly certain of
the activities within the farther r e a c h ~ sof DOD, ODDRkE finds technology inaccesqil~lea s well a s unassessable.
Amidst this dearth of extensive systematic assessment, three prosrams-all
linked to the execntive branch of the government-stand out ac: offering promise
for technology assessn~enta s a n ongoing national endeavor. Two of these programs-initiated
hy the ATational Science Fonndation ( N S F ) and by the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) a s chartered through the Sational Environmental Policy Act-represent
attempts a t actual. broadbase4 asqwsment. The
third was directed a t developing a generic methodolosy for assessment ( a technoloqv assessment technolosy), and was performed a t OST i n conjunction with
IlTTRE Corporation under the aegis of Gabor Strasser. 0ST's technical assistant
to the director. (Unfortunately. OST's involvement with technnlngv assessmpnt
e11dprl with S t r a s s e r ' ~departure for Rattelle Memorial Institute late last year.)
I . ORT's technolog~lnsscss~nrntmefl~of707oq.tt
m7hen Strasser joined OST. technology asswsment became his responsii3ility.
Xot qllite sure what to do with it, Strasser found in the literature two types of
concerns : some writers considered how important. difficnlt, and diffuse i t was:
others tried to come up with a wirinq diagram explainins where they m70nld put
this cRpnl)ility, assuming i t existed. B u t Strasser wanted another question ansnyererl.
Given t h a t assessment is important. given t h a t there i s some logical
,,lace to locate i t and given t h a t someone h a s come 11P with funds. a secretary.
a tvpewriter, what does the assessor d o when he goes to work J l o n d a ~mornins?
ITRE RE chose to deliver their methodoloqical recommend~tionsin
OST
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i n the Colorado River Valley. The first-order, desired impact (more water a t
Point S ) was investigated, a s were such diverse impact8 a s those impinging on
recreation, transportation, education, health, and iniscellaneons regional biota.
RAXN is sponsoring similarly comprehensive assessments in such areas a s offshore oil production and alternatives to the internal combustion engine. These
ventures into the realm of interdisciplinary, multiconstituency research seem to
represent a departure i n the modus operandi of t h e traditionally disciplineoriented foundation. RANN's technological assessor i s not encouraged to squirrel
himself-and
N S P s funds-off i n a pristine laboratory somewhere; he is asked
to plunge willy-nilly into the murkier area of factional interests and ralue
judgments.
3. CDQ's statutory assessnzents
The most broad-based form of technology assessment currently practicecland one which h a s already had a noticeable effect on policy malring-is the body
of environmental impact statements required by Section 102 of the Sational
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. NEPA established the Council on Environmental Quality, and provided t h a t all agencies of t h e federal gorernment file
with this council a report on "legislation and other Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment." This means t h a t the proposed
construction of a relatively small, discrete artifact such a s a highway or a dam
requires a statement. I t also means t h a t a report of t h e potentinl implementation
of a. new technology-such a s the AEC's breeder reactor-is filed with the C o ~ ~ n c i l .
What makes the impact statements sound very much like technology assessment i s t h a t they specifically require a great deal more than a n analysis of firstorder effects on t h e physical environment. Besides the "environmental impact"
per se, the reports must include "any adverse environmental effects which cannot
be avoided should t h e proposal be impleinented, alternatives to t h e proposed
action, the relationship between local short-term uses of man's enrironment and
the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity, and any irreversible
and irretrievable commitments of resources which R O U ] ~ be involved in the
proposed action should i t be implemented."
Since i t s inception, CEQ has received in excess of 1.200 such statements, which
i t clistribntes to all agencies and interested parties in and out of government.
The Council formulates and solicits comments concerning the statements, hopefully ensurinq t h a t their preparation becomes a n iterative process. With the
benefit of these reported data, the Council advises OMB and the President a s to
the advisability of a project under consideration. "Our role," says Gordon J. F.
MacDonald, one of the Council's three members, "is advisory, with no veto power.
We oversee the assessment process and deliver substantire comment to the
executive."
As assessments, the impact statements a r e f a r from ideal; taken a s a new
body of literature, they exhibit virtually no uniformity i n terms of quality,
scope, or cost-some of them a r e merely old d a t a i n new packages. Many of them
tend towards the evaluation of t h e straight forward technology and direct dollar
costs implicit in the various projects because, a s MacDonald comments, "it's easy
to assess the hydraulics of a dam o r the nitrogen depletion of the water going
over the dam. But these a r e trivial problems compared to the question of the
changing land-use patterus resulting from the construction or t h e fluctuating
rnral/wilderness balance."
I t i s easy t o be overly critical of these initial assessment attempts. The idea
i s new, and agency administrators a r e no doubt confronted with problemr of
manngement and nuances of approach quite foreign t o them. Then, too, agency
resources have not been expanded in ])roportjon to this new demand. 9miniamm
impact statement is liable lo cost $50,000, while typical assessmentc, probably
run in excess of $150,000. Then there is the Trans-Alaskan Pipeline Statement,
completed a t a n estimated expenditure of $6 to $7 million.
The Pipeline Statement, and the hearincs it engentlered, a r e the latest in a
series of events, responsible for halting construction of the oil line. Not that we
won't someday have a supply of fuel dripping south from our northernmost state,
but the pipeline a s envisioned h a s been evaluated and the project now under
consideration differs in detail and concept from t h a t originally proposed.
CEQ's reaction to a Corps of Engineers statement hdped to halt the Tocks
Island project, designed to construct a dam over t h e Delaware River. What
malres this particular asswtion of CEQ's advice notable is the tharacter of the
Corps a s the original pork barrel agency, accustomed to scattering artifacts
throughout the land. Although it has alnlags operated with a low profile, the
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historic inevitability. Such a process i s always painful. I t is, however, necessary.
One result will be t h a t you should not expect the AEC t o fight the industry's
political, social, and c h m e r c i a l battles . . . i t i s not t h e responsibility of the AEC
to ignore in your hehalf a n indication of coneressional intent or to ignore the
coi~rts.We have had a fair amount of advice on how to evade t h e clear mandate
of t h e federal courts. I t i s advice we difl not think proper to accept. . . . I beliere t h a t broadside diatribes against environmentalists [are] not only i n bar1
tacte hut w r o n ~ . "
T h e substantive omisqions t h a t t h e courtc: brought to light i n Calvert Cliff%
and t h a t the CEQ pointed out with reference to the Toclrs Island project, strongly
s n g e e ~ t h a t a n operating agency may not he the best assessor of i t s own nctivitr.

bilities of the Office a r e seen a s the development of a n early mirninq system sensitive to the existing and probable impacts of technology and the formulation of
infornlation to assist Congress in determining the relative priorities of the progrnms i t must vote on.
The Office wonlcl operate a s a contracting agency, handing out assessment
awignments to varions independent laboratories. Assessments conld he initiated
either by congressional committee chairmen or by members of the hoard (composed of a director, two senators. two memhers of the House, the comptroller genem1, the director of the Congressional Research Service, and four Presidentially
n1)pointed "persons eminent in one o r more fields of science or engheering or
experienced in the administration of technological activites.")
Certainly, the body of laymen who appropriate the funds for approximately
two-thirds of our national RkD effort deserve some sort of technical advice. This
i s a thought not new with the OTA bill : Indeed, members of Congress have, i n the
past, entertained notions of congressional think tanks, a congressional OST, and
Kol)el laureates in residence. As congressmen find increasing evidence t h a t information passed on to them from the executive somehow gets distorted en route,
their desires for such advice h ~ become
~ e more vocal.
Most nnderstandahly this view of OTA a s Congress' oTn, private, informationgettinq body i s a factor decidedly in favor of t h e bill's passage. I n the pest, important technological decisions have been made i n the executive branch and sirnnly
])resented to Congress a s items meriting support. Confonnclecl by the mechanism
of execntive privilege, and pressnrecl by lol>biesand other special-interest gronw.
Congress would often be kept unaware of possihle technological alternatires and
societal options.
The bill may also pass simply because i t h a s no visible opposition. I t is inoffensirely worded, and has the unanimous endorsement of its House Committee mem1)ers. Accoriline to a Senate Rnles Commi ttee spokesman, their version "has moderate sponsorship, and i s endorsed by bc)th flaming liberals and arch-consermtires."
ver, h a s placed it in the category of nonF1.R. 10243's very inoffensiveness, hon7e3
controrersial legislation, with the resnlt that i t has not piclwl up innrh momentiun. Vrgent legislation conld continue to give the bill the low-priority status i t
h a s xssnmed thus far. It's not a s sexy, sag , a s a bill designed to meet the economic
sitlintion. A congressional staffer commen t s t h a t the bill ha4 Imor visihility-ontside of itc: committee a minority of the corigressmen a r e conversant with the leeisIation. Elsewhere on the IIill i s h a s been suggested, not without some cynicism,
t h a t what the bill needs to get it throngh is a prompt environmental crisis.
b
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The first conclition--that of OTA's lack of bias, or value freedom-is a nearly
impossible one t o meet. I n theory, there a r e two possible ways to establish a n
impartial, unbiased board. One could staff i t with unbiased people. Or one could
select its members so that they represent a mix of biases t h a t could, i n the long
run, cancel each other out. I f a n OTA can be "objective" a t all, then i t n7illhave
to approximate this ideal state through the latter method; for even if i t is
possible to posit a value-free science, one can hardly find a value-free practitioner of t h a t science. Since we can hardly expect OTA's operations to blithely
step ontsicle their chanvinism for assessment purposes, probably the Office's
best bet wonlcl be to gather together a s all-inclusive a mix of antagonisms a s
possible.
If and when a n OTA i s established, assuming i t somehow manages to get hold
of some full-fledsed assessments, i t s success will depend on nothing more than
whetl~eri t can inflnence the leqislative process-directly
by pnlling votes, or
indirectly by adding to the knowledge base of the policy makers.
Lewis 51. Branscomb, director of the National Rnreau of Standards, reminds
u s t h a t "the congressman's actions a r e going t o be a combination of his own
personal jndg-nient. based on anything he can learn in a very short period of time,
and weighted by the sum of all the pressures placed upon him by his peers and
his conc:tituency." The way he arrives a t his political decisions doesn't necessflrily nlake technical sense. As i n t h e exxmple below, the process of compromise
can sometimec: be quite arbitrary:
The 19.53 Flnmmable Fabrics Act indicates t h a t fabrics a r e to be trsted by
locn tins them on a stainless steel sheet a t a 45" angle t o the horizontal. igniting
onr end, and timing the burning process. T h y 4Fi0?Very s i m p l e t h e consumeristc: wanted i t rertical, because burnine is very f a s t t h a t way. The manufacturers
wanted it horizontal for the obvious reason. I t happens. in this case, that 4.5" is
a technically acceptable compromise, but one can imaeine sitnations where the
political resolution wonld not be a s technically serendipitons. Unless a n OT.2
can lend a n added dimension to the resolution of conflicts such a s this, i t might
well fi~nctionmerely a s a supplier of ammunition for the side of a n argumrnt
most in need of backing data.
The Office could also fall into operating a s a congressional complaint bureau.
Congressmen. listening f o r rnn~blesof discontent from their constituencies. conld
call for assessments only on such concerns that have already found their may
into the cocktail-party, weekly-editorial circuit. Resides turning OTA into a
reactive performer of individual job requests, such assessments wonld in all
prohahility fall into the too-little-too-late category. When public sentiment grabs
hold of a crisis, i t is a l ~ r e t t yfair ,gness t h a t it's advanced t o a point beyond
which a n assec:sment cfln be of optimal utility. What, for example, a r e the
rhances of OTA sponsoring a n assessment a s appropriately tinled as, say, NSP's
Snowpaclr study ?
OTA mill not he operating in a vacuum-it
will be supported by a rather
tempestnous political forum. Will working f o r 535 bosses force t h e Offire to
concern itself with pedestrian and noncontroversial issues alone? The Science
anrl Astronautics Committee---whose menlbers a r e not chosen for their political
sliills-is politically weak compared to other congressional behemoths. I t i s
unlikely t h a t OTA'y voice could be long heard were i t too loud or too objertionable.
S o t only has Congress gotten along without a n OTA f o r a considerable period
of time. it h a s adapted its rhetoric to virtually exclude the sorts of innntc:
provided by assessment. Indeed it becomes apparent t h a t through the RST
debate. through the discussions of Cannikin and t h e ARM, t h e environmentally
concerned "opposition" has developed a modus operandi which may actually

\ ~ o r l ia q i n s t terhnolory assessment. Ways of dealing with the presq, styles
nf rhetoric, and paths for information dissemination have become systematized

in ways t h a t may be politically more powerful than t h e cold, hard look. Where,
then, does assessment fit into the forensic structure?
There a r e murmurs t h a t OT-4 can only be a s good a s i t s first leader-he
is goinr: to have to set the tone, determine t h e extent to which t h e outfit can
rnn a credible operation. Having the responsibility to ask for assessments not
requested by Congress gives him a certain amount of power, if taken advantage
of. Opinion h a s i t t h a t the leader will be plucked out of private industrypresumably from a corporation with a n extensive r e s e a ~ c hinvolvement. I t i s
relatirely certain t h a t he will have a good working linowledge of t h e government,
and i t i s probable t h a t i n view of Congress's somewhat defensive attitudes
toward the executive and i t s methods of distributing info~mation,the Senate
will exert i t s advise-and-consent prerogative to t h e fullest if the President appoints someone with whom he's been too chummy for very long.
A leader out of the private sector might naturally be exnected t o enlist industry's faith in t h e Office. F o r whether the ability to subpoena information
from unwilling sources remains with the bill, or i s thrown out i n one of the
rewrites to passage, OTA will not be operating in a pure research environment,
and will have t o rely to same extent on the willingness of private enterprise
to accommodate i t s needs.
With the odds seemingly stacked against OTA's effective operation, ~ h y
should Congress have i t ? Because ( a t least some) congressmen feel their
paucity of technical information is critical. And because any mechanism which
has the slightest chance of bringing issues to a decision point before catastrophe results is worth a try. And because t h e increasing complexity and interdependency of legislative actions rerlui~emore analysis than ever. And b e c a u s e
qince it's a new idea, a new approach, and a fresh, unentrenched group of
bodies-it could well deliver "early warnings," and might even work t h e way
its sponsors predict. F o r a while, a t least.
And recollection of p ~ e v i o u s"technological" debate only sPrves to underscore
the fact t h a t there i s a need for something like a n OTA. Richard L. Garwin
of IRM wonders whether we can ever "achieve rational analysis or avoid
personal vilification once a question reaches the level of controversy of the SST.
I t would lw a sl~hstantinlimprovement, however. if a better and more responsible
background of information, analysis, and program alternatives could be laid
for a decision within the Administration and f o r availability to the Congress
anrl to interest groups outside."
Laurence H. Tribe. professor of law a t Harvard and execntive director of t h e
NAS Technology Assessment Panel. sees the lesson of the SST a s demonstrating
t h a t when environmental and social values just happen to line up with t h e economic ones-dirert dollar costs--the environmental interests appear to "win." R n t
we need a more effective representation t o these interests, t h a t will perhaps be
filled by a n OTA.
And-although this i s logically dificult-imagine the ranqe of issues of criqesto-he t h a t a r e not subject to timely congressional attention. OTA will be worth
its appropriation if i t happens to stumble upon one one or two.
A4SSESSh.IENTS BY INDUSTRY:

WARDING O F F "FUTURE

SHOCK"

Opinion i n Waqhington i s divided a s to whether industry should get a t all
involved with technoIogy assessment, or whether the government alone ( a s t h e
guardian of the public interest) should be the focal point of such activity. Proponents of the latter viewpoint-a
minority, it seems-argue
t h a t industry
shouldn't have t o pour a lot of money into a potentially low-payoff process and,
besides, the private sector really can't be trusted.
The first objection, t h a t technology assessment can't pay f o r itself, is, for
a t least some industries, a s short-sighted a s maintaining t h a t market research
per se produces no profit. I n a sense, technology assessment done for and by industry can be regarded a s market research extended t o include the unfolcling
social and political environment. The second ob.jection, t h a t of industry's inherent
untrustworthiness, assumes t h a t private technology assessment must be performed
for essentially altruistic purposes. B u t technology assessment a s a component of
the rampant social consciousness much touted these days need not be an issue.
So f a r industry has expressed two viewpoints on technology assessment: t h e
contract research outfits welcome it a s a new source of direct business : companies
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J nese reeumrlons close o11t Creamlty ln tlle sense t h a t a manufacturer discorering a new means of supporting a certain number of pounds per linear foot and
attenuatinc sound by a comfortable number of decibels i s prevented from implementing the results of his research : Desim standards do not take into a c r o ~ ~ n t
new materials t h a t can perform a s acceptably r s those spccifierl. If. R S nn alternslog^ aSsessment can work towards Aetermininp the criteria
t i r e a p ~ ~ r o a c techno
h.
n-hich neople n-ant their houses to meet, i t i s possihle t h a t a system of remlations
could he constructed t h a t wotild subject industry to a rlifferent set of r e s t r ~ i n t s .
dictatina n-hat society w m t s out of the technoloay, and leaving t h e so!ntions to
f a r more open than they a r e now.
~w does not affect industrial technology m ~ r e l yby issuinr dirertires
FPte some step in tho research-dcvelopm~nt-proclnction-rliffllsio~~
use of l a w i n altering monetary incentives might m d l nffert terhwment activities. The recent eronomic trend h a s been towardc: Rn
tion" of costs b r the mannf-~ctnrerand t h e immediate consnmer.
wts identified with the m n m ~ f a r t n r eand rlisposal of a d v e n nroA11.t.
ion simply imnliec: t h a t cnsts nnce borne hv man nnsnspe~tingnnhlic
pollution) v i l l be placed on the heads of t h e mannfacturer or user
I such a s the auto companies and anto purchas~rc:.)
ore, trends i n leeal branches such a s contract. t w t , and property lsnT
larent t h a t profit-making. enterprises will have to assume more and
~sihilityfor the adverse conseqaences of their activitiw. Breach of
r example. no longer requires a n explicit contract. and innocent hv~tmerely direct buyers of a product. have legal reco1irse to :, maniinuld his product malfnnctinn. Additionallr. the clasqifications of
)e rompensated have broadened. and the l e r l l and political demands
itution h a r e become more compelling.
the government's influenw over the private sector ston 8 t the wrjtine
: or the alteration of economir incentives: Legislated c h a n ~ e in
s the
ision-making structures can have a profound effect a s well. As nn
e recent Toxic Substances Control Act and t h e Marine Protection
luire industry to demonstrate t h a t its activities a r e not danzcrous Iac:
he earlier legislation which placed the burden of proving dnnger on
nent) . These Presidentially initiated proposals might well inspire
nology assessment.
this adds 11p to is the fact t h a t the business environment has chanqed
~d further changes a r e imminent. It would be we11 for the prirnte
Ive a means of anticipating these changes, so i t can adapt to them
i nIodation becomes too painful, or too costly.
Vf sd, technology assessment appears to be a tool t h a t can preempt
f L~ t n r eshocl~," Frederick TV. Giggey, principal i n Peat, Marmick,
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and the like-as terhnoloqy assessment. Alternatively, they have been applying
traditional techniqnes to this new problem.
Intuition seems to be a frequently used n~ethodoloqy;hminstorming is the
parallel technique. The consultation of "experts" characterized the typical
assessment effort. with little inclination to drxm in swcial-interest gronps, snch
a s environmentalists or consumerists. As infreqnently a s these gronps were consumed, t h e public a t large was included even more rarely. Familiar processec
(snch a s systems analysis and operations research) werP employed, a s v7ere the
more faddish ones, such a s Delphi techniqnes.
The frequent w e of precedent and literatim? snrveys shamed a heavy reliance
on "old" ideas and information, a s did the failure t o do more than a sinatterinx
of experimental investigation. Furthermore, prirtlte assessment teams were
noticeably larking in sociologists, psycholoeists, economists, and so forth. The
fact t h a t a $10 million assessment effort (concerned with the physical and
esthetic environment) employed only scientists and engineers is revealing.
Indwtry's halfhearted approach to technology assessment should rome a s n o
surprise. An expensive activity, private terhnoloqy assessment enjoys no t a x
incentive or reimbursement policy a s yet. Assessment in response t o government
standards is hampered t o the extent t h a t such standards a r e inconsistent and
prone t o rapid change. Where technoloq assessment i s performed a s a staff
function, the line functionaries who may be affected by t h e outcomes see reason
for worry.
Logically, there appear t o be two loci for a broad-based industrial terhnoloqy
assessment capability. Large corporations, ~ i t hsecure market pocitions and
hiqhly visible images, may well find assessment t o be i n their best interest-both
a s a device for opening n p technical options and a s a public relations gambit.
Trade associations, representing such groups a s t h P power, informa tion, or
chemical inrh~stries,may come t o regard technology atwessment R S a uqef111 component of their lobbying activity.
to
B u t nltimately, the decision of whether industry- -or anyone else-nnrht
jump wholeheartedly onto the technology assessment hanrlmacon denends on a n
ns yet unanswered, possibly nnanswernl)le, question : Will this activity h a r e a
decisive impact on present or future problems? The answer, of course. is contingent on a seemingly endless list of imponderables. C'an a n assessment methodoloxy evolve? Will a n atzsessment be ahle to specify a n optimal technolosical
conrse? If it does, will our decision-making procewe's, governmental or indnstrial, choose this course more often than not?
I n a problem-ridden environment, real technnloey a~ssessmentis a n espencire
long-tenn gamble. If it fulfills all those espectationr;:-and chances a r e i t will
meet some-then, like everything else, it's surely n-orth the risk.

Washington newsletter published by Daniel S. Greenberg, a former editor of
"News and Comments."
The best picture of the government's plans a n d actions on R&D of course is
conveyed every year by The Budget of the United States Government and the
section on "Federal Research and Development Programs" in the companion
volume of Special Analyses. Both publications a r e available from the Government Printing Office.
For most people interested i n R&D, t h e amount of detail i s forbidding in the
full-scale Budgct but a bit inadequate i n the Special Analyses. A happy medium
i s struck by An Analysis of Fcderal Research and Developmrnt Punding by
B?rc!qct Fztnctinn ( N S F 71-25), which h a s ,just been put together by t h e National
Science Foundation's Division of Science Resource4 and Policy Studies for
fiscal 1960-72 and is available from GPO. NSF plans to update this analysis
on a n nnnunl bnsis, in effect extending Federal Funding and National Priorities,
by Leonard Lederman and Margaret Windus (Praeger, 1971, $15), which still
gives the best analysis of federal RRD i n t h e recent past but stops short with
fiqcal 1971.
Various aspects of the basic policy problems of government-sponsored R&D
a r e dismssed i n R. R. Nelson, M. J. Peck, and E. D. K.?lachek, Teclrnolog?/,
>:rono~?ic Gmwth and Pf~blicPolicy (Brookings, 1967, $6.95) ; Science. Grouith
and Rocicf?/ (OECD Publications Center, 1971, 52.25), a report prepared for the
Orgnnisntion for Economic Co-operation and Development by a group headed
by Harvey Brooks; and Toward a Science Policy for the United States, a 1970
report by the House Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development,
which is available from GPO. On t h e crucial question of t h e proper scale for
the government's involvement in RRD, fresh light i s thrown in two recent
articles by Yale economist Richard R. Nelson: " 'World Leadership,' the 'Technological Gap' and National Science Policy," in the July 1971 issue of Minerca,
and "Governmental Support of Advanced Civilian Technology : Power Reactors
and the Supersonic Transport," co-authored with George Eads i n t h e summer
1971 issue of Public Policy.
The baffling economics of R&D a r e surveyed by a number of authors i n NSF's
A Rcriew of the Relationship Between. Research and Development and Eco?zomic
Growth/Productivitv, a n expanded version of which should be available from
GPO by about April. The bluntest statement of how little we know about the
economic effects of R&D probably i s Lester C. Thurow's "Research, Technical
Procress, and Economic Growth," i n the March 1971 of T r c h n o l o g ~Re?iiew.
How much we need to know i s illustrated by "Our RBD Economics and the
Space Shuttle," by Klaus P. Heiss, i n the October 1971 issue of Astronn7rtics d
Aeronnzttics, which gives a good idea of t h e highly sophisticatecl econometric
tools now required to juqtify larqe federal RBD investments. I n John E. Morrisser's "An RRD T a x Credit to Spur Productivity and Employment," the March
1971 iqsue of the same magazine carried the most extensive statement to date
of the prohably hopeless case for RBD t a x incentives.
“Probable Levels of R&D Expenditures i n 1972: Analysis and Forecast," on
whirh the second p a r t of this special report i s based, i q available from BnttelleColumbus.
If the ilisrussion of technology asqeqsment haa prompted the indnqtrial mmlazer to nsk how his oprrntion miqht he affected by this new rlerelopment or
why his organization ought to invest in such a capability, serernl authors who
hnre taclilrd the regulatory implications of awe?-ment may provide a partial
answer. I n this vein, Laurence H. Tribe discusses the types of legal intervention
"--t could influence awessment i n "Legal Frainen-orlrs for Asseswlent and Conof Technology" (dfivrrurr, April 1971). Milton Katz clecribes the relationship
reen certain liability laws and the assessment process, emphasizing the value
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caw (February 1!)52). and a n early 1972 issue of IEI3I4's Rpcctrum. ,It George
Washington University, Vary Taylor Coates has pnt together a "Technoloq
Assessment of Space Stations," available from their Progr:un of Policy StuAiec:
in Science and Technology.
Coates' paper is one of a flood of staff discussion papers, monographs, and
occasional papers frequently emitted from the GWU gronp. Amonq those of
interest to the nonespert a r e Melvin Kranzberg's "Historical Aspects of Techn o l o ~ yAssewment," Coates' "Examples of Technology Assessnlent in t h e 'ecleral
Government," mil Harold P. Green's "The Ailverhary Process in Technologr
Assessment." The latter suggests t h a t what we really need i s a technology assessment agency t h a t will a c t a s a responsible devil's advocate or technological omr)ntlsmnn. Louis 1-1. Dlayo h a s written a lenqthy cliwuqsion of the "Scientific
nIethod, Adversarial System, and Technology Assessment," in a GWU monogrn1)h.
Congress' involvement with assessment can be traced back to ~ m i i i oQ. Dadclnrio'h first basic statement ("Technology Assessment") in which he tliwisses
t h e c.ongres,+ionalneed f o r such a capability, the potential scope of a n assessment
effort, and his subcon~mittee'splans. The paper, published i n 1967, can be obtained from the Government Printing Office. Also arailable from the GPO a r e
the Legislative Reference Service's report to the Dacldario snbcommittee ("Technical Information f o r Congress") and t h a t submitted by the Sational Academy
of Sciences (Technology: Processes of Assessment and Choice"). The former i~
a thorough study of how congressional decisions regarding specific technological
projects (such a s Project nlohole, the Salk Vaccine, and the test ban treaty)
a r e made. The latter, recommending a n institutional framework for technologp
assessment, is summarized by Harvey Brooks and Raymond Bower i n Beientific
Amcricnn, February 1970. Raphael G . Kasper has compiled the views of eleren
assessment "authorities" i n Technobgfj Assewnent: Cnderstandii~gthe Rociilt
Conscq?tcnccs of Techno7ogicnZ Applications (Praeqer, $16.50). Dne for publication early this year, the book emphasizes the problem of developing a congressional assessment capability.
S s with any respectable discipline, technology assessment is about to get its
on711 journal. Called Teol~nolo(/yAssessmmt R~?iie?o,i t will be published by
Mouton i n The Hague, The Netherlands, hopefnlly by Feb. 1 of this year. The
journal should be of some use, if for no other reason than to gather the volnminous assessment literature together i n one place.
I
ENGI.EBERT
KIRCRNER,
SINA
LASEQS~X.
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE OF TEE PRESIDEXT,
OFFICE O F ;~IANBGEZIEIVT
AND RTWGET.
Washington, D.C. illarch 4 . 1972.
IIon. B. EVERETT
JORIIIN,
Clifvirmnn, Comniittee on Rulcs and Administration,
C.N. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEARMR. CHAIRMAN:P o u r letter of August 27, 1971, req
this Office on 8. 2302, a bill t h a t would establish a n Office of
ment for the Congress.
r to the Congress a s to the need for such a n Office ,
established a s a separate entity or be placed \Tithi1

agencies of the Congress. Our comments a r e directed to those provisions of tlie
bill t h a t would directly involve the executive branch.
Two provisions raise difficulties. Section 4 ( a ) (5) of the bill would provide that
the President appoint four members of the Technology Assessment Board from
the public, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. I t i s clear from
statements of congressional supporters of S. 2302 cad similar bills t h a t the Ofice
of Technology Assessment is intended to be strictly a n a r m of tlie Congress. Consonant with this objective i t i s recommended t h a t t h e section he amended to provide t h a t appointments to the Board be made by the Congress.
Sec. 8 ( b ) of the bill would amend the National Science Foundation Act of 1950
to authorize the Foundation to support activities i n specified areas a t the request
of other agencies, including the Office of Technology Assessment, with 07. wit7~o~it
rein1l)ursement. Under the existing statute, agencies which request NSF to carry
out specific scientific activities a r e required t o reimburse NSF for these activities.
The effect of Sec. 8 ( b ) of the bill would be to single out areas for favored treatment, contrary to the basic orientation of the Fonndation's Act.
RIoreover, this provision would create a n irregular legislative-executive relationship if the Foundation were to undertake activities a t the request of t l l ~
Office of Technology Assessment. I t would seem preferable t h a t the Office fully
support i t s own activities, although there should be continuing interchange of
plans and information among all agencies concerned with technology assessment.
I n view of these difficulties, the Office of Management and Budqet reconlmenclr
against enactment of the proposed amendment to the National Science Founilntion Act incorporated n i t h i n S. 2302.
Sincerely,
WILFREDH. ROIIMEL,
Assistant Director f o r Legislative Xeferenc~.

